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Abstract approve
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A theoretical s udy of the heat and momentum transfer resulting

from a flow of power plant condenser effluent discharged vertically to

shallow, quiescent coastal receiving water is presented. The complete

partial differential equations governing steady, incompressible, tur-

bulent flow driven by both initial momentum and buoyancy are solved

using finite-difference techniques to obtain temperature and velocity

distributions in the near field of the thermal discharge.

The method of steady-flow vorticity transport was deemed the most

attractive approach for this numerical study. A partial differential

equation for buoyancy transport was used as a direct couple to the

vorticity transport equation, and related the effluent temperature and

salinity to buoyancy through an equation of state for sea water.

Three-dimensional formulations along with two-dimensional trans-

lent methods were investigated at the outset of this research. However,



in view of excessive computation requirements, two-dimensional steady

flow techniques were found to be satisfactory and computationally more

attractive to meet objectives of this study.

Turbulent quantities were treated through the use of Reynolds

stresses with further simplification utilizing the concept of eddy

diffusivities computed by Prandtl's mixing length theory. A Richardson

number correlation was used to account for the effects of density

gradients on the computed diffusivities.

Results were obtained for over 100 cases, 66 of which are reported,

using the computer program presented in this manuscript. These results

ranged from cases of pure buoyancy to pure momentum and for receiving

water depths from 1 to 80 discharge diameters deep. Various computed

gross aspects of the flow were compared to published data and found to

be in excellent agreement. Data for shallow water plumes and the ensuing

lateral spread are not readily available; however, one computed surface

temperature distribution was compared to proprietary data and found

also to be in excellent agreement.

It is concluded that the numerical techniques presented in this

study comprise an accurate and practical method for thermal analysis of

the type of discharge cited. Although Prandtl's theory was used in

this study with good success, it was found that modeling eddy transport

coefficients is an area of considerable weakness and research is

needed for general numerical fluid dynamic applications.
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NOMENCLATURE

Variables which are not listed in this nomenclature are defined

at the appropriate location within the manuscript. A few variable

names have been duplicated; however, the definitions listed below hold

throughout the text with duplications defined at the point of use.

Dimensions are given in the force-length-time system (F-L-T).

A Constant used in Chapter 7.

a Thermal diffusivity, L
2
/T

B Buoyancy parameter defined in Chapter 3.

b Slot width (slot plume), L

C C
2

Constants

c Concentration

D Diameter of outfall port, L

ei, e Unit vector (i = 1,2,3)

E Momentum parameter for plume similarity

solution.

f Coriolis constant, 1/T

FR' Radial eddy momentum diffusivity multiplier

FZ Vertical eddy momentum diffusivity multiplier

g Gravitational constant, L/T
2

k Kinetic energy of turbulent motion, FL

K Entrainment parameter

Characteristic length, L

L Liebmann acceleration constant

M Total momentum, FT



n Unit surface normal vector

P Pressure, F/L
2

Deviatoric pressure (defined in Chapter 3), F/L2

P' Fluctuating pressure, F/L
2

Q Plume entrainment rate, L
2
/T

Radial coordinate, L

Rid Reynolds stress tensor, F/L2

S Salinity, ppt

t Time, T

T Temperature, °C

Velocity, L/T

ul Fluctuating velocity, L/T

4I
Irrotational velocity vector, L/T

US Solenoidal velocity vector, L/T

Vertical velocity, L/T

x horizontal coordinate, L

x. General rectangular coordinate, L

Y Space coordinate, L

Vertical coordinate, L



Greek

a Entrainment constant

a Constant used in vertical eddy diffusivity model

d Convergence criterion

E Eddy diffusivity for momentum, L2/T

E Eddy diffusivity for matter, L2/T

EH Eddy diffusivity for heat, L2/T

E
P

Eddy diffusivity for density, L
2
/T

C Variable defined in Chapter 3.

0 Longitude

K Thermal conductivity, F/LT°C

p Dynamic viscosity, FT/L2

Kinematic viscosity, L
2
/T

Tr

P

P

T

0

(1)

I'

3.14159

Density, FT
2
/L

4

Fluctuating density, FT
2
/L

4

Shear stress

Latitude

Source or sink term in r-transport equation, 1/L3 T

Scalar potential, L
2
/T

Stream function, L
2
/1.

Vector potential, L
2
/T

W vorticity, 1/T

We Earth rotation velocity, 1/T



Standard Dimensionless Parameters

1

EU Euler number, AP/ -2- pv0
2

v
2

Fo, FO Densimetric Froude number,
o

P
r

Prandtl number, v/K

PR Eddy Prandtl number, ach

SC,x Eddy Schmidt number, c/Ey

Re Reynolds number,21-
v

VR,
RE Eddy Reynolds number,

(Pr-PO)rip

0

RI Local Richardson number,
__I (dp /dZ)

Po (du/dZ)2

RI' Gross Richardson number, -
9__

(gyp /AZ)

PO (Au/AZ)2

for the thermal layer.

Dimensionless Parameters Defined in this Manuscript

C Concentration, c /c0
V
m

3

E* Momentum parameter,

P* Pressure, P°pr/AP0

R Radial coordinate, r /r0

R*

E*
1/3

A
2m

Z

Density parameter,
17 (1+A)



t* Time, tvo/D

U Radial velocity, ur/vo

V Vertical velocity, uz/vo

X Space coordinate, x/xo

Z Vertical coordinate, z/ro

Vertical coordinate, z/D

r Conservative constituent parameter

P,-P
01 Buoyancy parameter, (p )

P -P
r o

P.-P

02 Density disparity parameter, (

P -P
r o

A
3

0

S -S

Salinity parameter, (, r )

'r o

Eddy diffusivity for momentum, 6/60

T
o
-T

Temperature parameter, (T
-T

o r

Radial coordinate, sinh
-1

(R)

Stratification parameter, p.(Z)/po

Stream function, y/r v
o o

2

Vorticity, w ro/vo

Earth rotational velocity, 2Q*/f0



Subscripts

The following subscript definitions hold unless otherwise

defined in the text.

b Refers to slot jet width

c Refers to center, or core

e Value at end of zone of flow establishment

E Elliptic partial differential equation

H Refers to heat

i Tensor index

j Tensor index, also computational grid index in

the horizontal (radial) direction

k Tensor index, also computational grid index in

the vertical direction

m Value at jet centerline

max Maximum value

P Computational grid index

port Refers to conditions at outfall port

q Computational grid index

r Refers to radial direction, or reference condition

for scalar quantities

s Refers to condition at surface

T Refers to turbulent conditions, or transport

equation

x Refers to x (horizontal) direction

z Refers to z (vertical) direction



Greek Subscripts

A

p

Refers to a conservative constituent

Refers to the buoyancy parameter

Refers to density

Refers to the stream function

Refers to vorticity

Other Subscripts

0

CO

1/2

Refers to conditions of or at the outfall

Refers to conditions far removed from the outfall

Refers to the half-width

Mathematical Notations

Dt

\72

A

J.

e
ijk

Log

I I

Substantial derivative

Laplacian operator

Gradient operator, del

Finite-difference operator

Summation except where otherwise specified

Kronecker delta function

Permulation tensor

Natural logarithm

Absolute value

Hat, unit vector

Overbar, time or space averaging

sinh, cosh, Hyperbolic functions
tanh, coth



A NUMERICAL MODEL FOR PREDICTING ENERGY DISPERSION

IN THERMAL PLUMES ISSUING FROM LARGE, VERTICAL OUTFALLS

IN SHALLOW COASTAL WATER

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for electric power in the United States has

set the stage for an additional environmental concern; the enormous

quantities of waste heat discharged to our natural waterways by

existing and planned large thermal power plants. The concern, of

course, is the impact of the waste heat on the resident ecosystem.

The answer to the underlying question, "are thermal effects a detri-

ment to the environment?", is largely a matter of philosophy since

certain species of the flora and fauna are apt to thrive under the

altered conditions whereas others would doubtless perish.

The central issue is, however, that these large quantities of

discharged waste heat will in fact alter the environment and certain

changes in the ecosystem will occur. Just what changes will take

place and the nature of the shift in the ecosystem are open to numer-

ous questions. Preservation of species, the impact on the overall

food chain, and the encroachment of undesirable species are certainly

compromising aspects. These questions and many others of equal im-

portance are certainly not unattended, but the interaction of the eco-

system with the environment and the complexity of ecodynamics as

influenced by artificial shifts in the environment presents an ana-

lytical and empirical task to arrive at reliable predictive methods of

monumental proportions.
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Although the ultimate concern of so-called "thermal pollution"

lies in the ecological impact, it is necessary as a first step to

assess the receiving water temperature changes. Prediction of the

temperature distribution in natural waters is in itself a formidable

task owing to the complexity of such natural phenomena as hydro-

dynamics, dispersion, and atmospheric interaction (transport process-

es). To date, no analytical or empirical tool has been devised to

predict thermal distributions with any degree of confidence for gen-

eral situations. The state-of-the-art has been developed along the

lines of applying the most appropriate simplified analytical or empir-

ical model to an immediate situation. Unfortunately, some situations

are complicated to the extent that simplified methods are a hopeless

exercise and can lead to a valueless or grossly overrestrictive

assessment.

Such complexities lead to methods involving more elaborate

numerical models or physical scale modeling. In this work, we take

the former approach, that of numerical modeling.

As is pointed out in Chapter 2, previous analytical plume

modeling efforts have dealt primarily in two areas which are:

The initial mixing zone where, in certain cases, simil-

arity solutions apply, and

The far field where heat transfer is governed by turbulent

diffusion and atmospheric interchange.
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The past research has largely neglected an area cf prime impor-

tance, that being the near field of large, vertical outfalls in shal-

low coastal waters. This neglect is in part due to the complexity of

the flow region in question and the fact that it is a new problem.

The near thermal field for such outfalls is, nevertheless, a very

important aspect of plume analysis, and is in need of analytical

attention.

1.1 Objectives

The primary objective of the work contained in this thesis is

the investigation and application of finite-difference methods in ana-

lyzing the dispersion of thermal effluents issuing from large single

port vertical outfalls in shallow coastal receiving water. Such sys-

tems are typical of several existing and/or planned thermal power

plant reject-heat discharge systems. This analysis, constitutes

research needed for future thermal discharge management. Since we are

interested primarily in the hydrodynamics and energy transport for a

shallow water, vertically confined plume, simplified analytical

methods cannot be applied with confidence. Physical modeling holds

some promise as an alternative to numerical modeling, at least in the

near field and in the absence of stratification. Since the numerical

modeling devised in this study was a considerable effort in itself,

physical modeling was not attempted. Verification of the numerical

techniques was rather carried out by testing the computer program for

several cases that could be checked with data published in the

literature.
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The secondary objective of the work was to develop a computer

program for analytical study of the above mentioned outfall systems

which would also include use of similarly solutions where applicable,

along with the more elaborate numerical techniques.

1.2 Summary

In the initial scoping of the vertical plume problem it was

planned to investigate both the transient and steady state operation

of the outfall system. Initially, several transient cases were run

which were academically quite interesting but it was soon ascertained

that the application of steady flow techniques was more efficient in

obtaining the desired results--the quasi-steady flow distributions.

Consequently, the transient techniques were abandoned. In general,

the scope of the study encompasses nearly all of the real quasi-

steady flow complication expected in actual situations which conform

to axisymmetric assumptions. The most notable complication is that of

plume induced turbulence.

One exception to the modeling of observed phenomena was the

surface boil; the surface was assumed flat and free-slip in all

instances. This assumption averted the problem of modeling a dis-

torted surface which is thought to be of small importance to the

overall plume characteristics. Other complications accounted for

include the possible existence of a potential core, ambient strati-

fication, and non-homogeneous, anisotropic turbulence in both the

vertical rise and lateral plume spreading. Flows for the entire
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range of densimetric Froude numbers were investigated, including

cases of pure natural convection.

The solution method deemed most practical for purposes of this

study was the stream function-vorticity, finite-difference approach,

in axisymmetric coordinates. The transport equations were used in

their conservative forms and special upstream differencing techniques

were employed for the convective terms.

The finite-difference computation technique verification study

was carried out for three deep water flow categories:

. pure momentum jets,

. pure buoyant plumes, and

. forced plumes where both initial momentum and buoyancy

play important roles.

Results from this portion of the study were compared to data

reported in the literature or valid similarity solutions. These com-

parisons involved:

. centerline distributions of velocity and buoyancy (or

temperature),

spread of the half-radius,

radial distributions of vertical velocity and buoyancy

(or temperature),

. radial velocities,

entrainment trends, and

eddy diffusivities.
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The effects of several different computational aspects were

included which involved effects of the:

boundary conditions and their computation,

various models for eddy diffusivities,

Prandtl (or Schmidt) number effects,

Richardson number modification of vertical diffusivities,

potential core,

ambient turbulence,

vertical turbulence within the plume, and

various factors involving numerical stability and con-

vergence.

The general results of this portion of the study showed excel-

lent agreement with experimental data where the eddy diffusivities

are well modeled. Plume generated turbulence was modeled using

Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis in all cases.

In Chapter 8 the plume model is extended to shallow water cases.

Verification is not presented since there are no readily available

appropriate or reliable data.* Here we rely on the extensive veri-

fication study of Chapter 7 mentioned above.

*Verification of the surface temperature distribution was obtained
for one case. The data is proprietary, hence no details of operating
conditions are disclosed.
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CHAPTER 2

DISCUSSION OF THERMAL PLUMES AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The dynamical behavior of heated water issuing to the marine

environment from an ocean outfall is influenced by a number of variables

which fall into two general categories. The first of these categories

encompasses engineered variables such as outfall design, effluent temp-

erature, etc; and, the second, those variables which we cannot control,

such as the oceanographic and meteorlogical parameters. In this chapter,

we shall illustrate and discuss how ambient and engineered variables

influence the gross behavior of a thermal plume, briefly discuss the

analytical "state-of-the-art," and qualitatively describe the problem

undertaken in this research.

2.1 The Nature of Thermal Plumes in Marine Surroundings

In the following discussion the terms jet flow and plume flow

will be used, and to avoid confusion it is appropriate to outline the

meaning of each at this time. A convective flow in a free environment

caused solely by buoyancy is commonly called a simple plume. In this

case, the general pattern of motion is caused by a density disparity

between the flow and the surrounding environment. Such instances are

atmospheric thermal and the smoke plumes generated by field fires.

A jet, on the other hand, is characterized by source flow inertia where

the flow may not involve a density difference.

The flow which is of primary concern in this discussion is a com-

bination of the above where both initial momentum and buoyancy have

significant influence on the flow behavior. Such a flow might be termed
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a forced plume. However, in this work the flow field will be called a

thermal plume or plume. Reference will be made to jet flow from time

to time, which will imply that conditions near the outfall, where

initial momentum dominates the dynamic behavior, is the subject of dis-

cussion or that the effluent is neutrally buoyant.

A temperature difference is not the only factor which must be con-

sidered as a buoyancy source in a thermal plume. Differential salt con-

centration is certainly a factor. Salinity differences must be consid-

ered if the power plant condenser coolant is drawn from an estuary and

rejected off-coast,in which case, the effluent would most likely be less

saline than the receiving water and contribute to the overall buoyant

force.

2.1.1 Discharge Magnitude

The volumetric flow rate required by a thermal power station

depends on plant size, steam cycle thermodynamic efficiency, and coolant

temperature rise. Typical installations range from 1000 to 2000 Mwe and

operate at a coolant temperature rise between 15 and 20 °F. Plant

efficiency depends largely on whether the heat source is nuclear or

fossil. The steam cycle thermodynamic efficiency for a typical fossil

fired plant will be in the neighborhood of 42% for optimum conditions,

whereas typical efficiency for a modern nuclear plant operating under

similar conditions is about 32%. Hence, the nuclear plant will reject

about 50% more heat than a fossil fired plant having the same net

electrical output.

The condenser coolant volumetric flow rate required by power sta-
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tions in the 1000 to 2000 Mw
e

range is impressive by any standards,

regardless of whether the plant is nuclear or fossil fired. Figures 2.1

and 2.2 illustrate this fact. It is possible that in the future a

particular site will consist of a number of individual units. Thus

the cooling load on a certain ocean locale may result from the produc-

tion of perhaps 10 Gwe.
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Figure 2.1 Condenser Coolant Flow Rate as a Function
of Temperature Rise and Plant Electric
Generating Capacity (Fossil Fired Plant)
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Figure 2.2 Condenser Coolant Flow Rate as a Function
of Temperature Rise and Plant Electric
Generating Capacity (Nuclear Plant)

2.1.2 Outfall Configuration

Condenser coolant may be rejected to the ocean either at the

shoreline or offshore through a submerged outfall.

The shoreline discharge may be either by canal or conduit.

Examples of such existing systems are the following fossil fired plants

owned by Pacific Gas and Electric [113].
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1) Contra Costa, 1298 Mw
e'

rejecting heat to the San Francisco

Bay Delta.

2) Pittsburgh, 1340 Mwe, rejecting heat to the San Francisco Bay

Delta.

3) Morro Bay, 1030 Mw
e'

rejecting heat to the Pacific Ocean.

Numerous other examples might be cited since the shoreline outfall

system has widespread use.

Submerged, offshore outfalls may be designed in two general

fashions:

1) a single port (dual in some cases) outlet situated either

vertical or horizontal, or

2) a diffuser section at the end of the pipeline consisting of

numerous ports. The diffuser is typical of municipal waste

outfalls.

Some examples of large vertical port outfalls are:

1) Moss Landing fossil fired plant. Reject heat from 1500 Mwe

generation, discharged about 800 feet offshore. Dual ports.

2) San Onofre nuclear plant. Reject heat from approximately

450 Mw
e

generation, discharged through a 14-foot diameter

pipe 2600 feet offshore, about 15 feet below sea surface.

3) Redondo Beach fossil fired plant. Reject heat from 1612 Mwe

generation. Two offshore outfall systems: a) two 10-foot

diameter pipes discharging vertically about 2100 feet offshore;

and b) a single 14-foot diameter pipe discharging vertically

300 feet off, about 16 feet beneath water surface.
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4) El Segundo fossil fired plant. Reject heat from 1020 Mwe

generation. Two offshore outfall systems: a) two 10-foot

diameter pipes, discharging 2100 feet offshore, vertically,

20 feet beneath ocean surface; and b) two 12-foot diameter

pipes, discharging 2070 feet offshore, vertically, 20 feet

beneath ocean surface.

To this author's knowledge, no large power plant uses diffusers for off-

shore ocean discharge at pre.sent, although such a system is proposed for

the Shoreham plant [95], discharging to Long Island Sound.

2.1.3 Hydrodynamic Regimes

Experimental observations of forced plumes issuing from submerged

ports have revealed the existence of four distinct flow regimes, as

follows (Figure 2.3):

. Zone of flow establishment (jet flow)

. Zone of established flow (mixed flow)

. Transition from established to drift flow, and

. Zone of drift flow.

The zone of flow establishment is in effect a transition zone from pipe

flow to an established forced plume. Consider fluid issuing from an

outfall port of diameter D (Figure 2.3), to the surrounding ocean, with

a turbulent velocity profile. For the sake of analysis, this profile

is usually assumed uniform with velocity vo. Immediately the velocity

begins to deteriorate at the flow boundary as a result of turbulent

mixing with the surrounding ocean water. This region of mixing spreads

both inward toward the center of the plume and outward into the sur-
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roundings. Within a short distance, ze, from the outfall port, the

interchange of momentum due to mixing has spread to the center of the

plume. At this point, it is generally assumed that the plume vertical

velocity profile is fully developed, or established.

In the zone of established flow, velocity profiles are approxi-

mately similar at all axial locations and the driving force may be

either initial momentum, buoyancy, or both (mixed flow). As distance

from the outfall increases, the effective width of the plume and the

amount of plume flow increases as a result of lateral mixing or turbu-

lent diffusion (commonly called entrainment). Momentum of the plume at

successive cross-sections is changing according to the density differ-

ence between the plume and surroundings. Maximum velocity, vm, of the

plume will decrease, except if the buoyancy is large compared to initial

momentum, in which case the maximum velocity may increase momentarily

near the outfall.

The transition from established flow to drift flow is caused by

the plume encountering the ocean surface or by the plume attaining a

neutrally buoyant condition in a density stratified sea. Here velocity

profiles change drastically with essentially all mean vertical motion

vanishing. The motion at the transition zone termination may be dom-

inated by prevailing ocean currents.

In the zone of drift flow, prevailing ocean currents will generally

dominate the plume motion, although a lateral density flow will persist

if the plume is situated on the ocean surface with buoyancy. Lateral

mixing is dominated by ocean turbulence, whereas vertical mixing depends

on both the plume and environment driving forces.
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Under certain conditions, all of the above hydrodynamic regimes

will not prevail. For instance, in the case of a large diameter port

issuing in shallow water, the zone of established flow will most likely

be absent. This situation is usually termed a "confined plume"

(Figure 1.4) and the hydrodynamics are characterized by a continuous

transition from pipe flow to drift flow.

An example of a typical confined plume is the thermal effluent of

the Southern California Edison power plant located at San Onofre,

California, discharging approximately 15 feet beneath the sea surface.

The port is vertical and 14 feet in diameter. Based on experiments by

Albertson, et al. [4] concerning neutrally buoyant jets, this depth is

less than the length for flow establishment.

For shoreline outfalls, the same flow regimes exist. However,

the zone of established flow may be less distinct depending on the

relative magnitudes of initial momentum and buoyancy (initial densi-

metric Froude number). This zone will assert itself if buoyancy is

small or initial momentum is large. In the case of small initial

momentum and moderate or large buoyancy, the initial mixing zone will

be a continuous transition from the outfall to drift flow without

established flow in the sense of similar velocity profiles.

2.1.4 Oceanographic Effects

The nature of the surrounding ocean can have a dramatic effect on

the behavior of a thermal plume. Probably the most influential of these

oceanographic variables are the following:
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. density stratification,

. currents, and

. turbulence.

2.1.4.1 Density Stratification

In all discussions concerning ambient density stratification,

stable stratification is implied. One effect of stratification is

stabilization of the ambient flow field insofar as vertical convection

and mixing are concerned. However, the discussion in this chapter will

be confined to the direct effect of limitation of height of rise for

plumes issuing from submerged outfalls.

The maximum height that the thermal plane will attain (and whether

the plume will reach the surface or not) depends largely on the ambient

density structure. Obviously, this discussion does not apply to con-

fined plumes, but to cases where the outfall port size is small com-

pared to the ocean depth, as for example, diffuser ports. Both theory

and experiment have shown that the plume will always reach the surface

if the ocean is homogeneous with respect to density.

The ocean, however, is rarely homogeneous, except perhaps in very

shallow coastal waters where good vertical mixing occurs. The reason

that a thermal plume may not penetrate to the ocean surface in a density

stratified environment is that the plume entrains the heaviest water

nearest the outfall. This water causes dilution to some extent and is

carried upward with the plume. As the plume ascends, the density dif-

ference between the plume and surroundings steadily decreases because

the flow is being diluted and cooled through entrainment, and because
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the density of the surroundings is decreasing upwards.

If the density stratification has sufficient magnitude (among

other considerations which will be discussed later), the plume will

eventually reach a level of neutral buoyancy some distance below the

water surface. At this point the flow continues upward only by virtue

of the vertical momentum it possesses at that point. As the plume con-

tinues upward, it continues to entrain liquid that is now less dense

than the plume flow; hence, the flow is negatively buoyant. Eventually,

all upward vertical momentum is lost and, since the plume liquid is

denser than the surroundings at that depth, the pollutants will cascade

downward around the upward flow.

Small oscillations in the vertical motion will follow and when

these oscillations vanish the plume is said to be "trapped" (Figure 2.5).

At the trap level all mean motion is horizontal since the flow is

neutrally buoyant (assuming that environmental isosteric surfaces are

horizontal).

2.1.4.2 Effect of Currents

Currents have a dramatic effect on plume behavior in nearly all

flow regimes. The types of currents that might have influence are tidal

currents, longshore currents, upwelling, wind driven surface currents,

and persistent currents that are peculiar to a certain locale.

The zone of flow establishment is essentially unaffected by cross

currents; but, in the zone of established flow (deep water), a cross

current will cause the plume to be "bent-over" (Figure 2.6). The most

significant effect of this bending is a decrease in the height of rise,
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also, the dynamics within the plume are changed.

When the plume is bent over, two distinct counter rotating vor-

tices are formed (Figure 2.6). These vortices are quite apparent in

atmospheric smoke plumes discharging into a cross wind; the same

phenomenon occurs in the ocean.

In the drift flow regime, the plume flow is carried along with

the ocean current nearly as though it were the ambient water. Thus,

ocean currents play a dominant hydrodynamic role on the eventual fate of

the pollutant. Upwelling causes a persistent offshore surface current,
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thus, a surface plume could be carried out to sea. Wind driven surface

currents and tidal currents can cause the pollutant to be carried on-

shore or out to sea, and longshore currents can cause the pollutant to

be distributed along the shoreline.

2.1.4.3 Ocean Turbulence

The origin of oceanic turbulence is not fully understood,

although in the surface zone it is probably caused mostly from wind

generated wave action. As such, the turbulence is neither homogenous

nor isotropic, and only the gross behavior can be described.

Ocean turbulence has some effect on all regimes of plume flow.

Turbulence scales that are on the same size or larger than the plume

cross-section will have an effect similar to a crosscurrent, and all

scales should have some influence on the plume entrainment rate

(although it is thought that the influence is small in all zones except

the drift regime, since turbulence generated by the plume dominates

the ocean turbulence). In the zone of drift flow scales of motion

larger than the flow field result in action similar to oceanic currents,

and the pollutant field simply flows along with the turbulent motion.

Smaller scales of motion add to the eddy diffusion of the pollutant;

thus, as the pollutant field spreads, larger and larger scales of eddy

mixing come into play.

Another factor complicating oceanic turbulence is that it is

highly anisotropic, at least in the larger scales of motion. Since

most oceanic waters are density stratified to some degree (except per-

haps in shallow water), vertical mixing is suppressed to a great
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extent. Thus, a pollution field diluted by eddy diffusion will spread

much more rapidly in the lateral direction than in the vertical.

2.1.4.4 Air-Sea Interactions

Wind and heat transfer are the major air-sea interface phenomena

which may significantly affect thermal plume dynamics. Wind stress at

the sea surface causes two local effects which have previously been men-

tioned: wind driven surface current, and turbulence. And, on a larger

scale, wind is responsible for coastal upwelling. We will only point

out these wind stress effects here and refer the interested reader to

such references as Neumann and Pierson [63] or Wada [107] for addi-

tional details and references.

Heat transfer at the interface is carried on by atmospheric con-

vection, radiation, and evaporation. Evaporation is probably the most

significant of these modes and is materially affected by the surface

temperature and conditions in the atmospheric boundary layer such as

temperature, humidity and turbulence. Again, wind plays an important

role here through promotion of atmospheric turbulence and convective

currents. Radiation heat transfer depends on the sea surface tempera-

ture and albedo, atmospheric conditions such as turbidity, and position

of the sun.

The effect of surface heat transfer is more complicated than

merely heating or cooling of the plume. For instance, if heat is lost

at the surface, convective downcurrents of cooler water may occur,

tending to homogenize the plume vertically. If heat is gained at the

surface, the plume will become more stable and suppress vertical mixing.
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Atmospheric heat transfer will affect the plume dynamics predomin-

ately in the drift flow regime when the plume is situated at the surface.

The area exposed to the atmosphere in the surface transition (zone 3)

is small on a comparative basis and will likely be unaffected by sur-

face heat transfer.

2.2 Plume Analysis State-of-the-Art

There has been a great deal of theoretical and experimental work

carried out in the past 20 years or so dealing with the dynamics of

buoyant plumes. Most of this work has dealt directly with either atmos-

pheric smoke plumes or ocean plumes caused by submerged offshore indus-

trial and municipal waste outfall systems: (cf. Baumgartner and Trent

[12]). Much lesser and more recent efforts have treated horizontal shore-

line discharges (cf. Stolzenbach and Harleman [94]). More basic studies

concerned with turbulent transport quantities in jet flow have also

received much attention.

In this section we will briefly outline the state-of-the-art and

past studies dealing with plume calculations. Table 2.1 summarizes a

good share of the work related to plume investigations both theoretical

and experimental. This table is by no means all inclusive and the

particular categories may not be completely descriptive of the work

accomplished in the cited references. However, it does serve to illus-

trate where research emphasis has been placed on problems which are

related both directly and indirectly to thermal outfall analysis.

A brief discussion of Table 2.1 will be given separately for

submerged and horizontal shoreline outfalls.
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TABLE 2.1. SUMMARY OF WORK PERTINENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL PLUME ANALYSIS
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Albertson 4 Sub. Jets X L X X X X X X X

Albertson 4 Sub. Jets X L X X X X X X X

Baines 8 Sub. Jets X L X X X X X X

Hinze 41 Sub. Jets X L X X X X X

Schmidt 85 Thermals L X X X X X X X

Rouse 81 Thermals L X X X X X X X

Priestley 73 Plumes X L X XXX X X X X

Priestley 74 Plumes X L X X X XXXX
Morton 60 Thermals L X X X X X X

Morton 58 Plumes X L X X X X X X

tioraham 1 Waste uutfall AA L A X AAA A A AA A

Abraham 3 Jets L X X X X X X

Fan 26 Waste Outfall X X L X XXX X X X X

Fan 27 Waste Outfall X L X X X X X X X X

Keffer 50 Plume X L X X X X X X X X

Cederwall 17 Waste Outfall X X L X XXX X X X X

Brooks 16 Waste Outfall X L X X X X X X X

Tomich 99 Jets X L X X X X X X X

Zeller 112 Thermal Outfall X X X X X X X X

Jen 48 Thermal Outfall X X X X X X X X

Tamai 96 Thermal Outfall X X X X X 9 X v

Hayashi 38 Thermal Outfall X X X X X X X X

Sharp ::,89 Thermal Outfall X L X X X X X X

Frankel 30 Waste Outfall X I X X X X X X X

Sami 83 Jets X X X X X X X

Stolzenbach 94 Thermal Outfall X X X X X X X X X X X X

Hart 37 Waste Outfall X L X XXX X X

Bosanquet 14 Waste Outfall X L X XXX X X X X

Hoult 45 Plumes X L X X X X X X X X X

Wada 106 Thermal Outfall X X X X X X X X

Wada 108 Thermal Outfall X X X X X X X

Manabe 56 Thermal Outfall X X X X X X

Okubo 64 Dispersion NA NA X X X X

Okubo 65 Thermals L X X X X X X

Leenderste 53 Tidal Hydraulics NA NA X X X X X

Ramsey 75 Heated Jet X X X X X X X X

Fay 29 Plumes X L X X X X X X X X

Murota 62 Jets X I X X X X X X X X

Masch 57 Tidal Hydraulics NA NA X X X X X

Fox 28 Plumes X L X XXX X X X X

Murgai 61 Thermals L X XXX X X X

Hirst 44 Plumes X X L X X X X X X X X

Schmidt 86 Smoke Plumes X L X XXX X X X X

Hirst 43 Plumes X X L X X X X X X X X X

Scorer 87 Plumes X L X X X X X X X

Morton 59 Plumes X L X XXX X X X

Csanady 22 Plumes XL X X X X X X X

Anwar 5 Waste Outfall X X L X X X X X X X

Abraham 2 Waste Outfall X L X X X X X X

Turner 102 Waste Outfall X L XXX XXX XXX
Rawn 76 Waste Outfall X L X X X X X X

Harremoes 36 Waste Outfall X L X

Tulin 101 Waste Outfall X L X X X X X X X X X

Baumgartner 11 Waste Outfall X L X X X X X X X

*The LID ratio applies only to submerged outfalls: S, L/D <5; I, 5<L/D<15; L, L/D 15.
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2.2.1 Submerged Outfalls

For submerged outfalls the depth of discharge dictates the method

of analysis. Deep water cases are substantially simpler to analyze

than the shallow water counterparts (at least in the absence of cross

currents) which is a result of the applicability of similarity solutions.

Similarity analysis has expedited the theoretical analysis in this zone

and resulted in mathematical models that are sufficiently accurate for

engineering calculations.

Zone 1 has received substantial attention but is of minor impor-

tance in deep water analysis because it is a relatively short-distance

effect (approximately six port diameters or less). Most of the work

involving this zone has been carried out in the absence of buoyant forces.

Abraham [1] presents a mathematical model for cases where buoyant forces

have a significant affect on the zone length. Recently, Hirst [43]

has presented a more thorough analysis.

There has been essentially no theoretical work done for zone 3 of

the deep water plume (i.e., near the surface or in the region of the

maximum height of rise). It is generally assumed that the similarity

solutions of zone 2 hold in zone 3; but, this is a very poor assumption.

Frankel and Cumming [30] have shown through experiment that this is the

case. Sharp [88,89] has experimentally investigated the surface spread

of a hot water plume, and Murota and Muraoki [62] have investigated the

effect of a free surface on plume hydrodynamics.

Very little theoretical work has been done on deep water plumes

in the presence of a crosscurrent. This lack of effort is undoubtedly
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a result of the solution difficulty since similarity principles are not

strictly valid for this case. However, Fan [26] has treated the cross-

flow problem for a vertical plume using similarity assumptions and

obtained reasonable results. There are serious theoretical questions

concerning the use of similarity profiles in the presence of a cross-

current. Hirst [44] presents analysis for crosscurrents which includes

a stratified ambient medium. Various experimental studies coupled with

dimensional analysis have been carried out for the crossflow problem,

but as yet no generally proven computational model has been published

which relates details of the plume dynamics.

Deep water plume analysis is particularly applicable to waste out-

falls having small ports, common to diffuser systems. Typical submerged

thermal outfalls such as those off the Southern California coast cited

by Zeller and Rulifson [113] utilize very large, vertical single ports.

The amount of receiving water between the port and sea surface may be

on the order of 1-3 port diameters. No published theoretical studies

have treated plumes with such L/D ratios. In this case zone 2 does not

exist and there is no delineation between zones 1 and 3. All that may

be said is that the flow undergoes a transition from pipe flow to drift

flow.

The following general conclusions are made concerning submerged

outfall state-of-the-art computational models.

1. Acceptable computational models are available for deep water

plumes except for;

Zone 3, the surface or maximum-height-of-rise transition

zone, and
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plumes issuing in crosscurrent (existing models to be

proven).

2. There is no acceptable computation model or technique available

for shallow water plumes such as those typical of large thermal

power plant outfalls.

2.2.2 Horizontal Shoreline Outfalls

Horizontal shoreline discharge is also utilized by a number of

thermal power plants throughout the United States. Table 2.1 illustrates

that there has been only modest effort made to analyze this problem.

From a mathematical modeling standpoint the horizontal surface discharge

of a thermal plume is extremely complex since the phenomena involved

are inherently three-dimensional (the same is true for horizontal sub-

merged ports in shallow water, and the case of a crosscurrent in deep

water).

In spite of the three-dimensional aspects of the shoreline plume,

various solutions have been formed using similarity princples (e.g.,

Zeller [112], Jen, et al. [48], Hayashi, et al. [38], Tamai, et al.[96]

and Stolzenbach, et al. [94]. Except for the work of Stolzenbach,

none of these methods are, in this author's opinion, acceptable for

engineering computations. Before a completely acceptable model is con-

structed for general application, three-dimension flow characteristics

will need to be accounted for in some manner along with crosscurrent

effects.
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2.3 Work Description

The previous section delineates several areas of outfall analysis

which need attention. As a practical matter it is not feasible to

incorporate all of these areas into a general mathematical model which

would apply to all outfall configurations and oceanographic conditions.

The scope of this manuscript is limited to vertical plumes.

We are primarily interested in large single port vertical thermal

outfalls issuing in shallow water (Figure 2.4). Typical existing

configurations are those located at Moss Landing, San Onofre and

Redondo Beach, cited earlier. However, the ultimate objective of the

work is to provide a complete program which mathematically models the

temperature and velocity distribution in a vertical thermal plume, from

outfall port to the drift flow regime (zone 4), regardless of ocean

depth. The transition region, as defined here, refers to any part of

the flow field for shallow water plumes. This region is the portion of

the program which must be treated by finite-difference techniques and

constitutes the principle effort of this work.

In addition we also set down the difference equations appropriate

for a line plume, but do not include these in the modeling program.

In summary, the work covered by this manuscript deals with the

problem of mathematically modeling velocity and temperature distribu-

tions in the locale of vertical thermal outfalls. The techniques for

analysis are as follows:

Shallow water plumes : finite-differences
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Deep water plumes

1. Zone 1 : existing empirical

2. Zone 2 : similarity solution

3. Zone 3 : finite-differences

The primary task described in this manuscript is the finite-dif-

ference application to the confined plume and computation of the entire

flow field dynamics for zones I, II, and III. The circulation of the

ambient is also included. Although there have been various related

studies, none have dealt with the numerical solution of a confined,

vertical plume and radial surface spread. Tomich [99] numerically

modeled the compressible free jet problem, Ma and Ong [55] investigated

an impulsively started momentum jet, but paid little attention to the

more complicated features of the dynamics. Recently, Pai and Hsieh [68]

have carried out numerical work with laminar jets.
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CHAPTER 3

TRANSPORT EQUATIONS - GENERAL THEORY

In this chapter the fundamental laws and equations which govern

marine hydrodynamics and energy transport are set down. We begin by con-

sidering the fundamental equations for laminar, incompressible flow and

modify these equations so they are appropriate for marine considerations.

These equations are written in various forms which are appropriate

for later discussion concerning theory review, similarity solutions, and

numerical considerations.

3.1 Coordinate System

The governing differential equations are given in Cartesian

tensoral form with coordinates x. (Figure 3.1). For analysis of the

local sea, the geopotential surface is assumed to be flat.

(-* (EARTH ROTATION)

VERTICAL: x
3

EAST:
x

1

q(LATITUDE)

EARTH

y

Figure 3.1

Rectangular
Coordinate
System
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3.2 Conservation Laws

The differential equations governing the heat and momentum trans-

port of a thermal plume in the oceanic environment may be derived from

the following physical laws:

Continuity (conservation of mass)

Newton's Second Law (conservation of momentum), and

The first law of thermodynamics (conservation of energy)

In addition, an appropriate equation of state is needed to relate sea

water density in terms of local temperature and salinity.

Detailed derivation of the primitive conservation equations will

not be discussed here but may be found in such texts dealing with fluid

dynamics (cf. Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot [13], Welty, Wicks and

Wilson [115], Hinze [40]). A few modifications ofthe standard form of

the conservation equations must be made so that they apply in general

to a thermal plume in the sea. These modifications are chiefly con-

cerned with turbulent approximations, incorporation of coriolis effects,

and the Boussinesq approximation concerning small density variations.

Additional detail concerning these approximations may be found in

standard references dealing with marine hydrodynamics (cf. Hill [39],

Phillips [70]) and the general subject of turbulence (e.g. Hinze [40]).

The primitive equations appropriate for our analysis are pre-

1

sented in Cartesian tensoral form as follows:

lEinsteinian notation is used where repeated indices imply summation
over all three index values (i = 1,2,3).
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(3.1)

The operator D/Dt in the above equation is the substantial deriva-

tive and has the usual meaning:

D a a

Dt at 'Ajax. '

where t is time and u. is velocity along the j
th

coordinate. In Equa-

tion (3.1) the quantity p is density.

Momentum:

Dui aP
aTij

j
+ ei 2pu

k
ot =-

Pg6i3 +a .PDt k j ax xj
(3.2)

where 2t is the component of planetary angular velocity along the j
th

coordinate, P is pressure, g is the local gravitational constant and Tij

is the fluid molecular stress tensor. The symbol eijk is the usual

cartesian permutation tensor which takes values of zero if any two of

the three subscript are identical, +1 for even permutations and -1 for

odd permutations. The symbol oij is the Kronecker delta which is equal

to 1 when i = j, and otherwise 0. Coriolis effects are incorporated

into the momentum equation by the term eijk2puoj and, according to

the specified coordinate system, (Figure 3.1) gravitational forces act

only along the x3 direction; hence, Sij = Si3.

In any fluid dynamic system, variations of density may cause

fluid motion due to the action of gravity. In the ocean, these density

variations may be caused by temperature differences and variation of

local salt content, or concentrations of other materials whether in
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solution or not. Hence, in lieu of the heat transport equation we will

consider at this point a transport equation for a general scalar

quantity, r, where r may be heat, salinity or other dilute transferable

constituents. The r transport equation is:

Dr a ( ar ,. ;

Dt aX.
1

Ky a)17.- '
(3.3)

Constituent sources, sinks and dissipative mechanisms are incorporated

in the term i and the symbol Ky is the molecular diffusion coefficient

for the r quantity.

3.2.1 Continuity

In the ocean, and especially in the case of the thermal plume,

the density field, p, varies with both space and time,

P = p(xi,t). (3.4)

However, essentially all density variation is caused by distributions

of heat content, salinity, etc., as opposed to compressibility effects

(i.e. high speed compressible effects). The local density anomally is

very small compared to the local value of density, and the conservation

of mass (Equation 3.1) may be approximated with sufficient accuracy by

the volume continuity equation

au.

= O.
ax1 .

(3.5)

We point out here that although D,Ps, 0 may be an acceptable approxi-
wAi

mation with regard to mass conservation, this quantity cannot be
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ignored in the momentum equation (see Section 3.3), and is precisely

the coupling between momentum transport and r transport.

3.2.2 The Equations of Motion for Turbulent Flow

Within the framework of assumptions concerning continuous fluid

properties, constant gravitational force, and negligible earth curva-

ture, the momentum transport equations (3.2) are valid regardless of

the nature of the flow or fluid. The usual additional assumptions in

hydrodynamics are that the fluid is Newtonian, incompressible and that

Stokes viscosity relationships are a valid description of the fluid

stress rate-of-strain (cf. Welty et al.). Thus, the stress terms

(Equation 3.2), maymay be replaced by

@LI

Tij p
Bxj

where p is dynamic viscosity.

(3.6)

For the purpose of treating turbulent flow, it is assumed that

the velocity components,ui, pressure, P, and density, p, are composed of

mean or average parts and superimposed random fluctuating parts

(cf. Hinze [40]). Symbolically,

u. = U. + u-
i '

P = P + P, and

P = P P-,

where the overbar represents mean of values and the prime, random

values. These definitions are substituted into the equations of

motion and the result is time averaged term-by-term over a sufficiently

long period of time to obtain
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Du. a aT
ij

p [-Ft- + (u'iu'j) + 2e..
k

=
axJ j ax. Pg6.13 ax. (3.7)

which is seen to be identical in the mean motion with Equation (3.2)

except for the appearance of the term

3x4
(U' u'

j
).

A new quantity is now defined:

R
ij

= p U'
i
u'

j,
(3.8)

which is called the Reynolds stress. Finally the complete equations

of motion in the rotating Earth reference frame are written as

Du.
1 _,.

P Dt
(

2eijklUk =
MD

3X. li
1

pgo., +
3

Dc.
J

(T..
13

+ R
ij

) (3.9)

for the mean flow. Here the overbars denoting average quantities have

been omitted since mean, or average, quantities are implied. The tur-

bulent stress terms may be related to mean flow quantities through the

Prandtl mixing length theorem (cf. Neumann and Pierson [63]) to obtain

Terms envolving fluctuations of pressure and density have been ignored.
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Hence, using Equations (3.6) and (3.10) in (3.9) yields
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(3.10)

(3.11)

1
Dui

aP
au.

p
i

+ 2e otj u
k

=
jk ax1 . Pg6i3 3 Xj [P (v Eij) 771.] '

where cij is the eddy diffusion coefficient for momentum, a second order

tensor, and v is kinematic viscosity.

In the case of a thermal plume, cii»v except where velocity

gradients are small and the flow has strong stratification. We will

assume that eij includes molecular viscous effects and write the momen-

tum equations as

Du.

P Dti
(

+ 2eijkluk = al)
DX.1

+ (

3 .

Pg6i3 Dx. 'pcii :x.)
1 -- j

3.3 The Boussinesq Approximation

(3.12)

In this work, four quantities of density are defined as follows:

p = p(x.,t), the density at a point in the thermal plume.

p = p.(x3), the density distribution which would exist in

the local sea in the absence of the plume.

p
r

= Constant, a reference density for the receiving water.

p
o

= Constant, the density of the effluent issuing from

the outfall port.
I The summation convention for repeated tensoral indices does not apply

to underscored indices in this text.
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The density distribution of the reference ocean, p.(x3), is assumed to

be independent of time and vary with x3 alone.

Buoyant forces on a fluid element are established by the density

difference

So that,

1

AP = P P. (3.13)

P = P AP. (3.14)

According to the Boussinesq approximation, (cf. Phillips [70])

when density variations, Op, are small,(i.e. lAp/pl«1) these varia-

tions may be ignored as they influence inertial and viscous terms in

the equations of motion, but must be accounted for in the gravitational

term. In view of Equation (3.14), the equations of motion may be

written

Du. (44-P. )
1 1 aP (3.15)+ 2e.. atu = go3i ax. 'EU ax.'Dt ljk j k p ax. Prr J J

Now, let P° be the pressure difference between a point in the plume

and outside the plume located on the same geopotential surface, so that

P - P
0

P.
- g J - dx.

Pr Pr
x3

(3.16)

Hereafter, we will refer to p.(X3) as simply p., keeping in mind the

dependence on x3.



Here, we have assumed that the pressure distribution in the reference

ocean is hydrostatic. Hence, Equation (3.15) may be reduced,to:

Du.

+ 2e.. atu =Dt ijk j k
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aP
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. -) i3 ( ijax
J j

Equation (3.17) is the so-called "advective" form of the equations of

motion. This name has become popular among oceanographers and meterol-

ogists and is so called because the convective terms are expressed in

the form ujaui/axj.

The convective terms may be written in slightly different form

by noting that

au

j

aui au.

axj
u + u. --1ax Dx.

.

However, by Equation (3.5)

au.

0uj

so that for an incompressible flow

au au
j
u

u.
Jax. axj

Thus, Equation (3.17) may also be expressed as

au. au.u.

at ax.
3

+ 2e.. otu
k

=

apo P. P

Dci p
r

'36.13

a
au.

[
ax cif

ax.
J J

(3.18)
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which is called the "conservative" form of the equations of motion.

3.4 The Pressure Equation

Equation (3.17), or (3.18) contains four unknown quantities;

ul,u2,u3, and P°. Since only three scalar equations are involved, an

additional relationship is required.

An equation for pressure, P°, may be derived by taking the diver-

gence of Equation (3.17). This operation yields:

au. au

at axi
+

xi ax
:J.)

+ uj aax. ax
1.) + 2e

ijk
0*j

ax.
J 1 1

a2p0 (1: ) P)
c E..

[
Dx

a

3X
i i

DC.

J
. ij ax.p

r
ax

1 J

By continuity

Du
i

ax.
= 0,

so that Equation (3.19) is reduced to

= 0.

a2po aui auk
k aB

ax ax ax. ax.
e
ijk

... +

1

j xi
3

au. )]
acid

1

Dx. [(m. DX.

where B is the buoyancy parameter, defined as

B
P
r

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)
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For the case where coriolis forces are neglected and quantities involv-

ing derivatives of eddy viscosity are small compared to other terms,

the presssure equation is

a2p0
1

ax. ax. (Dxj

3.5 r Transport

auj

X ax
3

(3.23)

The r transport Equation (3.3) may be modified for turbulent flow

by considering the transported quantity, r, to be composed of a mean

part, f, and a fluctuating part, r', or

r = + r'.

Then in a manner analogous to the method applied to the equations of

motion, the turbulent r transport equation becomes

DT

Dt rdx. Ey
+ ,

1

(3.24)

Where E
YJ

is the eddy diffusion coefficient and is assumed to include

molecular effects.

3.5.1 Transport of Heat, Salinity and Buoyancy

Letting r = T, in Equation (3.24), where T is temperature, the

heat transport equation is

DT (6, 31*

Dt 777 Hj 9x.
(3.25)
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In this case $ corresponds to heat sources and sinks and/or viscous

dissipation. Since none of these effects are significant in an ocean

plume, ci) is neglected. The quantity CHj is the turbulent heat diffusion

coefficient and is assumed to include molecular effects. For salt trans-

port, we let r = S, when S is salinity; hence,

DS aS
).Dt ax Esj axi

(3.26)

Salinity is a conservative property, thus (I) is omitted. The quantity

cSj
is the combined molecular and turbulent mass diffusion coefficient.

The equations for heat and salinity transport are coupled to the

Equations of motion (3.17) or (3.18) through the buoyancy term

(p -p)/pr. For that matter, any r constituent, which when transported

in the system of interest causes density variations to occur, is

coupled in the same fashion. Thus, it is not the absolute value of

temperature, salinity, etc., which is important to the system dynamics,

but resulting density variations in a lateral plane caused by the trans-

port of these quantities. For this reason it is necessary only to deal

with the transport of buoyancy in analyzing the dynamical behavior of

the system. However, we must solve the equation for heat or salinity

transport (in a system where differences of salinity and temperature

are the causes of density variations) in order to establish the magni-

tude of temperature and salt content, and to treat certain boundary

conditions. Once the density and temperature (or salinity) distribution

is known, salinity (or temperature) may be calculated from an equation

of state for sea water.
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A "density transport" equation may be derived by combining Equa-

tions (3.25) and (3.26) [assuming that an equation of state, p= p(S,T)

holds] after the independent variables, T and S, have been changed to p.

Hence,

where

a (c 31_ ) 1() (2.2.-),
Dt axe

P J J
P ax. Dx.

J

aT aS
c 97 +

ap

A buoyancy parameter may be defined as

Pr p

6,1

Pr Po

and the appropriate transport equation for Al is

DA1

Dt

(3.27)

(3.28)

DA1
) 6

pl DX.

) CA1). (3.29)

aXj (6 P1 D(. DX.
J J

A second parameter A2 which incorporates p. may be defined as

Pr p,p
)

P. P

A2 = Al (

Pr Po r Po

The transport of A2 is described by

(3.30)
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Doe 3p* aA2 3p:

Dt 3 Dx3 Bx.

(

` pi, 3X. 3X3 (Ep3 3X
3

1 (c ) (9p ) (3.31)

pJ p 3Xj 3Xj

where p*
Pc./(Pr Po)

If density is a linear function of both temperature and salinity, that is

P Po -a (T To) b(S-S

then c = constant and aUaxj = O.

Equations (3.27), (3.29) and (3.21) become

a )D,(Eaxj pj axi

DA1
a

3A
1

Dt = ax. Epj ax.
, and

Bp*
DA

2 -
ap*

3 (6 BL\2 (E

Dt
u
3 BX3

J
3X. pj 3X.

) 3X3 P3 3X3 ),

respectively.

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)
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The quantity c, is seen to be a correction term which accounts for

nonlinearities in the equation of state, p = p (S,T). As it turns out,

sea water density does vary approximately linearly with salinity

(See Section 3.6) so that p = f (T) for. constant S.

In the remainder of this manuscript, of and A2 will be referred

to as

=
Pr P

Al buoyancy parameter,
Pr Po

P.(x3) P

A2 = Al
Pr - Po

- Ail. , density disparity parameter.

The motivation for defining two buoyancy quantities is that it is more

convenient to use of in the numerical analysis (Chapter 5), whereas A2

is convenient for similarity analysis. For consideration of salinity

transport, a third buoyancy term is defined as

3
_

S
r

- SS'
r - So

where S
r

and S
o

are the reference and outfall effluent salinities,

respectively.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the relationship between the quantities

and Al and 42 at elevation X3 = constant.



A =
PooP A _A

2 pr- po 1 1 8"

p r P

A
1 P Pr o

V

pr poo
Al I oo P Pr o

x2
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Figure 3.2 Relationship Between the Buoyancy Parameter, of and
Density Disparity, 02

3.6 The Equation of State for Sea Water

The density of sea water is a function of pressure, temperature

and salinity, in the absence of other pollutants. Hence, the equation

of state has the form

P = p(P,S,T). (3.35)

Since we are dealing only with rather shallow water on an oceanographic

scale, pressure effects are negligible; therefore,

p = p(S,T). (3.36)
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If other contaminants, having concentration, C, are present, then

p = p(S,T,C) . (3.37)

In this work, we will deal only with Equation (3.36).

Since density variations are small in the sea, oceanographers

deal with a modified density called sigma-t, defined as

of = (p-1) x 1000,

which has cgs units and is a measure of the deviation in density from

1.0 gm/ml. The equation of state in general use by oceanographers may

be found in U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office publication number 615 [103]

(or in Hill [39]) and has the form:

where

at
+ (00 + .1324) [1 - At + Bt (00 - .1324)]

(T - 3.98)2 T + 283 ,

/t 503.370 x T + 67.26

A
t

= 10 3T(4.7867 - .098185T + .0010843T2)

B
t

= 10 6T(18.030 - .8164T + .01667T2)

00 = -.093 + .8149S .000482S2 + .0000068S2.

(3.38)
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In the above equations,T is in degrees Celsius, and salinity in

parts per thousand. The quantity ao is the density of sea water, in

sigma-t units at zero pressure and temperature. ao is usually expressed

in terms of chlorine content instead of salinity, S, but for purposes

here, salinity will suffice.

3.7 Vorticity Transport - An Alternate Approach

In dealing with geophysical fluid dynamic problems it is frequently

difficult, if not impossible, to set realistic boundary conditions

required for the solution of Equation (3.21). Pressure, and consequently

associated boundary conditions, may be eliminated entirely from consid-

eration by introducing the quantity, vorticity.

A brief summary of the general theory will be presented here for

a homogeneous, isotropic turbulent flow field (i.e., Eij = E = constant)

in three dimension. Additional information concerning vorticity trans-

port may be found in Batchelor [10].

As demonstrated by Batchelor, a conservative fluid velocity field

may be defined by vector addition of an irrotational contribution, uI

and a solenoidal contribution u
S'

or

4 4 4
u u

I +
u
S .

The solenoidal part satisfies

4
v us = 0

whereas the irrotational part satisfies

x uI = 0.

(3.39)



In addition the irrotational part of the velocity field, up may be

described in terms of a scalar potential ' so that

u = V(1)

and the solenoidal part in terms of a vector potential, /, or

= V X 111 .

Hence, the total velocity field is described by the vector and scalar

potential as

48

= vo + v x /. (3.40)

Vorticity, c-t), is defined as

w = V X U.

Taking the curl of Equation (3.40) and use of the above expression for

vorticity, yields

= v x (vx/).

However, by vector identity

V x (VX/) = V(V /) - V2/ ,

which for an incompressible flow gives

V
2
/ = 4

since v/ = 0.

(3.41)

(3.42)

Equation (3.42) is a Poisson type partial differential equation

relating the vector potential to the distribution of vorticity in the

flow field.



The divergence of Equation (3.40) gives

V
2
(I) - V.

In view of the incompressibility condition,

V u = 0,

and satisfies LaPlace's equation

V
2

(1) = 0.
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(3.43)

Hence, the velocity field may be established through solution of

Equations (3.42), (3.43) and (3.40).

Hirasaki and Hellums [42] have shown that Equation (3.43) is

extremely useful for the purpose of prescribing inflow-outflow boundary

conditions in a three dimensional velocity field. In fact, they have

demonstrated that the flux boundary condition may be prescribed

entirely by the scalar potential, (I) (velocity potential), or u1.

Hence, one is permitted to set tangential components of / = 0 and the

normal derivative of = 0 at all boundaries. The utility of this

theory lies in the fact that vector potential boundary condition may

be intractable without consideration of the scalar potential, (1). One

exception is the case of flow in a closed system where the boundary

conditions on remain as described above and since there is no

boundary mass flux,v4) = 0 everywhere (cf. Aziz [7]).

An equation for vorticity transport may be derived by taking the

curl of the Equations of motions (3.17) (after setting eij = e). This

operation yields

DZi ft (3.44)
= kw4(01 + v x Be3 + ev2C)-0

Dt
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where e
3

is a unit vector in the vertical direction.

The vorticity transportation equation was simplified appreciably

by assuming a homogeneous, isotropic turbulence field. If the turbu-

lence field were not treated as such, numerous terms involving the

gradient of cij would appear. These terms will be investigated in

Section 3.10, which covers two-dimensional flow fields. The two

dimensional counterpart to Equation (3.44) is

D(-1)

Dt
= V x Be3 + eV w ,

where one coordinate is vertical (x
3
) and the other lies in the

(3.45)

lateral plane.

3.8 Non-dimensional Form of the Equations of Motion

A non-dimensional formulation of the equations of motion permits

the investigation of the magnitude of the various forces exerted on a

fluid element in terms of similarity parameters. The importance of

the various parameters may then be analyzed on an order-of-magnitude

basis and the results used to justify simplification of the governing

equations under certain flow conditions. To this end, we define the

following dimensionless variables:

Ui = ui/vo,

pOpriApo,

**
Qj = nj/f0,

(3.46)

t*

Xi

=

=

tv
o
/D,

xi/D,

*
Eij Eij/EC



In the above,

v
o

- reference velocity (for the thermal plume we will use the

effluent velocity at the outfall port),

AP
o

- reference dynamic pressure (may be taken as 1/2 p
0
v
o
2)

f
o

- characteristic coriolis parameter

D - characteristic length (may be taken as the outfall port

diameter)

E
o

- characteristic eddy diffusion coefficient for momentum

(may be set to Cv0D, where C is a constant).

Substituting the set (3.46) into Equation (3.18) yields,

aU-
J

f
0
D

*-
) * AP

o
ap*

+ + e-Ijk v( Q
j

U.
K

-at*oaXj
p

I

°Al
r o

+
gD (co ) a ( * 31-/i)

6' 7C- 6 a
j

2 13 V 1J
o jvo

The dimensionless groups in Equation (3.47) are:

2
v
o

f
o
D

2
p v
r
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(3.47)

Ro, Rossby number (ratio of inertial forces to coriolis

forces),

AP
= Eu, Euler ntAmber (ratio of inertial forces to pressure

0

forces),

2
V
o

P -P
F
o'

densimetric Froude number (ratio of inertial forces

gD
to to internal buoyant forces),



v
o
D

Re
T'

turbulent Reynolds number (ratio of inertial
c
o

forces to turbulent shear forces).

In terms of the above similarity parameters Equation (3.47) becomes:

aU
+ 21-P + *eijoqUk =

1 aP* 1 1 a

a

e*ali
E

A
ri 1 3Fo ReT aXi k ' j ayx,

(3.48)
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Equation (3.48) represents a gross non-dimensionalization.

Ideally, we should treat each component of momentum separately and use

length scales which correspond to the particular coordinates. However,

for purposes here the form of Equation (3.48) is sufficient.

At middle latitudes, the characteristic coriolis parameter, fo, is

approximately equal to 10-4, and v
o
/D has magnitude on the order of 1

for a large outfall part. Hence, the Rossby number for the thermal

plume is on the order of 10,000. Where smaller ports are considered

v
o
/D may be from 10 to 100, giving Rossby numbers from 10 5 to 10

6
.

The densimetric Froude number, Fo, for a large thermal outfall will be

on the order of 10-50 and the reference Reynolds number ReT will be of

the same order. Also, we cannot neglect pressure effects. All other

terms are on the order of 1 except eddy coefficients in some portions

of the flow field. Hence, it follows that for a thermal plume and the

scales of motion to be considered here, the coriolis term is suffic-

iently small to neglect by virtue of the apparaent size of the Rossby
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number. In consideration to follow we will deal with the equations of

motion in the general form of

a Ui aU.U1.

,

,)

1 aP* + 1

u13Eu Xi Fo

1 a * 2al,
+ ReT aXj ay (3.49)

and dimensional variations of the same.

3.9 Further Comments on the Concept of "Eddy Viscosity"

In Section 3.22, we introduced velocity fluctuation, uj, as a

means of describing turbulent flow. Without the coriolis term,

Equation (3.9) is known as Reynolds' equation, after Osborne Reynolds

[78] who first expressed the turbulent equations of motion in this

fashion. Reynolds' equation for the mean flow differs from the laminar

flow counterpart only by the Reynolds stress terms, Rid.

The Reynolds equation represents a vast simplification (at least

outwardly) of extremely complex flow conditions. However, the task

still remains in relating the turbulent or "apparent" stresses to mean

flow quantities.

Boussinesq (cf. Hinze [40]) was evidently the first to use the

concept of "apparent" viscosity, in his studies of two-dimensional flow.

He assumed that turbulent stress, Te could be expressed in a manner

analogous to molecular viscous stress or

du
T
e

-p u V = E dy (3.50)
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In the above, E is the "apparent" or eddy viscosity, u' and v' are x

and y components of the velocity fluctuation, respectively, and u is

the mean velocity in the x direction.

Prandtl [72] introduced the concept of "mixing lengths" to

describe the turbulent exchange coefficient. This idea was motivated

by the mean free path concept of molecular motion and has turned out

to be a fruitful hypothesis in spite of obvious physical questions.

The idea of mixing length theory is that a small parcel of fluid

containing any transferrable property is transported, unchanged, by

velocity fluctuation from one position, a distance k to a new position

where it is absorbed in the flow field. The distance t is the mixing

length.

Let u
1

(x x
2'

x
3

) be the mean velocity at the origin of the

exchanged fluid parcel, and u1(x1 + k1,x2 + 22,x3 + k3) be the mean

velocity at the absorbed position. Then the velocity fluctuation is

(cf. Neumann and Pierson).

Then

u1 (x
l'

x
2'

x
3
)u1 (x

1
+ Z1, x

2
+t

2'
x
3
+t3)

'

au
1 0

au
1

au
1

kl ax
1

ax
2

k3 ax
3

au
1

111(1) ax,

au
1

u1(2) =
ie ^ ax

2

au
1

u1(3) = tn
.3 @X

3

(3.51)
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Here, the fluctuating velocity ui(j) is shown as a second order ten-

sor where the subscript j indicates the particular turbulent component

of u
1.

Hence, in a somewhat nebulous fashion:

Raj = -

0
=1) J (3.52)

Mixing length theory is rather unsatisfying because of the physical

basis; nevertheless, it does accomplish the purpose of relating mean

flow behavior to the Reynolds stresses. Actually, the concept of an

eddy viscosity requires a fourth order tensor quantity (Hinze, Pond

[71]) to satisfy theoretical treatment of the Reynolds stresses.

Such a quantity would be completely unmanageable from a practical

standpoint. Even the second order tensor cij is difficult, if not

impossible, to calculate from measurable quantities such as frictional

forces and velocity gradients.

Hot wire and laser techniques offer a method for direct mea-

surement of the fluctuating velocities and hence correlation of the

Reynolds stresses through statistics. However, statistical theory has

not yet provided a means for evaluating Eij in practical engineering

calculations.

As a result of our lack of understanding and inability to cal,

culate or measure eij, further assumptions must be made. In the ocean

we must deal with at least two values of eddy viscosity, a lateral

value and a vertical one. Gross measurements have shown that these

two values are vastly different. Fofonoff (cf. Hill) suggests using

a form from Saint-Guily which gives
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au. au.

R
ij

= (7)(uuj ) 4= 6u
j + 6i ax

i

'

(3.53)

where . is the lateral eddy viscosity for i,j#3 and the vertical

for i,j=3.

For the work presented in this thesis, we will use three

components given by c..

3.10 Two-Dimensional Forms of the Transport Equations in Rectangular

and Axisymetric Coordinates

In the previous sections of this chapter, the appropriate differ-

ential equations for solving the thermal plume problem in three-space

were layed out. Ideally, we would prefer to solve the plume problem in

this manner since the nature of the flow is distinctly three-dimensional.

However, computational requirements necessary to obtain proper resolu-

tion of desired quantities in three dimensions are prohibitive from a

practical standpoint in view of available computer hardware and

economics.

Two-dimensional considerations which demand significantly less

computation time and computer capacity, are appropriate in cases where

flow symmetry is approximately realized. Such cases are the vertical

plume and line thermal investigated in this thesis. Hopefully, compu-

tation economics will permit practical, three-dimensional engineering

calculations in the near future, thus avoiding certain restrictions

inherent with two-dimensional approximations. Table 3.1 gives a sum-

mary of general requirements for two- and three-dimensional forms of

the velocity-pressure and Vorticity-Vector potential equations.
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TABLE 3.1. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS REQUIRED FOR VELOCITY-
PRESSURE AND VECTOR POTENTIAL-VORTICITY
METHODS IN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS

U
1

Parabolic

U
2

Parabolic

U
3

Parabolic

p
o

Elliptic

r Parabolic
(1 or more)

wi Parabolic

w2 Parabolic

w3 Parabolic

T
1

Elliptic

''2 Elliptic

T
3

Elliptic

o Elliptic

Total of Required
Equations (minimum)

Velocity-Pressure
Equation Set

3-Dim. 2-Dim.

i=1,2,3 i=1,2

5 4

*Used only in the case of open boundaries.

Vector Potential-
Vorticity

Equation Set
3-Dim. 2-Dim.

i=1,2,3 i=1,2

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

(X)*

7(8) 3
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3.10.1 Two-Dimensional Transport Equations in Rectangular Geometry

The two-dimensional rectangular coordinate system which will be con-

sidered in this study is defined as a plane normal to the geopotential

surface (Figure 3.1). The two coordinates are defined as x and z, where

x is in the xi,x2 plane, with no particular orientation, and z is aligned

with the vertical x3 axis. Corresponding velocity components u and v are

in the x and z directions, respectively.

Velocity-Pressure Equations:

The velocity-pressure equations are as follows.

Continuity:

DU aV

ax az
0

Momentum transport:

x-direction,

Du

Dt

Dv

Dt

aP° [ au)

Exax

a

DX

a

az

( ay

eX aX]

ax ax

aP° R

az

I au

ez az),

a av

az [eZ az)*

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

In the above momentum transport equations, ex is the lateral eddy diffu-

sivity coefficient and ez is the corresponding vertical value. The

substantial derivative is given in two dimensions as

D a

Dt
u + v .

ax

Constituent transport:

Dr a a
11

eiz azDt ax l Yx axe az

I Dr

)' (3.57)
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Equations for the transport of specific constituents such as Ai, 02, S,

etc. will be developed where appropriate.

The appropriate pressure equation may be obtained from Equation

(3.20) by letting i=2,3 and j=2,3. Hence

f9u\2 or9vv9u)
v2P° = + "9xlaziax

au
+ r(ax

3Ex )(-)] + 3z-a-- [(---36ax azz)(-N]
ax 3x

9 96x av 9ez av
)],E( )(

ax az ax

where V2 =
82

D2

axe 3Z2

If turbulent contributions are neglected,

v2P° = 4(111)2 2( --)( (TPax DC 3Z

9v au av\2

Recall that by Equation (3.16),

PO
P/Pr g gP.../Pr dz'

+13
az

(3.58)

(3.59)

The most notable work in obtaining numerical solution to the

laminar form of the veldcity-pressure equations given above was per-

formed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory by Welch and colleagues

(cf. the "MAC Method" [109]). Based on these pioneering efforts at

LASL, numerous other investigations have employed MAC techniques to

viscous flow probthms [6, 23, 46]. Pagnani [67] applied the MAC
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techniques successfully to natural circulation in an enclosed cell.

Stream Function - Vorticity Equations:

An expression for the stream function in (x-z) coordinates may be

obtained by considering only the x3 component of the vector Equation

(3.43), or

2

V T = w, (3.60)

where: T (stream function) = 4'

3
and w = w

3'

Velocity relationships are obtained by using only the T3 component of

Equation (3.40)

which yields

= Vx(tpez)

U =

V

alp

az

DIP

ax

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

If the eddy diffusivity eij is constant, Equation (3.45) may be used to

obtain w3 as

Dw aB + cv2w
Dt ax

where again we let w = w3.

(3.64)

However, in general we must consider the two anisotropic, nonhomo-

geneous components Ex and Ez. In this case, numerous terms involving

derivatives of Ex and ey appear. The vorticity equations are derived

for this case by cross differentiating Equations (3.54) and (3.56), then

subtracting the latter result from the former to obtain



Do) aB
a2w a2w

Dt
--7 6z ---"raz
aX

aE 2 2 a6 2 E 2
)(DU Za U X a V Z a V

az ax2 az z2 ax D(2 ax az2

(
De

x DU
DE

Z au

az ax ax az az

3 EX 3V

ax lax ax

DE
Z ayl

az az

61

(3.65)

If the structure of the turbulent field is homogeneous, and isotropic,

Equation (3.65) simplifies to

a2w
Dco = -

aB
+ - 6 a2w

Dt ax X
ax

2 Z
az

2
(3.66)

Stream function-vorticity transport solution methods have been

employed for a number of years by oceanographers in computing such geo-

physical phenomena as western boundary currents (e.g. the Kuro Shio and

the Gulf Stream, cf. Neumann and Pierson). But these techniques have

become popular in engineering application only in the past few years, a

result due in part to the recognition that these methods are extremely

well adapted to problems involving natural convection. Solution to the

laminar form of the stream function- vorticity equations given above

have been carried out by a number of researchers [7, 31, 82, 100, 104,

106, 108, 111]. The most notable work being carried out on the turbulent

form of the equations is at the Imperial College by Spalding and
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colleagues [69, 82, 90, 91, 92, 93].

3.10.2 Two-Dimensional Transport Equations in Axisymmetric Coordinates

Again referring to Figure 3.1, the axisymmetric coordinate system

is oriented such that the radial coordinate, r, may be considered a

rotating line in the xl, x2 plane. The vertical coordinate, z, is again

aligned with the x3 direction, normal to a geopotential surface.

Velocity-Pressure Equations:

The velocity-pressure equations are as follows:

Continuity:

1
au

r
r

+ u
av =

r ar az

where u
r
is the radial velocity.

Momentum transport:

r - direction,

(3.67)

Du
r

auanor a r
Dt ar ar r ar az ez az) (3.68)

The substantial derivative in axisymmetric coordinates is:

D a +u
Dt at r ar az

z-direction:

Dv aP° 1 a

Dt az
+ B +

r ar

(3.69)

(3.70)
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In the above equations, Er is the radial eddy diffusivity coefficient

for momentum.

Constituent transport:

Dr 1_ a

Dt r ar
ire arl

Yr ar
a

az

ar (3.71)
[clz az)

where Eyr is the radial coefficient for turbulent r diffusivity.

The pressure equation may be derived by differentiating Equations

(3.68) and (3.70), then adding these two results to Equation (3.68).

Hence,

2 2 2

v2p° aB fm [au) [at/ au av} (3.72)
az r ar az az ar

where the operator

a2 1 a a2
v2 = + +

r ar 2
are az

Vorticity in (r-z) coordinates is given as

our
av

az ar

Also we define a stream function p according to

and

ur 1 at
r az

1 a*

r ar

(3.73)

(3.74)

(3.75)

(3.76)



Substitution of Equations (3.75) and (3.76) into Equation (3.74)

yields

a24, 2.2_ a211)

art r ar 2aZ
rw
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(3.77)

for the stream function T. Note that Equation (3.77) is not the usual

Laplacian for (r-z) coordinates (e.g. Equation 3.73).

The vorticity transport equation is derived by cross-differ-

entiating Equations (3.68) and (3.70) and then subtracting the latter

result from the former. This operation leads to

aw
Du

r
w

avw aB

at ar az ar

c a ri awri e
a2w

r ar Lr ar z az2

a r1
au

r
r 3e

r
Du

r.
3c
zi

3e
r

a urr

az Lr ar ar az az az ar Lr ar J

a2 3e3e
z "r a ray r

+
3V

.

az 3Z2 ar Lar ar az

1
+

a
cr .1-a2v 1 avl

ac
z a2v

ar L ar2 r arJ ar az2
(3.78)

If the turbulent structure of the flow field is homogeneous, and isotro-

pic, derivatives of er and ez vanish and the vorticity transport

equation becomes

3w
a ur w

avw aB a

ar

[1 awn

r ar

a 2w

czat ar az ar az
2

(3.79)
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CHAPTER 4

PLUME THEORY SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS

As an integral part of the thermal plume dispersion program, this

chapter is concerned with flow regimes 1 and 2, which may adequately

be described by empirical correlations and similarity solutions.

4.1 General Description

The zone of "flow establishment" (Figure 2.3) is a region of

transition from essentially a pipe flow at the outfall orifice to a

fully developed velocity profile some distance downstream. This

situation occurs only in deep water, and when velocity profiles

become fully developed, the flow field is said to be "established."

This zone is characterized by velocity profiles which are very similar

in shape at each axial location.

The zone of flow establishment is a region of intense turbulent

mixing between the plume flow and surrounding water. The mixing

process which starts at the periphery of the outfall port spreads

inward toward the center of the plume and outward into the surround-

ings. Eventually mixing will spread to the plume centerline where

the centerline velocity will begin rapid diminution. Upstream from

this point, flow in an approximate conical section is relatively

unaffected by the mixing process. This zone is called the "potential

core" and is characterized by relatively flat velocity profiles at all

axial locations.

Figure 4.1 illustrates a precise change from one flow regime to

the next. In reality, however, before the velocity field becomes
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Figure 4.1. Zone of flow establishment for plumes with large and small densimetric Froude numbers, Fo.
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fully established in the sense of similar velocity profiles, the

centerline velocity will begin to deteriorate giving a transition

zone between the two regimes. This transition is apparent from the

data of Albertson et al. [4]. Although Murota and Muraoki [62] have

proposed a correlation for this zone, according to Hinze [40] this

distance is relatively short and is generally excluded from analysis.

In the case of a momentum jet (neutrally buoyant flow, or

F
o

c) velocity in the potential core is that of the issuing jet and

analysis is based on the assumption that momentum is conserved at

each axial cross-section. However, in the case of buoyant plumes,

momentum is generated by the density disparity and velocity will

actually increase in the potential core (as indicated in Figure 4.2B).

As mentioned previously, the zone of established flow is

typified by velocity profiles which have nearly the same shape at all

axial locations. For this reason similarity analysis has played an

important role in analysis of this flow regime. Numerous experimental

and analytical studies have been carried out for both the momentum jet

and buoyant plume in the absence of restraining boundaries.

In this manuscript, the work of Albertson and Abraham [1] is

used for modeling Zone 1, and Abraham's work for the established flow

regime is extended for the analysis of Zone 2.

4.2 Simplified Equations for a Vertical Plume

Governing equations for a vertical plume issuing from a round

port are more convenient to derive in axisymmetric coordinates. Thus,

with reference to Figure 2.3 and the coordinate system given in
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z,v
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OUTFALL PORT'

Figure 4.2. Coordinate system for axisymmetric vertical plume.
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Figure 4.2, the following assumptions are posed:

steady flow

flow is axisymmetric

coriolis effects are neglected

aflo

flow field is assumed hydrostatic throughout: --E-- 0
az

density difference between the plume and surroundings is

assumed small compared to the density at any point in the

flow field: Ipcopl << p

plume is fully turbulent

eddy transport of momentum and heat is only effective in

the lateral direction (normal to jet axis)

molecular heat conduction and viscosity are ignored.

With the above simplifications and assumptions it is possible to

disregard a number of terms in cylindrical governing Equations (3.69)

through (3.73) and arrive at the following equation set:

Continuity:

(u r)
1 a r ay

+ = 0.
r ar az

Momentum:

(4.1)

Employing "order of magnitude" analysis common to boundary layer

theory (e.g. Schlichting [84])and incorporating previous assumptions,

we see a need for the z-direction momentum Equation (3.72) only. This



equation reduces to

as , as (P...-P 1

v U ) g 9 (rT )

DZ r Dr po por Dr rz

where T
rz

is the turbulent shear stress.

Energy transport may be accounted for by the appropriate

axisymmetric form of the density transport Equation (3.34) or

DA
2

DA
2 1

+ v - Hr
a { 9°2

c
ur Dr 3Z Dz r Dr Dr

For salinity we use Equation (3.71), with r =

DA
3

3,6,3
1 a e BA3

r Br
+

Bz r Dr Sr Dr

with the buoyancy parameter, 63, defined as

S
r

- S

A
3 S - S

r o
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(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Using the continuity relationship Equation (4.1), Equations (4.2),

(4.3) and (4.4) may be rearranged to yield the following:

2 P.-P
DV 1 1

r
+ (ru

r
v) = ( ) g (rT ),

Dz r Dr rz
Po

p
o

Br
(4.6)

9V°2
1 a 4% 1 a aA2

Dz + 7 7r- k Dz r Br Hr Dr



DA
D 1 @ E 3

(vA ) + (ru A ) = Sr
az 3 r Dr r 3 r Dr Dr ,

respectively.

4.3 Radial Velocity and Temperature Profiles

(4.8)

71

A large amount of experimental work has been carried out in the

past concerning radial velocity and temperature profiles for free

jets. Earlier work was concerned primarily with momentum jets.

Schmidt [85] in 1941 was evidently the first to consider the mechanics

of convective plumes, such as convective currents over fires, etc.

Schmidt's work was reported in the German literature, and apparently

because of the war, went unnoticed until Rouse et al. [81] carried out

similar work in the early 1950's. Since then a number of researchers

[8, 26, 41, 77, 83] have investigated velocity profiles and associated

transport coefficients for both momentum jets and buoyant plumes.

4.3.1 Zone of Established Flow

The experimental studies have established that velocity and

temperature profiles are approximately similar at all axial locations

in the zone of established flow for all vertical plumes in a stagnant,

free environment. Also, profiles are nearly Gaussian and may be

adequately described by the normal distribution curve:

1 fr,
v(r,z) = v

m
e vp

2

for velocity, and

(4.9)
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e(r,z) = eme 2 (D2 (4.10)

for the temperature distribution. In the above equations the sub-

script m refers to condition at the plume centerline, x is the eddy

Prandtl number, and a is the standard deviation.

The standard deviation has been found to relate to the vertical

coordinate, z, by

2 1 z
2

2- IT
(4.11)

where K is an experimental entrainment parameter. Hence,

and

2

v(r,z) = v
m
e
-K

e(r,z) = eme
-K x (1)

z .

2

(4.12)

(4.13)

It is important to remember that these profiles have no theoretical

basis and are merely the result of curve fitting.

The values K and x must be determined by measurement and have

been found to depend on the extent of buoyancy. For instance, in

the case of a simple plume (pure buoyancy, F0=0) Schmidt found that

K = 48

x = 1.2

The data of Rouse yields

K = 96

and

x = .74



for a buoyant point source. Abraham in his analysis of a simple

plume used values

K = 92

and

= .74.

For the momentum jet case, (neutral buoyancy) Albertson found

K = 77.

Abraham used

= .80

for this case.

Baines [8] observed in his investigations that the initial

Reynolds number affected the results. He found the following best

fit for his experimental results:

N

v(r,z) = v
m
e
-K ()

73

(4.14)

where K = 43.3 and N = 1.82 for R
e
= 2.1x10

4
, and K = 64.4 and N = 1.84

for R
e

= 7x10
4

.

Where values for K and A are needed in the present work, the

following are used:

simple plume (pure buoyancy, or F0±0),

K = 92

A = .74, and

momentum jet (neutral buoyancy, or Fo

K = 77
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x = .80

4.3.2 Zone of Flow Establishment

Figure 4.3 illustrates a typical velocity distribution in

this zone. Albertson estimated this distribution for a momentum jet

by assuming a flat profile across the potential core and a Gaussian

distribution for the mixing zone. Albertson derived an integral

expression for momentum flux across a lateral plane in this zone by

integrating Equation (4.6) with p. = p, for r = 0 to r -4- .0, or

f v2dA
M o

74-

= 1. (4.15)

0 v A
o o

The quantity M is total momentum flux crossing a plane normal to the

mean flow and A is cross-sectional area. Thus, Equation (4.15) states

that momentum is conserved with M
o
=v

2
A
o

the momentum source strength.

By letting C1 = a/z, the momentum flux relationship above yields

z
e 1

D Tc-
1

(4.16)

where C
1

is an experimental constant. By approximating the potential

core diameter, Dc, according to

D
c

D
1

z

z
e

the mean velocity distribution in this region takes the form

(4.17)
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Figure 4.3. Typical velocity profile in the zone of flow

establishment for a momentum jet.
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(4.18)

Equation (4.18) above will be used in the following work when a

velocity distribution near the outfall port is required. Note that

this equation is not correct for buoyant plumes since density dif-

ferences have been ignored. However, very near the outfall port (say

one port diameter downstream), inertial effects are assumed to domi-

nate the flow behavior regardless of the degree of buoyancy. Evalua-

tion of the empirical constant C
1

and the length z
e

are dealt with in

the next section.

4.4 Zone of Flow Establishment

For a plume issuing from a small diameter port in deep water

the length for flow establishment, z
e'

has relatively small influence

on conditions far downstream except as it enters in the established

flow solutions as a boundary condition. On the other hand, for large

outfall ports, the theoretical zone may extend over a good portion

of the flow field, or even to the ocean surface. In this section, we

will discuss methods for evaluating ze in deep water for both the

neutrally buoyant and buoyant cases.

Many experiments have been carried out by various investigators

in an effort to establish the length of the potential corefor turbulent

round jets issuing into stagnant fluids. Good reviews of this work

are given by Hinze [40] and by Gaunter, Livingwood, and Haycak [32].

Gaunter et al. in their review, state that values for ze/D vary from
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about 4.7 to 7.7. For instance, Albertson et al. found that ze= 6.2

for their work. Baines reports that jet Reynolds number had

considerable effect on z
e
/D for his experiments. In fact for Re

o
=

1.4x10
4

, z
e
/D = 5 and for Re

o
= 10

5
, z

e
/D = 7.

Where buoyancy affects the potential core length, Abraham bases

z
e

on the concentration distribution. Hence, z
e

for concentration is

given by

3 2

F

1.42 ( ze) +(ze) (1 + A)
2
K

o
\D/ \D/ 8

0 (4.19)

where x and K take values .8 and 77, respectively. The limiting value

of z
e
/D in Equation (4.19) for F

o
-4- - is approximately 5.6. The value

of z
e
/D for concentration profile establishment is about 10% less than

the value of 6.2 for velocity profiles found by Albertson.

4.5 Governing Differential Equations

To derive the equations governing the dynamics of a vertical

plume in Zone 3 we integrate Equations (4.6),(4.7) and (4.8), in a

lateral plane, from r = 0 to r co. Thus, the following expressions

apply as indicated,

Vertical momentum transport:

d

dz I v
2rdr =f

(Pc°:, P)
grdr (4.20)



Density disparity transport:

dz

(3 c°

VA
2
rdr - vrdr = 0 (4.21)

Salinity or concentration transport:

d

dz
o

VA
3
rdr = 0 (4.22)
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Equation (4.20) may be written in terms of A2 by rearranging the gravi-

tational contribution to yield,

d

dz to
(Pr -PO)f

A rdrv
2
rdr = g

P
o

2
(4.23)

Integration of Equations (4.21) through (4.23) may be completed by

utilizing profiles given by Equations (4.12) and( 4.13) (4.13) for of

and A
2.

Hence, the resulting expressions are

Vertical momentum:

33
1( vm3; y 3g ( Pr -PO ) vmA2mz

3

P
o

/ xK
3/2

Density disparity:

d
V
m
A
2m

Z2 V
m
z2 dp*

dz

{
K(A + 1)

}
K dz

(4.24)

(4.25)



Salinity or concentration:

2

v Z
2 D voA

3c
MI7777 ---7---

Cast in dimensionless form, the above equations become

where,

dE* /1+A\
dZ 7 r 7) ZR *,

o A K

dR* E*1/3
dp*

dZ

)&(1+A) 1

lm
E*

1/3

Z = z/D

V
m

= vm/vo

(E* =
V

m
z)

3

R*

F
E*1/3

,A

2m
Z

, and

iK (1+x)

A
lo

= 1.
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(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)
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4.5.1 Initial Condition

The solutions of Equations (4.27) and (4.28) are begun at

= Ze, or in the beginning of the established flow regime. Abraham's

relationship (4.19) may be used to evaluate this distance for the

entire range of densimetric Froude numbers, Fo. Once Ze is known,

the initial values E*
e

and R*
e
may be established. We assume that

ambient stratification may be neglected over Z
e'

then

A2 = 1, and

Z=Z
e

dp.* I . 0

dZ I Z=Z
e

Hence, by Equations (4.30) and (4.31)

1
R
e
* = (4.32)

The initial value of E* may be found by considering Equation (4.30).

For large initial Froude numbers (F0 .÷ ) Vme -,- 1, so that

3

E
e
* =

Ze (4.33)

I/K

However, for low Fo, Vme is typically larger than 1 and unknown. To

avoid estimation of V
me

, we use Equations (4.29) and (4.30) with

A
2me

= 1, to obtain



E* <0[(1 + x)

e

]

4Z
e

For large Fo, Equation (4.34) reduces to

r2"
Ee* = 4 ;
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(4.34)

(4.35)

in which case Z
e

= 5.6. This result agrees with Equation (4.19).

4.5.2 Evaluation of Terms Involving K and A

Listed in Table 4.1 below are limiting values of K and x as

suggested by Abraham along with limiting and mean values of terms

involving K and x.

TABLE 4.1 VALUES OF TERMS INVOLVING K AND x

Momentum Simple

Jet Plume Mean

Term
(F

o
(F0 0) Value

Max.

Error

(%)

K 77 92

.80 .74

1+x .256 .245 1/4 2.4%

X IF

1 .114 .104 .109 4.8%

IF

4 .253 .239 .245 2.9%

1/7(x+1)

Using convenient values for the above terms, the governing equations

and initial conditions are:

dE* 3 R*, (4.36)

"ar 470
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*
dR*
Er = .11ZE*

1/3
dam-p (4.37)

A = 4 (4.38)
nn

E*
1/3

Z

and the initial conditions are:

64
E
e
* =

(4.39)

e

R
e
* = 1/4 . (4.40)

4.5.3 Homogeneous Receiving Water

For the case of homogeneous receiving water the above equations

may be solved analytically since dp./dZ = 0. Therefore, from Equa-

tion (4.37)

R* = 1/4, (4.41)

and Equation (4.36) becomes

dE* 3Z
1-6F

o

Equation (4.42) may be integrated immediately to yield

E*
64

=11
3

-r
3

[Z
2

- Z
e

2

32F0

Centerline concentration is then given by Equation (4.41) as

= Z3 64 3 (72

dim 64 + 32F
Ze o

'

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)



Apparently, the stratified case must be solved numerically.

4.6 Lateral Velocity, ur

Once the plume centerline velocity, v,has been calculated,

and the lateral distribution of axial velocity has been established,

it is a simple matter to calculate ur from the continuity equation,

(rur)
By

r ar Br

Since v(r,z) is known, Equation (4.45) may be written as

or

dr
[urr] = rf(v)

ur = 1 f f(v) xdx.

0

83

(4.45)

(4.46)

(4.47)
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CHAPTER 5

FINITE-DIFFERENCE MODELS

The finite-difference models developed in this chapter are applic-

able to the following two situations:

. Vertical round ports issuing into quiescent receiving

water, and

. Line plumes which may include ambient current effects.

From a practical standpoint, the vertical round port in shallow water

is of foremost importance because this configuration is typical of pres-

ent and planned installations. The line thermal model would find appli-

cation in analyses of the plume which develops over a diffuser line once

the individual round plumes have interferred with one another.

The numerical models are formed in two dimensions for steady flow

conditions. In the case of a vertical round plume, a two-dimensional

model will not accommodate any ambient cross flow which would destroy

the plume symmetry. Hence, the solution is strictly valid only during

slack tide conditions in the absence of prevailing local currents.

However, cross currents, tidal or otherwise, have little effect on the

initial mixing (near-port locale) of plume flow from large outfalls in

shallow water. The reason for this is that the effluent momentum

dominates the ambient flow. At the San Onofre outfall, data show that

isotherms in the near vicinity of the outfall are reasonably concentric

even in the presence of tidal currents [24]. In view of available data

it appears that a two-dimensional axisymmetric model for the vertical

round plume should give adequate results for the initial mixing region,
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in spite of ambient cross flow.

The line thermal model may accommodate ambient flow perpendicular

to the plume since in this case the phenomenon remains two-dimensional.

End affects are, of course, ignored in this case.

Difference models are based on the vorticity-stream function equa-

tion described in Chapter 3. Where the finite-difference solution is

started some distance above the outfall port, boundary conditions are

obtained from available data or similarity solutions as described in

Chapter 4. As indicated by Table 3.1, the minimum number of equations

required is three. We will also consider salinity transport so that

four partial differential equations are required, these being one

Poisson type equation for the stream function and a total of three

transport equations for vorticity and two r constituents.

5.1 Physical System for the Vertical Round Port

The physical system of primary concern is a large, single port,

submerged vertical thermal outfall issuing to stagnant receiving

water. Figure 5.1 illustrates this system in axisymmetric coordinates

(r, z). Later, conditions for a line plume will be diScussed in an

appropriate cartesian coordinate system. The receiving water has

depth, L, and is assumed stratified with density p.(z). Flow enters

the system along the bottom boundary (z = zb) with some known velocity

and temperature distribution. In all cases to be analyzed the inflow

will occur only over a small portion of this boundary, which extends

from the plume centerline to a point rb, the nominal plume boundary.

For the shallow water cases, rb = Ro the outfall port radius
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(Figure 5.2). It is assumed that no flow crosses that portion of the

bottom boundary extending from rb to r..

The plume centerline and ocean surface form no-flow boundaries,

or a reference streamline. A free-slip condition is assumed at the

ocean surface, but this surface is not allowed to distort vertically.

The flow boundary condition at r = r. is free except that streamlines

are assumed to have constant slope. Flow will both enter and exit

over portions of this boundary; the exact distribution is a part of

the numerical computation. The mean velocity might be assumed wholly

horizontal since r. is a large distance compared to rb, and since

density stratification will impede vertical flow. This assumption

would lead to level streamlines.

For shallow water geometry, (Figure 5.2) the ocean bottom is

assumed flat and z
b

= 0. The port side and ocean floor are assumed

no-slip boundaries.

5.2 Governing Differential Equations

For incompressible, turbulent flow in axisymmetric coordinates,

the differential equations describing continuity, linear momentum

and buoyancy transport were given in Section 3.10.2 and are reiterated

below.

Continuity:

1 our av 0

r ar az
(5.1)
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where u and v are radial and vertical velocity components, respectively

(note that u is used instead of u
r
as in Section 3.10.2).

Momentum transport:

r = direction,

Du 'dP
o

1 'dur d
2
u+ E + E.

Dt r ;1" r .,!" z ,z2

z = direction,

Dv oco p E
r o Dv

,2
d v+ (

Dt P
o

)g 7-7
\

EZ DZ 2

(5.2)

(5.3)

In Equations (5.2) and (5.3) above, derivatives of Er and have

been ignored.

Buoyancy transport:

In lieu of the energy equation, the transport equation for Al is

considered,

DA
1 or

2A1
3L

1

Dt r '

(

r /

)

+

4.

EpZ n2 (5.4)

where again derivatives of the eddy buoyancy diffusivities,
pr

and E
pZ

have been ignored. The buoyancy parameter, Al, as defined in chapter 3

is

A = r
P

1

Pr Po
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5.3 Vorticity Equations

For the problem at hand, it is more convenient to deal with

vorticity transport rather than linear momentum transport. In dealing

with vorticity, we need not be concerned about pressure and need to

consider one less partial differential equation. The appropriate

vorticity-stream function equations were given in Section 3.10.2 and

as a matter of convenience are listed below.

Stream function, Y:

2

4) 1 11) -1-D

2

= - rw
art

r 2
az

Vorticity, w:

aw auw avw aB a 1 awr a
2
w)

ar az 57 Sr ar Tir--/ EZ--7 3
D

where vorticity is defined as

DU DVw = - - -
z ar

(5.5)

(3.79)

(3.74)

Once having solved for the stream function distribution (Equation 5.5)

the velocity field is found by the relationships,

1

u =
ay (5.6)

r

and

v = 1

r
.

ar
(5.7)

In the remainder of this work we will consider only steady flow. Hence,

the vorticity transport Equation (3.81) has the form



(C)- P)
a
2
wauw aVw 2_ +

a 1 awr- -
ar 4- az p

o
Br r ar r ar -1-z 2

az
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(5.8)

where B has been replaced by the definition Equation (3.22). Steady

flow transport of the buoyancy parameter Al is given by

a(ruA,) a(vA,) Ep -6

( )

BA
1

a2A
1

r ar az ar Br ' +CPZ
az

2
(5.9)

The convective terms in Equation (5.9) are in "conservative" form

which was obtained from Equation (5.4) through the use of the contin-

uity Equation (5.1).

In summary, the equations to be solved for the axisymmetric

plume dispersion are (5.4), (5.8) and (5.9) along with (5.5) and (5.6).

Equation (3.76) will be considered to evaluate vorticity boundary con-

ditions. To account for salinity transport (if applicable) a second

Equation (5.9) will be solved with Al defined as a salinity parameter,

A3,where

S
r

- S

3 S - S
r o

Temperature distributions may be calculated from the Equation of State

(3.38) once A
1
and A

3
have been established. Hereafter only the con-

servative form of the transport equations will be considered. Although

the pressure distribution is not considered in this work, it could be

calculated through Equation (3.74).
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5.4 Dimensionless Forms

To cast the governing equations in dimensionless form consider

the following dimensionless variables:

R = r/r
o

,

Z = z/ro, 1

U = u/vo,

V = v/vo,

T = WrgV0),

= w/(V0/1-0);

and, the dimensionless parameters:

r v
o o

RE
r c

r

= , (radial, turbulent Reynolds number)

r v
o o

RE
z

=
c
z

, (vertical, turbulent Reynolds number)

Er

Pk = , (radial, turbulent Prandtl number)
r k

r

E z
PRz = , (vertical, turbulent Prandtl number)

z

F

v
2

0 p -p
r o

2 r
o
g

Po

(densimetric Froude number).

1

Note that a second dimensionless vertical distance is used in this

manuscript defined as = z/D and should not be confused with Z.
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In the above definitions r
o

is the outfall port radius and v
o

is the effluent velocity issuing from the port.

With these variables, the system of governing equations is written

as

stream function:

2 2

-a T 1 DT 2 T

FT aR
+ --7 RQ,

aR
2

aZ

vorticity:

(5.10)

Note that in Equation (5.8) the Boussinesq term may be rewritten as

_ .2.__ a(P--P) _ 9._ (Pr-P) I. .9_ a(Pr-p°°) ,

Po Po Po
Br ar ar

since p. is a function of Z alone. Hence,

-a- (Use) + -2- (Vo)
aR aZ

1 a°1 +
2F

0
R

1 (a
2
Q 1 asp Q ) 1 32Q
2RE

r aR
iT aR -2-RE -2-

R z 3Z

buoyancy parameter:

1 a
FT .z (RuAl) + A (V6.1) =

2 2

1
3 AI

+

1

a °1
J. 1

Al

RE PR --2- R aR RE PR --2--
r z 3R z z 3Z

(5.11)

(5.12)



along with

U

and

1 DY=
R aZ '

1 DT
= /T

aR

5.5 Coordinate Transformation
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(5.13)

(5.14)

When solving partial differential equations numerically, it is

desirable to have fine grid space resolution where large derivatives

of the dependent variables are expected. In the present problem, a

fine grid spacing is needed in the radial direction near the outfall

port and plume centerline. At large distances from the centerline,

large grid spacing may be used since radial changes in the dependent

variables are expected to be small. To this end, a non-linear trans-

formation is employed on the radial coordinate, of the form

R = sinh E . (5.15)

This transformation has the desirable properties:

R = AR = Ac for small R,

and

R = eE, AR = eE for large R.

In terms of transformed coordinates, the governing equations are:

stream function:

2
2
T

C coan
a

DT]
+

D
2
Tsech E (tank +coth C) sinh E

ac
2

aZ2

. (5.16)



vorticity:

sech . (1-10) (VC2) _ sech E) ar
DZ 2 F

o
5T

sech2 E [@2Q sech-
2 \

DQ
RE

r
a2 tanh

coth2

1 a
2
Q

Re
z az

2

buoyancy parameter:

sinh E ur
a(vr) _sech 2 E Dr sech2

. 21
(:% .a

RE
1 )aE 3Z tangy

]
anh DE

r
PR a2DE

1

RE PR

2
F

9Z2
z

Transformed expressions for velocity are given by:

1 DT
U -§IFFET DZ

V =
sech E aT
071F7 5"."
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(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)
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Finite-difference calculations will be based on even increments of the

transformation coordinate, E.

In the vertical direction, fine resolution is needed in the

region where the plume spreads laterally. In all thermal plume cases

of interest, this region is in the vicinity of the receiving water sur-

face. However, for other pollutants, such as municipal and industrial

wastes, lateral spread may take place below the surface and pollutant

concentration information is needed in the vicinity of this plane.

Since methods presented here are also applicable to these oollutant

plumes, a fine grid arrangement near the surface is not specified as a

general case. Rather, the vertical grid spacing will be treated as

node-wise variable and exact specification left to the discretion of

the computer program user.

5.6 Finite-Difference Grid System

The finite-difference grid layout consists of two grid systems.

One grid is used to calculate the stream function, 'y, which provides

information to compute velocity components, U and V. This system

coincides with the physical boundaries and is illustrated by the wider

lines on Figure 5.3. The stream function is calculated at the interior

intersection points designated by the solid round symbols. Solid box

symbols represent boundary points.

Velocities are not calculated at these same points. The U com-

ponents are computed at vertical midpoints which are designated by open

circle symbols; whereas, the V components are computed at horizontal

midpoints (E coordinate) and designated by open box symbols. In this
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manner, the stream function grid layout defines a system of cells with

the stream function, T, computed at each corner point (or set by

boundary conditions, as the case may be) and velocities defined at the

center of the cell face (see Figure 5.4).

The second grid system is used to calculate vorticity, c2, and

buoyancy parameter, Al, (also 03) and is illustrated in Figures 5.3

and 5.4 by the narrow lines. This layout completely overlaps the

grid (and physical system) with interior intersection points centered

in the cells defined by the q' grid system. These interior grid points

are indicated by crosses with boundary values at cross-and-box points.

The reason this staggered grid system is used is for computa-

tional convenience in treating boundary conditions and to permit con-

vective transport terms to be evaluated at cell faces.

In Figure 5.3, the T grid system is sized by NJ and NK grid

points in the (or R) direction and vertical direction, respectively.

The c, of system has size NJ + 1 and NK + 1 in the respective direc-

tions. Points on the q' grid are indicated by j, k, whereas points on

the c1, of grid are indicated by p, q. In this figure, Zb defines the

bottom boundary of the stream function grid (physical boundary) and Zh

the top (sea surface). Vertical spacing for the system is defined by

AZ
k

and may be variable. Grid spacing along the coordinate is even,

designated by off. System boundary points for the Q, Al grid are

located at Zb - AZ2 for the bottom Z.
n ''

I A,

NK-1
at the top, -

1
on the left and co + 7 0 at the right boundary, where co is the

assumed right hand physical boundary. Figure 5.4 also illustrates
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indices, computed quantities, cell size and radial distances for a

typical interior cell.

5.7 Difference Equations

Standard difference representation is used wherever possible in

this work. Central differences are used for both first and second

partials except for convective terms where a special donor-cell method

is used. Techniques for uneven spacing are used for the vertical

differences.

5.7.1 Stream Function and Velocity

Consider the stream function grid system illustrated in

Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The finite difference representation of Equa-

tion (5.16) based on central differences for both first and second

partials is as follows:

sech2 Ej
2 .

AZ
k
AZ

k+1

TJ

] '"A
2

+
sech2

j 1 + tanh E. + coth E. P.- T
j -1,k

AE2

sech
2
E.

[1 tanh . + coth
j
) T

j+1,k
AE

2

2

AZ0.1 [AZk+1 + AZdl,k+1

2

AZ
k

[AZ0.1 + AZd
Tj,k-1 + s 1 nh

j

(5.21)
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In the above difference equation, the quantity j,k is the average

value of c at point (j,k), hence the overbar. This average value must

be used since 0
P,ct

does not lie on the v computational grid points.

Vorticity is averaged for the four cells neighboring point (j,k) as

follows:

where

and

and

AZ

5j = 5 +
,k 1 AZ

k
+ AZ

k+1
(52-50'

1

T2 = S-2 +
1 p,q 4

(R
p+1,q

-0
p-1,q),

c2p,q+1
+ (Q

4 p+1,q+1 °p-1,q+1).

Velocity is calculated in first-order manner as

UJ. -1
O% sinh EJ. a

k

(Ti k-T4
"

k-1)

sech

J

E,

V. . " T,k

sinh E AE
(
j,k

-Tj-1,k )

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

Thus far, we have discussed differencing the governing equations

only in transformed radial coordinate, E. To permit more versatile

computation we also include provision for calculation directly in

(R,Z) coordinates. This is easily done by collapsing the hyperbolic

functions so that



and

giving

sinh E E = R, (also set tanh E = 0)

cosh E -> 1

o = AR.
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Hence, for linear radial coordinates Equations (5.21), (5.22),

(5.23) and (5.24) collapse to

2

(

1 1 1

---T + AZ
k

AZ
k+1

w
j) AR'

k
=

2
`1

-
2j
--:-) v

j+1,kAR

Velocity:

R-component

1 ( 1+ 2-- 1 +23 ij_i,k
AR

2
T.

Az
k+1

(Az
k+1

+ Az
k
) J'k+'

2
T.

AZ
k

AZ
k+1

+ AZ
k
) 'k-1

+ j/R T2j,k (5.25)

-1
U

J.

(T
j

-T
J.

)
,k jARAZ

k 'k ,
k-1

Z-component

.

1
V

,k
kj

(

j,k j-1,k
- T ).

j , 1.
--vAR

2

(5.26)

(5.27)
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In Equations (5.25) through (5.27) sinh Ei is replaced by jAR

and sinh by (j
1

- AR.

5.7.2 Transport Equations

Except for the convective transport terms, central differences

are used to approximate all derivatives in the transport Equations

(5.17) and (5.18). Special consideration is given the convective

terms which involves basing numerical approximations on transport

integral techniques (see Appendix A).

Referring to the p,q grid system illustrated in Figures 5.3 and

5.4 the difference representation of the steady flow vorticity trans-

port Equation (5.17) is written as (after collecting terms)

sech En
2

2 + AC coth
2

f
1 1

RE
z
AZ

k

2

AZ
k
+AZ

k+1
AZ

k
+AZ

k-1] RErAC
2

'1

sech
1" [lu 1 + IU I - U

2AC i-j,k "4- Uj,k j-1,k j-1,k

+ [I:4 IV I V
2AZ

k
-j,ki Vj,k

I

r-V j,k-1 -j,k-1 p,q

[ sech2

p

E AE
sech2P

2AE Uj-1,k1 Uj-1,1(1
REAC2 2 tanh p-1,q

Equation (5.28) continued on next page.
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°D ' a 1
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2AZ

k
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P4F
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(5.28)

The turbulent Reynolds numbers, REr and REz, in the above difference

equation are point variables of the form REr(p,q) and REz (p,q).

Derivatives of these quantities are neglected in the above equations

but are accounted for in the computations.

Equation (5.28) may be collapsed to radial coordinates in the

same fashion as illustrated in Section 5.7.1. Hence, in non-

transformed radial coordinates the vorticity transport difference

equation, after collecting terms, is (note that numerically p = j-1/2)
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REREAR 2
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(5.29)

The convective terms are formed in a manner such that vorticity con-

vected out of cell (p,q) has the value Q
P,q

and vorticity flowing into

the same cell is convected in with the value of the cell where it

originated, regardless of the directional sense of fluid motion. This

character of convective transport is essential in properly conserving
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the transported quantity and in avoiding certain computational

difficulties.

The difference formulation of the buoyancy equation after col-

lecting terms is written as

2 sech 2 sinh c. . sech cp

fPR
z
RE

z
AZ

k
[AZ

k+1
1

1+AZ
k AZk_, +Ilk PR

r
RE
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AE
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k

(5.30)
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In linear radial coordinates, Equation (5.30) reduces to

2 ( 1 +
PR

z
RE

z
AZ

k
AZ

k+1
+AZ
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[

AZ 1k-1 +AZ
k

2

2
+

2pAR
(luj,k + uj,k 2pAR

)+ 1=1- (luli-1,kui-1,k)
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r
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+ 2AZ
k

k'v j
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kI
V
j,k +1Vj,k-I1. Vi,k-1) Al P,q

2P-A1R (lUj-1,k1 + Uj-1,k) 4.
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1

PR RE AR2 (1 213) cl]
Alp

-1'
r r

+
2pAR j,k[-1-- (IU I Uj, k) + 1

PR RE AR
(l + 1

alp +i,q
r r

2 1 \
Ai

+ 2AZ
k

(IVj,k-11 + Vj,k-1) + PRzREzAZk (AZk_l+AZk) p,q-1

[

1_2A (IVj,k1 Vj,k) PRZREZAZk (AZ 1+AZ tip q
k+1 k ''41

(5.31)

The A
3

transport difference equation corresponding to Equations

(5.30) and (5.31) are obtained simply by replacing Al with A3 and noting

that the eddy Schmidt number, SC, should be used in the case of material

transport, instead of the eddy Prandtl number, PR. Materials other than

salt may be treated in a similar fashion.
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5.7.3 Summary of required difference equations

The difference equations to be solved are:

Transformed coordinates (E, Z),

T Equation (5.21)

g Equation (5.28)

of Equation (5.30)

03 - Equation (5.30)

U - Equation (5.23)

V - Equation (5.24)

Linear Coordinates (R, Z)

Y - Equation (5.25)

g - Equation (5.29)

of - Equation (5.31)

03 - Equation (5.31)

U - Equation (5.26)

V Equation (5.27)

5.7.4 Vertical Grid Space Restrictions

Although the vertical grid spacing is variable, there are three

locations where an exception is expedient for the treatment of bound-

ary conditions (Section 5.8). These exceptions are as follows:

1. At the grid system bottom boundary AZ2 = AZI

2. At the sea surface AZ
NK+1

= AZ
NK

NK

where Zh =X AZ
K

k=2
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3. At the level of the plume inflow boundary

AZ0 = AZ04.1 = AZ04.2

where KP is the grid boundary location.

These exceptions place no serious limitation on vertical grid spacing

and are incorporated only to expedite computer bookkeeping in treating

the various boundary conditions.

5.8 Boundary Conditions

Attention is now focused on evaluation of boundary conditions

necessary to carry out solution of the equation sets summarized in

Section 5.7.3.

Referring to Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the sea surface (Z = Zh) is

considered a free-slip boundary which is vertically rigid. A specified

flow enters the bottom inflow boundary where R < Ro. Depending on the

water depth, this boundary may constitute the outfall port orifice

(shallow water case, see Figure 5.2) or an arbitrary lateral plane

through the plume (deep water case, see Figure 5.1) at elevation

Z = Zb. In the former case, the port geometry must be considered along

with the ocean floor. The radial velocity distribution, Vo, depends

on R and the port side and ocean floor are no-slip surfaces. In the

latter instance, the velocity distribution is obtained either directly

from data (hydraulic model or prototype) or calculated by the similarity

techniques described in Chapter 4. Outside the plume nominal boundary

(Figure 5.1) the bottom boundary is assumed slip-free.
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Surface heat transfer is neglected in this study since the sea

surface area is relatively small and surface heat exchange will have

very little effect on the overall temperature distribution. Boundary

condition sets a and b given below refer to the physical systems

shown in Figures 5.1 (deep water) and 5.2 (shallow water) respectively.

To eliminate confusion, the boundary conditions are stated in terms

of R (in lieu of the transformed coordinate, E).

1. Sea Surface ( O<R<R., Z = Zh)

a. T = Constant = T

st = 0 (5.32)

a4,
1

= 0 (adiabatic condition)
az

at,
3

AZ
0

b. Same as above.

2. Plume Centerline

a. R = 0, Zh <Z < Zh

T = Constant =
1

st = 0 (5.33)

aA
1

0
aR

aA
3

= 0
aR

b. R = 0, Zo < Z <Zh

Same as above.



3. Inflow Boundary

a. Z=Z 0 <R< R
b' b

pR
=

1

+j V(R,Zb)RdR

au ay

" az

Al = Alb

A
3

= A
3b

b. Z=Z 0 <R< R
o' o

R

=
1

+ V(R,Z
o
)RdR

aU av

" aZ aR

Al =
1

3
= A3

0

4. Port Side (R = R0, Zb = 0 < Z < Z0)

a. Not applicable

V
o
R
o 1

=b. =
1
+ Y+2 1 2 2

Where the reference velocity, Vo = 1.

sZ

n
= -

/
(no slip)

111

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)



ab,
1

BR

BA
3

BR

0

0

5. Bottom Boundary

a. Z = Zb' Rb < R <

R
b

= T
1

jr V(R,ZORdR = Y2

= 0

DZ

az
0

0

0

b. Z = Zb = 0' Ro < R < R.

aL

BZ

BA
3

az

T = + 1
T1 2 Y2

aU
0 =

rt.
(no slip)

0

0

112

(5.37)

(5.38)

6. Inflow-Outflow Boundary (R = R., Zb < Z < Zh)

The distance to the inflow-outflow (or free-flow) boundary, R.,

must be chosen in advance and this distance must be large enough such



that boundary conditions listed below prevail approximately.

2
a. aY Y

= 0; or --T 0
BR

BR

113

Meaning that streamlines are level, or the streamlines do not change

slope, respectively.

aU BV

aZ BR'

Pr Pco

Pr PO

S
r

- S.

'3 S - S
r o

(Ambient condition),

(Ambient condition)

(5.39)

The conditions on of and A
3

are valid so long as convection

dominates the transport at the boundary and upstream differencing is

used.

Now consider the difference form of these equations. Again,

refer to Figure 5.3 and note that boundary values for the (j,k) grid

('grid) fall on the boundary of the physical system; whereas, on the

(p,q) grid (grid for c, Al and A3) the boundary cells are fictitious

in that they fall outside of the physical system. These cells are for

the purpose of obtaining specific conditions at the real boundary.

Again conditions a and b refer to cases given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2,

respectively. The difference forms are given in terms of the trans-

formed variable, c, for computer application.



1. Sea Surface (k = NK, q = Nq + 1)

a. Deep Water (Refer to Figure 5.5)

Velocity:

=
jUJ,NK+1 ij,NK

(Free Slip)

V
j,NK

= 0

Stream Function:

j,NK
= 1 (Arbitrary)

Vorticity:

114

(5.40.3)

Let Q
s

be the vorticity at point (p, Nk). By the free

slip velocity condition above and the fact Vi,Nk = 0,

( aU

aR )1
NK 0.

Hence, szs is the nodewise average value at Zh, or

1Q
s 2

( Q
p,Nq

+ ) = 0,
p,Nq+1

so that

_

p,11(1+1 p,Nq (5.40.4)
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q = Nq+1

k = NK
sea surface)

q=Nq

k = NK-1

Figure 5.5 Typical Set, Surface Boundary and Interior Cells

[rp,q indicate any of the cell centered

quantities Q, Al and /13.]



Buoyancy:

Since the adiabatic condition prohibits heat transport

across the surface,

Ai,

aZ

Hence,

Z
h

= 0,

1

AZ
NK

(A
1p,Nq+1 Alp,Nq

) = 0,

or

Alp,Ng+1 Alp,Nq.

Salinity:

Likewise,

A3p,Nq+1 A3p,N9

b. Shallow Water

Same as deep water case above.
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(5.40.5)

(5.40.6)



2. Plume Centerline (R = 0)

a. Deep Water Case (Refer to Figure 5.6)

Velocity:

Ul,k = U
2,k

(velocity gradient vanishes)

V
1,k

= 0 .

Stream Function:

I"

1,k
= 1 (Must be consistent with condition 1.a). (5.41.3)
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(5.41.1)

(5.41.2)

Vorticity:

From the conditions on velocity given above, the centerline

vorticity, sic = 0, or averaging across the centerline,

= 1/2 (

1,g
+

2,q
) = 0.

Hence,

1,q
= -

2,q.

Buoyancy:

(5.41.4)

At the centerline, the buoyancy gradient must vanish.

Hence,

1 I
kA

1
2,k

A
1
1,k

) 0,

or

L, = Ai

11,k 2,k

(5.41.5)
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R = 0, =

'l ,k

boundary cell

1,q

1

'

k

1 ,k -1

k,k

o
2,k

Y
2,k

interiorinterior cell

1,k-1

P = 1 j = 1

r 2,q

V
2,k-1

9P

p = 2

2,k
q

Y
2,k-1

k-1

j = 2

Figure 5.6 Typical Centerline Boundary and Interior Cells

[r
P,q

indicates any of the cell centered

quantities, Q, of and L3.]



Salinity:

Since the same conditions hold for salinity and buoyancy

transport at the centerline,

l,k 6'32,k

b. Shallow Water Case

Same as deep water case above.

3. Plume Inflow Boundary

a. Deep Water Case (Z = Zb, OLRLRb;

(Refer to Figure 5.7)

Velocity:

uj,1 = Li( Zb
1

- 2 AZ1)

Calculated by methods in Chapter 4.

Vi,1 = V(E, Zb)

Data function, or calculated by methods in

Chapter 4.

Stream Function:

V(n,l)AS sinh
n=2

p=2

= 1 cosh

119

(5.41.6)

(c' 42 3)
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.2

interior cell

1
V .

-1.1 0 1.1

boundary cell

Uj_1,1
66

P,1

j-1

k = 2

q = 2

k = 1

q = 1

Figure 5.7 Typical Inflow Boundary and Interior Cell
(deep water case only).

[r
P,c1

indicates any of the cell centered

quantities 0, of and A3.]
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Vorticity:

Vorticity at the inflow boundary, Q
p,b

is calculated from,

p,b

Hence,

P,1

=

=

2 ( P, 2 p,1) aDZ

U a

V)

1

+ EU + U

b

-0
j-1,1

]
p,2 j,2

-U
j,1 j-1,2

1

AccoshE
[Vj+1,1-Vj-1,1] (5.42.4)

Buoyancy:

A
1
p,1

= A1[(j-1/2), Zb-1/2 AZ1)]. (5.42.5)

Data, function,or calculated by methods in Chapter 4.

Salinity:

Al = A3[(j-1/2)0 , Zb-1/2 AZI)] (5.42.6)
p,1

Data, function,or calculated by methods in Chapter 4.

b. Shallow Water Case (Z.Z0, O<R<R0; Refer to Figure 5.8)

Velocity:

Ujo(p = 0 (5.43.1)

Vjo(p = Vo = Constant; or, Vi,kp = V(E,Zb). (5.43.2)

Stream Function:

,KP
1 ".4, V(n,KP) Sinn E cosh

YJ

113:

(5.43.3)
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j-1,KP+2 Sj,KP+2

u
j-1,KP+2

_o
r
P,QP+2

u
j-1,KP+1

interior cell

'j-1,KP+1 gj,KP+1

r
13,QP-1-1

j.KP 2

Uj,KP 2

Tj,KP+2

interior cell for Al&03
boundary cell for 0
T. V.
3-I,KP 3KP

i-1

boundary cell

ir
p,c4IP

u
j,KP+1

Tj,KP

p j

U
j,KP

k = KP+2

q = QP+2

k = KP+1

q = QP+1

k = KP
(port orifice)

Qp

Figure 5.8 Typical Inflow Boundary and Interior Cell
(shallow water case only).

[rp,q indicates cell centered quantities

Q, of and A3.]
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Vorticity:

Since in one case, Vi,1 = V
o

is assumed constant over the port

radius, we choose to evaluate vorticity at QP+1 , instead of at

the port orifice. 01344.1 will then become the boundary value.

Convenience is the primary reason for doing this, because to

remain consistent with V
o

= constant, Q
j,QP

is impossible to

define correctly at the port edge. This procedure is also help-

ful in using power law profiles for V(E,Zb) (see Chapter 7).

Vorticity at a point (p,k) is given by

1 in
F2p,k "p,q+1+2p,q)

Hence,

p,q
=

p,q+1
+ 2 Q

p,k

at q = QP + 1,

1
. . .c2p,QP+1 = 2

p,QP+2 AZ04.1
[U

J,KP+2
+U

J-1,Kp+2
-U

J,KP+1

1

u
j-1,KP+1 Ac0s1-1 Elfj+1,P+1-Vj-1,KP+13

Buoyancy:

= Constant = of
o

°1P,QP

Salinity:

03 = Constant = 03

P,QP 0

(5.43.4)

(5.43.5)

(5.43.6)



4. Port Vertical Side

a. Deep Water Case - Not applicable

b. Shallow water case (R = Ro,

Figure 5.9)

Velocity:

0 < Z < Z
o
; Refer to

U
NP,k

= 0

V
NP,k

= - V
NP+1,k

(No-slip condition).

Stream Function:

124

(5.44.1)

(5.44.2)

NP
TNp,k 1 + AE V(n,KP) sinh Cp cosh gyp, (5.44.3)

n=2
p=2

Although the exact value of Np,k = 1 +
17 Ro

2
Vo, the

difference approximation will lead to a slight deviation.

Vorticity:

1= _
QNP,q 2

(

MP+1,q c2MP,q)-

Hence,

2

MP,q
=

QMP+1,q Accosh c
MP

(V
NP+1,k

+V
NP+1,k-1

). (5 44 4)

Buoyancy:

Al = (Adiabatic condition)
MP,q

1
MP+1,q

(5.44.5)
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-ci

boundary cell

MP

Port side, R=R0, E= NPAE

V
NP,k

LIU

V
__nPH,k NP+1,k

interior cell

NP k rMP± u
NP+1,k

q

v
NP k -1 NP, k -1k -1 VNP+1 k -1 TNP+1

---i] ' II ' IP ' k -1

p=MP j=NP p=MP+1 j=NP+1

Figure 5.9 Typical Vertical Port Side Boundary and Interior Cell
(shallow water case only).

[r
P,q

indicates cell centered quantities c,

Al and A3.]



Salinity:

A A
3
MP,q

3
MP+1,q

5. Bottom Boundary

126

(5.44.6)

a. Deep Water Case (Rb < R < R., Z = Zb; Refer to Figure 5.10)

Velocity:

U
j,1

= U
j,2

(free-slip condition)

Vi,1 = 0 (level stream line condition)

Stream Function:

NB
= 1+ o V(n,l)sinh cosh E

P
,

n=2
p=2

(5.45.3)

where NB is the number of inflow cells to the nominal plume

boundary.

Vorticity:

P,1
= -

p,2
(free-slip condition)

Buoyancy:

A = A
1 1

P,1 P,2

Salinity:

A3

P,1

= A3

P,2

(5.45.4)

(5.45.5)

(5,45.6)
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Uj

r,Vh2 .i.2

r
p,2

uj
- 1 ,

interior cell

j-1,1
Vio

j-1

boundary cell

OD

r
p,1

U.

Uj

p j

k = 2

q = 2

k = 1

(boundary)

q = 1

Figure 5.10 Typical Bottom Boundary and Boundary Cell

[r
p,q

indicates cell centered quantities

Q, of and A
3'

]



b. Shallow Water Case (R0 < R < R., Z = Zb = 0;

Refer to Figure 5.10)

Velocity:

U.
J,1

= - Uj,2 (No-slip condition)

= 0V3.,1

Stream Function:

1
Y.

1 2
= 1 + Ro

2
Vo

3,

Vorticity:
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(5.46.1)

(5.46.2)

(5.46.3)

2

p,1
= - + (Uj,2 + U

j-1,2
), (No-slip Condition) (5.46.4)

p,2

Buoyancy:

A
i

= Al (Adiabatic condition)
p,1 p,2

Salinity:

A
3

A
3

1),1 p,2

(5.46.5)

(5.46.6)

6. Inflow-Outflow Boundary

a. Deep Water Case (R = R. , Zb < Z < Zh; Refer to Figure 5.11)

j = NJ, p = Np

Velocity:

U
NJ,k

( - )sinhr
NJ

AZ
k

YNJ,k YNJ,k-1 (5.47.1)
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interior

X

v
NJik

NP,q

cell

, E = NJAE

1141 NJ,k

JJV
NJ+1 k

NJ,k
0

r
NP+1,q

boundary cell

T
NJ-1,k-1 VNJ,k-1

T
NJ,k-1 VNJ+1,k-1

k

q

k-1

j=NJ-1 p=NP j=NJ p=NP+1 j=NJ+1

Figure 5.11 Typical Inflow-Outflow Boundary
and Interior Cells

[r
P,(1

indicates cell centered

quantities Q, Ai and A3.]



v
NJ+1,k

= v
NJ,k
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(5.47.2)

Condition 5.47.2 results follow from the stream function

condition given below.

Stream Function:

(Level stream lines)T
NJ,k

= T
NJ-1,k

2TNJ-1,k TNJ-2,k (No change of slope)

Vorticity:

av
Since = 0 (Equation 5.47.3)

the vorticity,
slNP+1,k

is given by

(5.47.3)

(5.74.4)

a U

CINP+1,c1 aZ
NJ,k

sinh Elj

1NP4.1.q 2 AZk ( -TPUTZ
NP+1

)(UNJ,k+1 UNJ,k-1)(5'47'5)

Note that (aUPZ)Nj,k has been replaced by a central difference

form using even spacing of AZ. For the more general case of

uneven AZk , refer to Appendix B .

Buoyancy:

Ai

NP+1,q

Salinity:

Pr

Pr -Po Ambient

S - S
A
3
NP+1,q

( Sr
So Ambient

(5.47.6)

(5.47.7)
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6. Shallow Water Case

Same as above.

A number of assumptions and restrictions are involved with the

above boundary values. For instance, the sea surface is restricted

to remain flat, although visual observation indicates that a slight

"boil" will occur at the plume centerline. At the bottom boundary

of the deep water case, beyond Rb, it is assumed that there is neither

a vertical component of mean velocity nor any change in the horizontal

velocity profile. Additionally it is assumed that neither of (nor r)

is diffused across this boundary.

Transported quantities are assumed constant at R = R.. Within

the framework of the difference scheme, this is a perfectly valid

assumption if convective terms, acting normal to this boundary,

dominate the diffusion terms. Any quantity convected into the system

is assumed to have the ambient value. Stream lines are assumed flat

or having constant slope at this point and recirculation of flow out

of the system is prohibited.

Many of the above assumptions are a result of ignorance with

regard to processes outside the chosen system boundary. Since there

is no way of regulating these processes, assumptions based on physical

insight are the only viable alternative. Fortunately, the more

nebulous assumptions occur at points far removed (at R = R. and

bottom boundary) from the region of prime interest. And there is some

recourse, in that numerical experiments are possible which give in-

sight to the importance and effect of these assumptions. Results
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given in Chapter 7 reveal that the boundary specifications at R.

have little influence on the numerical solution as long as R is a

reasonable distance from the port (approximately two plume diameters).

5.9 Rectangular Coordinates

The previous sections have dealt exclusively with (R,Z)

coordinates or transformed, (E,Z) coordinates. In this section we

treat the governing differential and difference equations in rectang-

ular (X,Z) coordinates.

Detailed derivation of these forms are omitted; only the

results are presented. In contrast to previous considerations neither

transformed coordinates or unequal grid spacing will be considered.

The physical problem which we wish to analyze is a two-

dimensional line plume that forms over a multiport diffuser line.

This condition is approximately realized once the flows from a series

of single round ports spread and interfere with one another parallel

to the diffuser line. In dealing with the single round port, we were

restricted to stagnant environment because any cross-current would

destroy the problem symmetry and require a three-dimensional analysis.

In the line plume case we may consider environmental velocity com-

ponents which fall in the (X,Z) plane. Figure 5.12 illustrates the

physical system for the line plume considered here.

5.9.1 Governing Differential Equations

Differential equations for the X,Z coordinate system comparable

to Equations (5.10), (5.11), (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14) given in
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z= zh

RECEIVING
WATER

(Z)

z

NOMINAL
PLUME

BOUNDARY

X
c

Xb

bo

Figure 5.12 Physical System for Line Plume Issuing
to Flowing Receiving Water
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Section 5.4 are:

Stream Function:

2 2

D T a T--2- + --7 . (5.48)

ax aZ

Vorticity:

a a 1

DA
1

2

1 Q

Tx- (u2) -5-f (v2) T- RE --7
0 aX

2

1 3 Q

RE
Z aZ
7

Buoyancy Parameter:

a
2
A

a a
y. + -R- (Vol) RE PR

1

x x ax

2

1

a A

REZPRZ -5727
z

Velocity:

3
U -

T

az

V
air
aX

In the above set of equations,

X = x/bo

Z = z/bo

U = u/vo

V = v/vo

T = 114()00)

(5.49)

(5.50)

(5.51)

(5.52)
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= w/(vo/b0) ,

where v
o

and b
o

are reference plume velocity and width, respectively.

Dimensionless parameters are:

v
o o

RE
x

X

v
o
b
o

RE
z E

z

PR =
x kx

cz
PR

z
=

k

2

V

F
o

-Po)
gb

o
Po

defined as in Section 5.4, keeping in mind that the radial direction

is simply the "X" direction in this section.

5.9.2 Rectangular Difference Equations

Rectangular difference equations are formulated on a grid iden-

tical to that illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 with the corresponding

change from the coordinate to the X coordinate.

Here we consider only a regular grid, which has spacing AX and

AZ. Difference equations are given below.



Stream Function:

. + T
j

+ T
j3-1,k j+1,k ,k-1 ,k+1

sk + LA1 ) 'v2 ce-f. + ) AZ 2

kAX AZ AX AZ2

5j,k
9 1
-( 2 - 12 )

AX AZ

136

(5.55)

Vorticity, 5,j,k, is the average value for the four surrounding cells

(see Figure 5.4) and given as

jii(21p,q Qp,q+1 1:1+1,q 2/341,q+1) (5.56)

Velocity is calculated by

1
Uj = - (11/j - T

,k AZ ,k j,k-1)

1
V = kT . - T
J,k AX j,k j-1,k)

and vorticity by

-
[ 21AX (11jj,k1 Uj,k lUj-1,k1 Uj-1,k)

+
iv + v + iv

2AZ (I'j,k1 'j,k l'j,k-11 Vj,k-1)

2
+ + 2

RE
X
AX

2
RE

z
AZ
2] 21),(1

=

[211X (lUj-1,k1 Uj-1,k
+

) REAX
2] c2p-1,q

(5.57)

(5.58)



LET( (
- U )+ 1

k j,k 2 n+1 n
RE

x
a r

+ 1

2AZ (IVj,k-11 Vj,k-1 )4-
1 2

J
21)

RE
z

AZ

[ 1 1

2AZ (IVi,k1 - 1V
j k 9 Q 4.1

' RE za-

1

2F0 AX ( p+1 ,q-Al p-1 ,q )

The buoyancy parameter, Al, is calculated by,

[21AX (0j,k + uj,k +1Uj-1,k1 Uj-1,k)

1

+ ( IV +IV
2AZ

j,kI + Vj,k
j,k-11 Vj,k-1)

-

2 2

RE PR AZ2 1p,qRE
x PR xAX2 z z

1 (in 1

[2AX rj-1,k I + Uj-1,k)
RE PR a 2 ] Al p-1,qx x

1I 1 0 u. + U. +L2AX RE PR AX
2

p+1
x x

+
f 1

[2AZ k"y j,k-11 "j,k-1)
RE PR A Z2 Al -1

z z

1 (
{2PZ \I V j,kI
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(5.59)

V 1

+
p,q+1

(5.60)' j ,k)
RE

z
PR

z
AZ

2
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The salinity or A3 transport equation is given exactly by

Equation (5.60) with PR replaced by SC, the eddy Schmidt number.

5.9.3 Rectangular Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions for the rectangular problem are substantially

the same as in the axisymmetric problem. Notable differences are pro-

vision for crossflow and lack of problem symmetry.

Referring to Figure 5.12 boundary conditions are as follows:

1. Sea surface (O<X<X., Z=Zh)

T = constant = T
1

= 0 (free slip condition)

aol

aZ
= 0 (adiabatic condition)

3,6,
3

aZ
= 0

2. Inflow boundary (X=0, Zb<Z<Zh)

T = T1 - jr U.(Z) dZ

Al

A
3

aU.

aZ

P
r Poo

Pr
P

r o

S
r

- S

S - S
r o

Z
h
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3. Bottom boundary (044
1

- Xb, Z=Zb)

Z= T
1

- b U (Z) dZ = constant = y2

Z
h

= 0 (free slip condition)

aZ

aA
3

aZ
0

4. Plume inflow boundary (Xc -
1

XI)<X<Xc +
1
Xv Z=Zb)

Assume that V, of and A3 are known from data or empirical

relationships.

X

T = T
2
+f V

b
dX

1
Xc - Xb

=
aU aV

aZ aX

1
5. Bottom boundary (X

c
+ 2

-X
b
< X<X , Z=Z

b
)

1*

X
c

+ 2 X
b

T
dX = constant = T

3
1

X
c

- 2 X
b

= 0 (free slip condition)
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aA
3 _

aZ

0

0

6. Inflow-outflow boundary (W., Zia<Z<Zh)

air
= 0

ax

au=
az

Pr P.

p0

S
r

- S
03

Sr - So
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CHAPTER 6

CODE DESCRIPTION AND ORGANIZATION

The computer program described herein obtains the solution of

the transformed difference Equations (5.21), (5.23), (5.24), (5.28),

and (5.30) for the quantities 'Y, U, V, 0, and Ai, (or r), respectively.

Through input option one may also obtain these solutions in ordinary

radial coordinates (see summary Section 5.7.3). A program which

obtains the solutions through the use of the density disparity param-

eter A2 (as opposed to hashas been used but is not presented in this

manuscript.

The program consists of 20 subroutines and/or functions which in

part are managed by an executive routine called "SYMJET". Initially,

the code was set up for the Oregon State University CDC 3300 time

sharing system. This system, although extremely handy for program

development, is too small in terms of available core and too slow for

economically treating large problems. The code version presented

here is adapted to the Computer Science Corporation Univac 1108

located in Richland, Washington. This version of the code has also

been successfully executed on the Control Data Corporation 6600

located in Palo Alto, California, and on the CDC 6400 system at the

Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio.

6.1 Computational Procedure

The primary task at hand involves the simultaneous solution of

one elliptic partial differential equation for the stream function, T9
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(Equation 5.21) and two parabolic transport equations for the

vorticity, c, and the buoyancy, Ai, [Equations (5.28) and (5.30),

respectively]. Equations for U and V (5.23 and 5.24, respectively)

may be considered as auxiliary, but are, nevertheless, essential and

need to be solved along with (5.21), (5.28), and (5.30) during itera-

tion. In the case of neutral buoyancy, only Equations (5.21) and

(5.28) need to be solved simultaneously.

The iterative procedure is built about the equations for Y, 0,

and A
1'

The technique used in the Gauss-Seidel method for all quanti-

ties defined by second order partial differential equations. Liebmann

acceleration is employed with the alternatives of both under and over

relaxation. Assuming all boundary conditions are set and pertinent

variables are initialized, the procedure is as follows:

1. Compute Alp,c, and rp,ci using Equation (5.30) based on

previously calculated values of Uj,k,Vj,k and appropriate

transport coefficients.

2. Compute 0
p,q

using Equation (5.28) and the previously

computed values of U.
j,k' j

V.
,k'

A
1p,q

and appropriate trans-

port coefficients.

3. Update necessary boundary values for Al,r, and Q.

4. Use the newly computed values of 0 to compute the stream

function distribution from Equation (5.21). One or more

iterations may be required to arrive at a satisfactory

solution for T. Compute a new velocity field Vj,k and Uj,k

from the newly calculated 'P distribution.
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5. If the eddy transport terms are not constant, compute multi-

pliers FR and FZ from new velocity field (for definition of

the FR and FZ multiplier, see Chapter 7).

6. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 until a preset convergence criter-

ion is satisfied or a specific number of iterations has been

completed.

6.2 Executive Program and Subroutine Description

As mentioned previously, the computer code consists of an execu-

tive routine called "SYMJET" and 20 subroutines and/or functions. The

following discussion relates the primary duties served by each of

these routines.

SYMJET

Executive routine

1. Reads case header and integer case set-up information.

2. Reads alphanumeric data for line printer output array

option, plot tape options, isoline interpolation options,

and program control.

3. Calls subroutines for data input, problem set-up and

initialization, and problem execution. The subroutines

called are (in the calling sequence):

. INPUT

. READY

. PLABAK

4, STREAM (for inviscid flow solution)

. SSCOMP
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INTERP

4. Performs other miscellaneous tasks such as clock initial-

ization, tape rewind, presetting variables, etc.

SUBROUTINE INPUT

General data input routine

1. Reads restart tape if required.

2. Reads remaining input data from cards.

3. Converts portions of input data to appropriate quantities

and units (e.g., temperature data to density data).

Subroutine is called once during execution.

SUBROUTINE READY

Problem set-up routine

1. Sets all computed constants.

2. Sets constant boundary conditions.

3. Presets turbulence multipliers.

4. Option to call SUBROUTINE SIMJET.

5. Option to call SUBROUTINE GAUSS.

Subroutine called once during execution.

SUBROUTINE PLABAK

General information and debug output

1. Writes to line printer various computed and input supplied

variables and the operation modes of current case.

2. Writes to line printer constant arrays used in the difference

equation computations.

Subroutine is called once or not at all at the user's option.
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SUBROUTINE STREAM (IT, NSKIP)

Solves for stream function, 'p

1. Computes the viscous or inviscid stream function (Equation

5.21) by Gauss-Siedel iteration. When called, this sub-

routine iterates on 'p (PSI) "IT" times.

2. Upon completion of "IT" iterations the velocity components

U
j,k

and V
j,k

are computed by the auxiliary Equations (5.23)

and (5.24).

For an inviscid flow computation (the inviscid flow solution

may be called for the purpose of initializing the viscous flow

computation if desired) STREAM is called and returns control to

the executive routine. When STREAM is called from SSCOMP,

which computes the viscous flow field, control is then returned

to SSCOMP. Subroutine STREAM constitutes what is referred to

in this manuscript as the "inner iteration loop" (subroutine

SSCOMP constitutes the "outer iteration loop") and is called at

least once for each "outer iteration".

SUBROUTINE SSCOMP

Computes steady flow solution of all transport equation

1. Solves transport equations for

Al

. r and

St,

using Gauss-Siedel iteration with Liebmann acceleration

(deceleration).
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2. Updates boundary values of t, r, and ;-

3. Computes convergence rate information and the cell

indices having the slowest convergence.

4. Calls subroutine STREAM to compute velocity field.

5. Calls subroutine EDDY to compute eddy transport multipliers

as required.

6. Writes out monitor node values.

7. Calls subroutine OUTPUT for either interim or final array

output.

8. Generates plot data tape.

9. Computes surface area above Tamb in 1 °C increments.

10. Performs a Gamma constituent balance error, (rin-
rout)/Fin'

for the overall system and then returns control to the

executive routine.

This subroutine is referred to as the "outer iteration loop" and

is called but once during a case execution. The code spends

the majority of the execution time in this routine.

SUBROUTINE EDDY (M)

Computes eddy transport multiplier FR and FZ

1. Computes potential core.

2. Computes plume half radius, R1/2 and nominal plume boundary,

R
.05'

at each vertical grid point.

3. Computes FR from mixing length theory.

FR = V
max

R
1/2
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4. Computes FZ based on mixing length theory and incorporates

Richardson number modification (computes point Richardson

number, RI, and calls function RCHMOD for modifier).

If eddy multipliers are computed based on the velocity distri-

bution, this subroutine is called once during each "outer

iteration". Either FR, FZ or both may be computed selectively.

(Parameter M in the call list specifies the option). Details

of the particular eddy transport models used and regions of

applicability are discussed in Chapter 7. Also, this sub-

routine may be bypassed a set number of iterations for computa-

tion stability purposes (discussed in Chapter 7).

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT (MODE)

Primary line printer output call routine

1. The primary purpose of this routine is to call selectively

the output array writer subroutine, AROUT, based on the

alpha input read in through the executive routine. The

arrays and array header Holleriths are aligned in the call

list of AROUT. This subroutine may be called selectively

for array writing through the input Fortran variable NOUT.

That is, every time that the "outer iteration" number is

divided by NOUT and yields a whole number, the array

writing routine is called. The parameter, MODE, is an out-

put option.

2. The secondary purpose of subroutine OUTPUT is to write out

selectively the convergence rate information computed in
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subroutine SSCOMP, that is, maximum changes in ", A
P

and Q

and the nodal location of these changes, during successive

iterations. The iteration numbers selected for output are

specified by the input Fortran variable NTTY, in the exact

manner that NOUT is used in 1. above.

SUBROUTINE AROUT (list)

General array writer

This subroutine is used to write out all computed arrays speci-

fied for printing. The appropriate array, header and grid

coordinates are aligned in the call list at subroutine OUTPUT.

Miscellaneous computations are also performed here as necessary.

For instance, if normalized arrays are desired, these are

normalized in AROUT and if temperature arrays are required the

buoyancy parameter (Ai) array is converted to a temperature

array through successive calls to function TEMP.

SUBROUTINE INTERP

Calling routine for isoline interpolation

The only job performed by this subroutine is selectively setting

up arrays to be interpolated by the general interpolator

routine, ISOGEN. Selection is made through input of the Fortran

alpha array TERP during execution of the executive routine. The

particular array, header and other appropriate data are aligned

in the call list of ISOGEN. This subroutine is optionally

called through the executive routine following execution of

SSCOMP.
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SUBROUTINE ISOGEN (list)

General isoline interpolator

The function of ISOGEN is to interpolate a given array, aligned

in memory through the subroutine call list, for isolines whose

values are selected at input and specified by the Fortran

array, ISOLN. For a specific array (say the stream function

array) the coordinates of an isoline (streamline) are quad-

ratically interpolated and coordinates printed. Contouring may

be accomplished by hand plotting the results. Automated

plotting of the computed points would be quite difficult since

1

the points are not ordered.

SUBROUTINE GAUSS (N)

Optionally computes Gaussian distributions for inflow

This subroutine computes Gaussian boundary distributions for V,

A
l'

and r in either the zone of flow establishment or the zone

of established flow. The particular option is determined by the

parameter, N. These computations are based on the Albertson

et al. [4] data and theoretical results given by Abraham [1].

The routine is called once from subroutine READY.

SUBROUTINE SIMJET (list)

This routine computes the centerline distributions of V, 02 and

r from the similarity solutions of a vertical plume given in

Chapter 4. For the homogeneous problem, V is calculated from

Equation (4.43) and A2 from (4.4). In the case of stratification

1Automated contouring is accomplished using a special contouring

routine.
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these quantities are computed from Equations (4.36), (4.37),

and (4.38) using the fourth order Runge-Kutta technique.

Results from this routine may be used for inflow boundary

information in the more elaborate finitedifference method for

the confined plume. Calling is through subroutine READY and

is performed at most once.

FUNCTION SIGMAT (SAL, T, N)

Given the salinity, SAL, and temperature, T, this function com-

putes Sigma-t (at, see Section 3.6) based on algebraic equations

given in the U.S. Navy Hydrographic publication number 615 [103]

or as given in Hill [39].

FUNCTION TEMP (SALT, SIGMA)

Given the salinity, SALT, and the density in Sigma-t units,

SIGMA, this function solves the equations referenced above for

the temperature in degrees centigrade by the Newton-Raphson

method. The function SIGMAT (SAL, T, N) is repeatedly called

during the iteration process.

FUNCTION SANH (X, N)

Hyperbolic sine coordinate transformation function which yields

Sinh (X) for N = 1 and X for N = 0 (linear radial coordinates,

no transformation).

FUNCTION CASH (X, N)

Hyperbolic cosine transformation function which yields COSH (X)

for N = 1, and 1.0 for N = O.
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FUNCTION RCHMOD (N, RICH)

Computes Richardson number (RICH) modification of the vertical

eddy viscosity coefficient by one of five different models

(option given by N). These models are given in Chapter 7

(cf. Table 7.5).

6.3 Flow Charts

Detailed flow charts of all subroutines in the SYMJET computer

code would require an extensive amount of space. For this reason

only the main subroutines and the executive program will be illus-

trated. The charting of these will also be somewhat abbreviated.

A partial bibliography of the computer variables may be found in the

program listing (Appendix E).
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SYMJET FLOW CHART

(Executive Routine)

(Read alpha case header

Read integer set-up data

KASE

0

//t Read alpha TLIST option
Set write option arrays

AOUT, PLOT, TERP, AND CONT

STOP

Set auxiliary indices
Initialize arrays and constants

Compute monitoring arrays

t

Generate array
instruction vectors from
TLIST Options: NRITE(J)

N3DPT(J), ISOPT(J) CONTRL(j)



(B)
11

CALL INPUT: Reads
main data file from
cards and optionally

initializes arrays from tape

CALL READY: Completes
initializations, computes

constants, and sets
fixed boundary values.
Positions output tape.

CALL PLABAK:
Write out computed

and supplied constants,
and debug arrays.

CALL STREAM: Compute
inviscid flow solution

153
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CALL SSCOMP : Compute
solution to transport

and auxiliary equations

CALL INTERP : Compute
contour coordinates

REWIND output
tape
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SUBROUTINE INPUT FLOW CHART

READ LUN 7
ITNO, n, AI, U, V, Y and r

Data from previous computation
for initialization or
continued iteration.

N. : Replace appropriate
lvariables with DATA



SUBROUTINE READY FLOW CHART

Set up various computed
Constants: e.g., SC(J,L), SZ(K,L)
Preset variables: e.g., FZ(J,K)

FR(J,K)
Set up coordinate systems: Z(K),
ZC(K), X(J), XR(J), R(J), RC(J)

V

Set inflow boundary
velocity according to

"INMODE"

CALL
GAUSS (1)

CALL
GAUSS (2)

CALL
SIMJET

(si---xn)

CALL
GAUSS

156
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Inflow
velocity

V = CI 1-R)"

Compute and set all
fixed or initialized

boundary condition not
treated above

RETURN I



SUBROUTINE STREAM FLOW CHART

SET STREAM FUNCTION
Inflow-outflow boundary
condition, w (NJ,K)

Compute vorticity, n
at cell corners (OMEGA 3)

Compute T (J,K)
Equation (5.27)

Accelerate (or decelerate)
Solution, t (J,K)

terations
> "IT"

Compute U(J,K) and V(J,K)
from t (J,K), Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24)

RETURN

CALL

OUTPUT(0)
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SUBROUTINE SSCOMP FLOW CHART

CONTRL(8)
Reset iteration

limits;

initialize eddy
factors, FR & FZ

Set

iteration
clock

Set boundary values for
next iteration on a l' r and n

cl) O
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Compute n (p,q) by
Equation (5.28)

Compute maximum change in
n (p,q) and value
of p and q for location

Accelerate or decelerate
solution n (p,q)

1

Compute updated boundary
conditions for n (p,q)

Write out monitor
node information

CALL EDDY
Computes eddy

transport multipliers
FZ(J,K) and FR(J,K)

0
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D(ITNO,NOUT)
=0

D(ITNO,NTTY)
=0

ITERATIONS
>

ITNAX?

Write to LUN 8 (MAG. TAPE)
ITNO, o, di, U, V, T, r

3-D plots
Files

(8)

CALL OUTPUT (1) 1

Calls array writer

CALL OUTPUT (2)
Call intermediate output
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O
Create plot files
LUN 8 according

to N3OPT(J)

Compute surface
isotherms in

increment of 1 °C

Perform GAMA
Sr u convergence

check

V

'Print GAMA Sum error

V

IRETURN!
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CHAPTER 7

CODE VERIFICATION AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this chapter we are concerned with verification of the

numerical model. Ultimately, the program is to be used in describing

the plume resulting from large vertical thermal outfalls in shallow

water, and, as previously mentioned, published field data concerning

velocity and temperature distributions along with other pertinent data

needed for evaluation or verification are essentially non-existent for

these cases. Even laboratory data from hydraulic models are scant and

steady flow experiments to model quasi-steady oceanic conditions with

stratification are essentially impossible.

Verification of the numerical techniques will be carried out by

using the code described in Chapter 6 to simulate various problems

which have been well studied, both experimentally and analytically,

and for which much information has been published in the literature.

One such problem which the code can easily handle is the deep water

momentum jet. In this case much knowledge has been compiled concern-

ing velocity distributions, concentrations, and turbulence parameters.

The computer code can easily handle interacting buoyancy for the same

geometry. Although there is a lesser amount of experimental data pub-

lished in the open literature for buoyancy cases, especially on turbu-

lent parameters, there is enough information for meaningful comparisons

with the numerical model.
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Once the computer program is verified using this published infor-

mation, the program can be applied with confidence to conditions of

more interest and practical value, such as shallow water and stratified

ambient cases. Having checked the program against experimental results

for simple cases, we know at least that the numerical procedures are

working correctly, although auxiliary models (e.g., turbulence) may not

be entirely correct.

Also presented in this chapter are some of the code operating

experiences, turbulence modeling, solution convergence and stability,

and discussion of some of the more troublesome boundary conditions.

7.1 Deep Water Plumes

By deep water plumes we are implying that the effluent is dis-

charging into a semi-infinite water body, although as a practical

matter computational boundaries must be finite. For program verifica-

tion, we use the following deep water flow categories:

Momentum Jet - the fluid motion is induced entirely by the

effluent initial momentum. Buoyancy is also calculated but

is decoupled from the momentum equation and may be used as

a measure of concentration. This case is indicated by

F
o

Pure Buoyant Plume - in this instance there is no effluent and,

consequently, no initial momentum. The driving force is pure

buoyancy caused by a source of heat located in the position

of the outfall port. An arbitrary reference velocity is used
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along with a length scale that corresponds to a port radius.

This case is indicated by Fo = 0.

Mixed Flow - both initial momentum and buoyancy have varying

degrees of importance. In this case 0 < Fo < -.

Various cases of the above categories have been checked against avail-

able experimental data and similarity solutions. These cases are

itemized in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3.

Four different effluent velocity profiles and concentrations (or

temperature) have been used in this work which are:

Type 1

Types 2, 3

: Gaussian profiles, established at 4.5 diameters

from the port exit,

: Power law velocity profile at the port exit with

a constant radial concentration (or temperature)

distribution, and

Type 4 : Constant radial distribution of all quantities

at the port exit.

Equations for these profiles are given in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.1 illustrates a typical grid system in R-Z coordinates.

Note the effect of the hyperbolic sine transformation in stretching

the cell widths as the distance R is increased. The computation grid

(E,Z-coordinates) has uniform radial cell widths as illustrated in

Figure 5.3.



Case
No.

Grid
Size

TABLE 7.1.

t,

SUMMARY OF MOMENTUM JET VERIFICATION CASES (F0 - co)

PR
r

= .80, PR
z

= .80

Z
R

Boundlry
AZ (Surface) - Type

e
r

2
Type

e
z

1 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 1 3 .0001

2 35 x 40 .1 2 43.5 14.96 1 1 .0001

3 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 1 1 .0001

2

4 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 N=7 3 .0001

3

5 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 N=7 3 .0001

3

6 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 N=10 3 .0001

2

7 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 N=10 3 .0001

3

8 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 N=7 4 .0001

2

9 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 N=6.6 3 .0001

3

10 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 N=10 3 E
Z
=E

r

11 30 x 26 .2 2 43.5 74.2 1 Inviscid
Test

12 30 x 26 .2 2 43.5 74.2 1 Creeping
Test cn

cn



1

2

Inlet velocity profile type:

1. V(R,Z) = V(0,Z) e
_77(1

Z

3)2

2. V(R,O)
(N+1) (2N+1) _R)1/N

2N2

3. V(R,O) = (1-R)1/N

4. V(R,O) = Vo = Constant

Radial eddy viscosity calculation type:

1. Cr = .0295 r
o
v
o

= Constant

2. Cr = .0256 r
1/2

v
m'

Prior specification of r
1/2

from Gaussian distribution of velocity,

v
m

calculated iteratively.

3. Cr = .0256 r
1/2

v
m'

Iterative calculation of both r
1/2

and vm.

4. Er = .0263 rinvm: Same as Type 3.



TABLE 7.2. SUMMARY OF PURE BUOYANT PLUME VERIFICATION CASES (F
o

= 0)
1

PR
r

= .714, PR
z

= .714

Heat
Case Grid Z

R
Cr Source

3
No. Size ,A AZ (Surface) - Type2 Condition

13 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 3 1

14 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 3 2

1

Reference densimetric Froude number is not zero but based on a reference velocity since there
is no inflow at the source.

2

3

See Table 7.1.

Heat Source Type:

1. Weak Source: Simulated heated plate maintained at AT = 25 °C.
Heat transferred to fluid b y conduction alone over range 0 <R < 1.

2. Stronger Source: Simulated source in first fluid node to maintain fluid temperature at
AT = 25 0C. Heat transferred by both conduction or convection.



Case
No.

Grid
Size AE

TABLE

AZ

7.3. SUMMARY

Z

(Surface)

OF MIXED FLOW

R F
0 o

VERIFICATION CASES

Boundary
e
r

Type
z PR PR PR

z

15 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 52 1 1 .0001 .714 .714

16 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 52 1 2 .0001 .714 .714

17 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 52 1 3 .0001 .714 .714

18 26 x 40 .2 4 82.5 74.2 52 1 3 .0001 .714 .714

19 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 35 1 3 .0001 .714 .714

20 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 106 1 3 .0001 .714 .714

21 26 x 40 .2 2 43.5 74.2 52 1 3 #See .714 .714

Below
2

22 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 45.5 N=7 3 .0001 .714 .714

2

23 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 45.5 N=7 3 .0001 .80 .80

2

24 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 1 N=7 3 .0001 .80 .80

2

25 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 1000 N=7 3 .0001 .80 .80

2

26 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 45.5 N=10 3 .0001 .714 .714

2

27 40 x 33 .12591 2 64 67.85 45.5 N=10 3 .0001 .714 .714

1

See Table 7.1.

#E
z

= 1.0, Gaussian distribution E
z
= E e

(

O
zo

ON0
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Figure 7.1. Computational Grid for The Stream Function, Y,
Illustrating the Effect of the Sinh
Transformation (off = .14690, AZ = 1.0)
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7.1.1 The Momentum Jet

A vast amount of information has been gathered concerning the

dynamic behavior of momentum jets dating back to Tollmien's [98] work

of 1926. Hence, there is sufficient data reported in the literature

to check all of the gross aspects of the jet structure computed. In

verifying the computational technique with the published data we use

the following jet characteristics:

Centerline velocity and concentration,

Radial distribution of axial velocity and concentration,

Rate of jet spread, and

Radial velocity.

Although there is a vast amount of published data available for veri-

fication, the primary data used is from Albertson, et al. [4], Baines

[8], Abraham [1] and information obtained from several researcher's

published in Chapter 24 of Schlichting's text "Boundary Layer Theory"

[84]. Additional information is obtained from reviews by Gauntner

et al. [32] and Chapter 6 of Hinze's text "Turbulence" [40].

Some of the relevant restrictions in this section are:

Vertical turbulence is negligible; one case is run to

verify this fact.

The computational grid system has an impermeable upper

boundary. Hence, velocity profiles begin to "feel" the

boundary some distance before it is reached.

Aside from the quantitative verification mentioned above, illustrations

of streamlines, concentration, and vorticity contours, and three-
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dimensional plots of the same information are provided for additional

qualitative assessment. Table 7.1 summarizes the momentum jet cases

run.

7.1.1.1 Centerline Velocity and Concentration For Momentum Jets

as

A similarity solution for vertical plumes was given in Chapter 4

64 3 2 2
E* = +

(3 32F
o

Z fie)

e

In the case of a momentum jet Fo -4- co so that,

E*

Then by definition

64

Z
3

e

V
m - 4

e

(4.43)

(7.1)

(7.2)

where again Vm is the centerline velocity, K is related to the plume

entrainment (see Table 4.1), numerically equal to 77, and Ze is the

potential core length based on concentration (cf. Abraham [1]).

By Equation (7.2)

Vm
m

11)/

/Z'
e

According to Abraham Ze 'N. 5.6; hence,

V
m

6.2/i

which is also the result obtained by Albertson.

(7.3)

(7.4)
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Equation (7.4) implies that a plot of the dimensionless center-

line velocity, Vm, versus axial distance in port diameters Z has slope

of -1 when plotted to Log-Log scale, and has an intercept of 6.2 on the

h- coordinate when Vm
.= 1. Experiments carried out by Albertson are

probably the most frequently quoted data bearing out Equation (7.4).

Various other researchers have carried out similar experiments (e.g.,

Baines, Tollmien and Reichardt [77]). Although there seems to be

general agreement that Vm ti Z-1, there is some disagreement on the

potential core length (hence, the constant of proportionality), or the

Log-Log plotted intercept value mentioned above. A review of a portion

of this work is given by Gauntner. It is noteworthy to point out here

that the potential core length (see Figure 4.1) is assumed to be the

centerline velocity plot intercept (Vm=1, Z=6.2; see Figure 7.2),

1.0

E

0.1

= 6.2

IL

AXIAL DISTANCE,

Figure 7.2. General Features of Momentum Jet Centerline
Velocity (Based on Albertson's data)

100
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although the actual potential core length may be somewhat smaller.

For instance, Albertson measured an actual length of approximately 4.5

whereas their similarity solution is based on 6.2. The reason for

using the value 6.2 is that it is more representative of downstream

data than 4.5. As a matter of fact, similarity solutions are not valid

out to approximately 10 to 12 diameters. In Figure 7.2 , the distance

Z = 4.5 is the approximate distance where deterioration of centerline

velocity is first apparent.

Figure 7.3 illustrates centerline velocity, Vm, and concentration,

C
m'

comparisons for

. Similarity theory

. Experiment, and

. The present computational technique.

The similarity theory concentration distribution along the centerline

is

C
m

= 5.6/1 (7.5)

as given by Abraham.

Figure 7.3 indicates remarkable agreement between the computed

and measured centerline velocity distribution. Concentrations agree

with the similarity curve almost identically past Z. A, 20. These results

are based on the Type 1 boundary conditions (Section 7.1). Computa-

tional runs 1 and 3 also use the Type 1 boundary condition, for differ-

ent water depths and node spacing; although these cases are not plotted,

centerline distributions nearly identical to those depicted in Figure

7.3 were obtained. The only deviation found between experimental and
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computed centerline velocity in these cases is that a very slight dif-

ference in slope was noted, whereby the computed slope was very

slightly less steep than -1.

Similar results for Case 4, which uses the Type 2 boundary condi-

tion, are given in Figure 7.4. Note that the 1/7 power velocity pro-

file gives a centerline value of 1.22 for an average jet exit velocity

of V
o

= 1. These centerline velocity results are somewhat higher than

Albertson's data, but agree well with the data obtained by Baines for

an initial Reynolds number of 7 x 104. Baines contends that there is

a Reynolds number effect on the potential core length and offers data

which apparently substantiates his assertion. According to Gauntner,

this facet of jet theory is apparently still unresolved.

The computed data for this case reveals the relationships:

and

V
m

7/Z.

Cm 5.1/Z.

(7.6)

(7.7)

Again, the computed velocity distribution is very slightly less steep

than a slope of -1.

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 illustrate centerline velocity and concentra-

tion distributions for Cases 5 and 6. Both of these cases again use a

Type 2 boundary condition with the inflow velocity distributions given

by

V(R,O) =
(1...R)1/N.

(7.8)

Case 5 uses N equal to 7 whereas N in Case 6 is equal to 10.
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According to Schlichting, these profiles correspond to pipe Reynolds

numbers of 1.1 x 105 and 3.2 x 106, respectively. The computing tech-

nique shows a marked difference between the asymtotic centerline veloc-

ities for these two cases, that is, for large Z,

Case 5: V
m

5.8/Z (7.9)

Case 6: V
m
16.2/Z (7.10)

Although the slope is still approximately -1 and the asymtotic concen-

tration for both cases is given by,

C
m

5.1/Z. (7.11)

Note that

V(0,0) = 1

which results in an average inflow velocity less than unity.

From these results it is tempting to conclude that since the

inflow velocity profile has an effect on the -1 slope intercept,

a Reynolds number effect on the potential core length is demonstrated.

However, it is felt that the lack of finite difference resolution and

shortcomings in modeling turbulence in the zone of flow establishment,

are sufficient to shadow such a conclusion. Comparing Case 4 where,

V(R,O) = 1.22 (1-R)1/7 (7.12a)

and Case 7 (Figure 7.7) where

V(R,O) = 1.155 (1-R)
1/10

reveals asymtotic velocity profiles,

Vm 1 7/Z

and concentration

C
m

5.1/Z.

(7.12b)

(7.13)

(7.14)
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It is important to note that the jet exit average velocity in both

Cases 5 and 6 is unity whereas it is 1.22 in Case 4 and 1.155 in

Case 7.

In all computer runs cited thus far, the radial eddy viscosity

has been computed from Prandtl mixing length theory. This particular

aspect of the work is discussed in more detail in Section 7.2.

Essentially, the eddy viscosity is calculated by

Er = c v
max

r 1/2 , (7.15)

where v
max is the centerline velocity, r1/2 is the jet half radius and

c is a constant having the value .0256 for an axisymmetric momentum jet

(cf. Schlichting [84], p. 699); all cases thus far use c = .0256.

Case 8 (see Figure 7.8) uses c = .0263 (picked quite arbitrarily and

as a fraction is 1/38 = 1/REr) and is to be compared to Case 5,

Figure 7.5. The net effect of this change is a slight shift in the

velocity slope toward -1 (difficult to see slope shift from compared

figures, but numerical results bear out the change). Although the

higher value of c appears to yield a velocity slope nearer -1, the

value c = .0256 is used for all following computations in this

manuscript.

Case 9 (Figure 5.9) represents an additional case using Type 2

boundary conditions with a velocity profile at the jet exit given by

1

V(R,0) = 1.24 (1
_R)6.6

(7.16)

Note that all cases (4, 7 and 9) use the boundary velocity profile
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(7.17)

for the jet. In all of these cases the asymptotic centerline velocity

profiles are essentially identical and represented quite accurately by

V
m 1

7/Z.

and concentration given by

Cm 1 5.1/Z.

(7.18)

(7.19)

Figure 7.10 illustrates these cases where the distribution is

normalized by dividing each value by the corresponding value of V(0,0).

The net result of this operation is that the solution collapses to the

cases using corresponding values of N and where V(R,0) is set by

Equation (7.8). Although this result was certainly expected, it serves

to illustrate that the computer program is functioning correctly in

this sense and to bear out again the velocity profile effect on the

asymptotic centerline velocity distribution (Figure 7.10). Computa-

tionally, this condition is apparently caused by the differences of the

jet exit vorticity distribution.

Vertical eddy diffusion, which should be of minor importance in

the jet mainstream, has also been ignored in cases cited to this point.

By ignored, it is meant that the value has been set to compare with

molecular viscosity which is perhaps three orders of magnitude smaller

than the jet induced eddy viscosity. The primary reason for vertical

diffusion being set to a very small value in these verification studies
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is so that vertical entrainment near the surface where the jet is

spreading laterally will be minimized.

With a large value of vertical diffusion, in nonstratified

media, streamlines outside the jet would be distorted upward because of

the vertical entrainment in the lateral spread and would not be a

realistic representation of deep water conditions.

In Case 10 (Figure 7.11) the vertical eddy viscosity has been

accounted for by setting

E = E .
z r

Figure 7.11 is to be compared with Figure 7.5 (Case 6). Case 10

shows a slight increase of centerline velocity over Case 6 which is an

effect to be expected if vertical diffusion has any importance, since

the shape-preserving vorticity will be transported downstream at a

slightly higher rate.

As further discussion of the above statement, Case 11 has been

run where the fluid was considered as inviscid, although rotational.

The numerical fluid reacted in a manner such that the jet exit velocity

profile was completely shape preserved until the surface effects were

encountered (see Figure 7.12). Considering the opposite extreme of

a hypothetical fluid where vertical diffusion completely dominates

radial transport, the same shape preserving nature would exist. Case

11 also served to illustrate the computational stability of the differ-

encing technique used for cases where Rer = Rez -> ...
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7.1.1.2 Spread of the Momentum Jet

The rate of spread of the half radius, r1/2 is illustrated in

Figure 7.13-A and compared to measurements in Figure 7.13-B. The com-

puted rate of spread is given by

r1/2 = Clz

where

(7.20)

C1 = .0875.

For the several momentum jet computations carried out, the above

equation holds. Table 7.4 compares some of the reported values of Cl.
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TABLE 7.4. COMPARISON OF THE SPREADING CONSTANT REPORTED BY
VARIOUS INVESTIGATORS

Investigator

Albertson et al. [4]

Baines [8]

Comment
Cl

Reynolds Number
7 x 104

.095

,\, .085

191

Baines [8] Reynolds Number
2.1 x 104 % .095

Reichardt [77] .0848

Taylor et al. [97] .0854

Corrsin and Uberoi [20]* .0814

Keagy and Weller [49]* .0888

Present numerical computation .0875

*Based on momentum measurements.

As Table 7.4 indicates, there is no universal agreement of the

value for C
1

among the cited investigators. These discrepancies are

possibly due to measurement methods and/or flow condition dependence.

Again, Baines offered data which tends to confirm the role of the

latter. Hence, the computed value of .0875 seems to be a realistic

value in view of reported measurement, but cannot be compared as an

absolute because of experimental discrepancies. Variations in the

half-radius may also be observed from Figure 7.12.
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7.1.1.3 Radial Distribution of Vertical Velocity, Concentrations

and Vorticity for the Momentum Jet

The radial distribution of vertical velocity for a momentum jet

is essentially Gaussian. For instance the data obtained by Albertson

is adequate expressed by

where

V = Vm e

K = 77.

R
- K(2)

2

Likewise, concentration distributions are adequately given by

2

- AK(-1)

C = Cm e

(7.21)

(7.22)

where x is the eddy Schmidt number and equal to .8. The coefficient

K will vary from experiment to experiment similar to the variation in

data measured to establish the length of the potential core. As given

in Chapter 4, Baines found

R
1 84

- 64.4(2)

V = Vm e

for a Reynolds number of 7 x 10
4

and

1.82

- 43.3(
R
)

v vm e

(7.23)

(7.24)

for a Reynolds number of 2.1 x 104. Gortler [34] found K = 100. For

a summary of additional experimental data on the value of K one may

refer to Abraham [1].
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One should bear in mind that the use of the Gaussian distribution

has no theoretical basis, but is a result of curve fitting. Figures

7.14 through 7.18 all illustrate the vertical velocity profiles plotted

against different coordinates. Figure 7.14 illustrates the distribu-

tion of computed velocity for comparison with the data of Albertson

for Case 2 which uses the Type 1 boundary condition. Figure 7.15

relates this same type of information for Case 4 compared to the data

of Reichardt (cf. Schlichting). Figures 7.14 and 7.15, along with

Figure 7.16 (Case 6) provide a comparison with the Gaussian distribu-

tion. Computed information shows excellent agreement with the data and

essentially the same deviation from the Gaussian curve. Unfortunately,

correct numerical modeling at the jet boundary is practically unob-

tainable because of numerical smearing and inability to correctly model

turbulence at the jet boundary. These facets account for deviations

at the boundary and the fact that the computed velocity does not

attain zero at a finite radius.

Figures 7.16 and 7.18 also bear out the similarity of the com-

puted velocity profiles whereby the computed velocity at elevation

= 10 shows the only appreciable deviation from complete similarity.

Baines' data is also illustrated in Figure 7.15. The various other

momentum jet case runs showed, upon spot check, that these curves are

typical of all cases run with similar assumptions.

Typical computed concentration profiles are shown in Figures 7.19

and 7.20. Again, as in the case of velocity, striking similarity is

evidenced in the radial distributions at all elevations. One noticable

fact is the deviation from a Gaussian distribution is more pronounced
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for these profiles. As in the case of velocity, concentration is

smeared to some extent across the jet boundary.

Figure 7.21 illustrates the vorticity profiles at several loca-

tions and Figure 7.22 compares the computed vorticity to the Gaussian

vorticity at elevations = 11, 31 and 41. Note that the computed

vorticity maxima occur nearer the jet centerline than similar maxima

for the Gaussian velocity profile. This fact is also revealed by the

experimental velocity data presented in the literature (cf. Figure 7.15).

7.1.1.4 Distribution of Radial Velocity for the Momentum Jet

A typical normalized distributional of radial velocity is illus-

trated in Figure 7.23 (Case 6). The solid line represents the Albertson

et al. theory and the dashed line represents an approximate envelope of

their experimental data. Albertson was unable to resolve clearly the

difference between the theory and his data. Misinterpretation of the

collected data may have been the cause of such a large discrepancy for

it hardly seems logical that his theory (based largely on empirical

results) could be so far in error. The radial velocities computed in

this study show good agreement with Albertson's empirical model, at

least over the range of positive velocities. Again, Albertson's data

shows gross disagreement with computed and experimental results for the

distributions of vertical velocity. The effect of this discrepancy

should be revealed most clearly along the jet centerline which is not

apparent from results (cf. Figure 7.6).

Figure 7.23 also reveals the similarity of radial velocity. It

is difficult to compare computed entrainment rates with the result
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given in the literature because we have typically assumed a jet nozzle

extending into the fluid, whereas reported data is usually for wall

flush jets. In Case 6, this distance is four port diameters. Typical

experimental data may be correlated by

Q = c
1
z

'
(7.25)

where C
1

is an empirical constant, Q is the total vertical flow at

elevation Z, and Qo is the jet flow. Albertson gives C1 as .32.

Equation (7.25) indicates a constant entrainment rate for momen-

tum jets, or

C Q
dZ I a'

(7.26)

Figure 7.24 is a plot of the computed stream function vertical distri-

bution at the inflow-outflow boundary (i.e., Y(R.,Z))for Case 6. By

definition the differential stream function along this vertical plume

is a measure of the entrained flow; that is,

AY = - URAZ.

The total flow through the plane Z = 4 is given by

Y(R,4) - 'y(R,0) = 1.919 - 1.0 = .919

Based on Qo = .919

Q Q
.3(Z-Z )

0
port

Where
port

= 4.

(7.27)

(7.28)



The straight line fit of the computations illustrated in

Figure 7.24 is

1P(R., Z) .233 (7-port) +
1.75.

Then,based on the intercept with Z = 4,

206

(7.29)

= 33 (Z-sport) (7.30).

Hence, using po as the total of the jet effluent plus entrainment

from below the port gives a lateral entrainment rate comparable to the

reported work where the fluid issues from a wall-flush jet.
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Figure 7.24. Vertical Distribution of Stream
Function T , Case 6
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7.1.1.5 Typical Contours and Three-Dimensional Plots for a Momentum

Jet

Additional information may be obtained by inspecting the level

lines and distribution surfaces of the stream function, concentration

and vorticity. The centerline and surface streamlines are set at

T = 1.0. This information is illustrated in Figures 7.25 through 7.31.

The three dimensional plots (Figures 7.28 through 7.31) have been arbi-

trarily scaled to fit a prescribed data box and are valuable for quali-

tative reasons alone.

7.1.2 Two Cases of Pure Buoyancy

To check the computer program and computational techniques where

buoyancy is the sole driving force, two rases were run where the out-

fall port or jet was replaced by a heat source (see Table 7.2). In the

case of pure buoyancy, we are checking the same general features of the

plume as in the case of the momentum jet. However, there is much less

information published. Here we check the computed

Centerline velocity and temperature,

Radial distribution of axial velocity and temperature, and

Rate of plume spread

for a very weak and intermediate strength buoyant source. Both cases

are well within the validity of the Boussinesq approximation. Solution

restrictions are the same as those pointed out in Section 7.1.1.

7.1.2.1 Centerline Velocity and Temperature

For a purely buoyant source (and also for effluent cases where

Fo = 0) it has been established by Rouse et al. [8]] and Schmidt [85]
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(7.31)

(7.32)

In the case of an effluent with little initial momentum and strong

buoyancy, Abraham [1] gives

V
m

= 4.4(F
o
Z)-1/3

AT
m

= 9.5 F
o

1/3
Z
-5/3

based on Rouse's data.

(7.33)

(7.34)

Figure 7.32 illustrates the centerline velocity and temperature

for Case 13. In this case, the source is very weak and gives a maxi-

mum fluid temperature rise of only .95 °C. The maximum velocity is a

little above .09 ft/sec occurring at an elevation of about seven

source diameters above the source. The flow apparently does not

become established until an elevation of 15 to 20 diameters has been

reached. Above this approximate region the computed centerline

velocity shows decay very closely approximating the -1/3 law given by

Equation 7.31. Velocities computed above Z = 50 (surface at Z = 64)

show influence of the free surface.

Temperature decay, on the other hand, begins to follow Equation

(7.32) at approximately Z = 10 and computed values are extremely close

to a - 5/3 slope. However, there is no apparent surface effect on

temperature, whereas Case 14 (Figure 7.33) reveals noticeable change
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in slope near the surface. It is felt that continued iteration would

have shown somewhat larger deviation from the -5/3 slope near the sur-

face in both of these cases.

Figure 7.33 (Case 14) illustrates similar results for a situation

where the fluid directly in contact with the heat source was maintained

at a 25 °C temperature rise. Under these conditions the maximum

velocity was about 0.8 ft/sec occurring at approximately 8 diameters

above the source. The shape of the centerline velocity distribution is

very nearly the same as in Case 13 and achieves the -1/3 slope at

approximately 20 diameters above the source. The temperature distribu-

tion, however, shows some differences in that the -5/3 decay is not

attained until about 20 diameters and, as mentioned previously, there

is demonstrated a marked surface effect. Results for both of these

cases could be improved somewhat by continued iteration in the vicinity

of the surface. Convergence was slow in this region for both runs, but

temperature changes indicated an increased surface effect. Another

aspect is that vertical turbulence has been essentially neglected, a

poor assumption in the surface effects region. A realistic approxima-

tion of vertical turbulence here would also tend to increase the sur-

face temperature.

7.1.2.2 Spread of the Pure Buoyant Plume

The rate of spread of the half radius, r1/2, for pure buoyancy is

demonstrated in Figure 7.34 for Case 13. Case 14 was found to be

essentially identical to Case 13. Based on Rouse's data, Abraham ascer-

tained that the half radius is approximated by
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r1/2 = .0866 Z (7.35)

where K = 92.

The data obtained by Rouse revealed K = 96, at least for the

selected curve fit. Abraham's theory and experiments yield K = 92,

and according to him, no major discrepancy in results is obtained in

either case. Figure 7.34 reveals a computed spread of approximately
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.092 Z. Not only is this rate of spread different from the rate based

on a Gaussian profile, but the rate is greater than in the case of

pure momentum (r
1/2

/D waswas computed). Gaussian profiles show the

opposite to be true. The reason for these discrepancies has not been

completely resolved.

Barring difficulties with the computer code, which has been

checked, the discrepancy may be caused by incorrect modeling of the

turbulence in the presence of buoyancy. It is also possible that the

data obtained from flame sources in air may be significantly influenced

by effects not accountable through the Boussinesq approximations. That

is, the Boussinesq approximation would not be valid for modeling plumes

over diffusion flame plumes because of the large density variations

compared to the reference density, even though temperature will decay

quite rapidly. In both Cases 13 and 14, the density variations may

influence the rate of spread and explain the present discrepancy.

Additional data for a low Froude number flow case is presented in

Section 7.1.3.2.

7.1.2.3 Radial Distribution of Vertical Velocity, Temperature and

Vorticity for Pure Buoyancy

The data obtained by Rouse and Schmidt demonstrate that the

normal distribution curve again fits the buoyant plume radial profiles

quite well.

In this case, data obtained by Rouse gives



V = Vme

where K = 96, and

where

2

-AK(7)

AT = T
m
e

A = .74.
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(7.36)

(7.37)

However, the Gaussian curves used for comparisons here will be based on

Abraham's value of K = 92 which yields AK = 68.1. As in the case of

the momentum jet, these distributions have no theoretical basis, but

are a result of curve fitting.

Radial distributions for Case 13 arc illustrated in Figures 7.35,

7.36 and 7.37, for various elevations. Computed results show excellent

similarity at all elevations except near the source (Figures 7.35 and

7.36).

Figure 7.37 shows the velocity profiles for Case 13 as computed.

Figure 7.38 again shows excellent similarity at all elevations except

near the source for Case 14.

A normalized temperature profile is illustrated in Figure 7.39

and vorticity at various elevations is plotted in Figure 7.40. One

notable feature revealed by Figure 7.39 is that the temperature distri-

bution is in considerably closer agreement with the Gaussian curve in

the case of a momentum jet (cf. Figure 7.20).
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7.1.2.4 Radial Velocity and Entrainment for Pure Buoyancy

The normalized distribution of radial velocity for Case 14 is

given in Figure 7.41. As opposed to momentum jet results (Figure 7.23),

similarity of the radial flow is not apparent using the coordinates

R/Z and UZ. Also note that, compared to the corresponding momentum

jet data, the magnitude of negative radial flow is somewhat larger,

indicating an increased radial entrainment rata. Although it has not

been plotted, the radial flow below about six source diameters is

negative over the entire flow field.

From similarity theory it has been established (cf. Abraham)

that

ci-g- = C1VmZ'
dZ

By Equation (7.31)

= C
2
Z2/3d

Then integrating Equation (7.39) yields

Q = C
3

Z5/3.

(7.38)

(7.39)

(7.40)

The values C
1,

C
2
and C

3
are appropriate constants; magnitudes are

unimportant since we are interested only in how Q varies with Z.

Figure 7.42 illustrates the value of '(R. ,Z) as a function of Z, and

since '(R. ,Z) is directly proportional to the entrainment Q, this plot

reveals the variation of Q with Z for pure buoyancy. The computed data

in Figure 7.42 is obviously represented by a functional relationship

more complicated than Equation (7.40). At lower elevations (Z1, 6 to 15)
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(7.41)

Thus, in this range the plume entrains ambient fluid proportional to a

momentum jet. The 5/3 slope is never indicated by the data, but

Figure 7.42 shows that the entrainment data would apparently approach

a 5/3 slope asymtotically for sufficient depth.

Figures 7.43 through 7.45 illustrate streamlines, isotherms and

vorticity level lines for Case 14. As in all cases reported, the cen-

terline value of the stream function is 1.0. Three-dimensional illus-

trations of the same information is displayed in Figures 7.46 - 7.48.
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Figure 7.46. 3D Illustration of Stream Function - PSI, Case No. 14.



Figure 7.47. 3D Illustration of Teffperature Field - AT, Case No. 14.



Figure 7.48. 3D Illustration of Fluid Vorticity - Omega, Case 14, Pure Buoyancy.
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7.1.3 Mixed Flow - Forced Plumes

In Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 we have checked in some detail the

computed flow characteristics at both ends of the dynamic spectrum- -

pure momentum and pure buoyant flows. This section deals with flows

having dynamic characteristics of both which are appropriately classi-

fied as "forced plumes' as coined by Morton [58]. Cases used to com-

pare with similarity solutions and experimental data are summarized in

Table 7.3. To this end, a variety of effluent boundary conditions have

been investigated.

The cases here are too numerous to treat each in full detail so

that only the general characteristics of

Centerline velocity and temperature, and

Rate of spread and entrainment

will be illustrated, along with selected contour and three-dimensional

plots. The similarity solution discussed in Chapter 4 will be used for

comparison.

7.1.3.1 Centerline Velocity and Temperature for Forced Plumes

In Chapter 4 the following similarity solution was given for

vertical forced plumes:

and

*_64
+ 3 (Z2-i2e)

3 32F
o

e

- 1/3

A .1Z3 [ 64 3 (z2..z21}

lm 64 332F
Ze

o

(7.42)

(7.43)



the variable

E
* V

m
3

and
e

is based on Equation (4.19).
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(7.44)

The above equations, except for (7.44), do not reveal variations

in the values of K and A. These values and their effect on the govern-

ing equations have been discussed in Chapter 4 and are summarized in

Table 4.1. The largest error in velocity is seen to be introduced by

1/VF (4.8% deviation from the mean value) but is absorbed in E*.

Equations (7.42) and (7.43) reveal the use of simple fractions

which simplify the equations and are very close to the mean values

given in Table 4.1. Since these variations are small, and in view of

experimental data scatter, it does not seem justified to use more

complicated relationships for K and x as did Abraham, at least for the

vertical plume. At any rate, the subject equations yield results that

are in good agreement with Abraham's computations and yield excellent

agreement with Fan's [27] data concerning the maximum height of rise

where stratification is of concern (cf. Baumgartner and Trent [12] )

Thus Equations (7.42) and (7.43) will be used to compare with the finite

difference results.

Cases 15, 16 and 17 compare the effect of three different methods

of computing the radial component of eddy momentum diffusiviity, Er.

In all cases E
r

is computed from

r

v r
.0256 V

max
R
1/2

= .0256 FR
00

(7.45)
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however, different methods for computing FR are used. A detailed dis-

cussion for this computation is given in Section 7.2.

Case 15:

FR = constant = 1.178

Case 16:

FR = .180 Vmt.

where V
m is the currently a'culated value of centerline

velocity at elevation Z.

Case 17:

FR = V
m
R
1/2

with running calculation of both Vm and RI/2;

all other conditions for these cases remain fixed.

Figure 7.49 illustrates the centerline velocity, Vm, and buoyancy,

A
lm'

for these three cases. The significant feature of results shown

in this figure is that using a constant value for er (Case 15) gives

results with appreciable error in buoyancy (or temperature). The use

of a pre-calculated half-radius (mixing length) based on a Gaussian

velocity distribution gives somewhat better results (Case 16). The

similarity solution is found to give quite accurate results for > 15-

20 and Case 17 shows buoyancy results in excellent agreement with the

similarity solution, although the velocity distribution shows a sizable

difference. The large discrepancies in both velocity and buoyancy at

lower elevations (Z 1 10) are expected since similarity solutions are

not valid in this range.
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These three cases also represent progressively more difficult

computational problems owing to the non-linearity of the eddy

diffusivity.

Case 15, where a constant value of Er is used, caused no compu-

tational difficulties and is of course the fastest with regard to com-

puter time. This problem is quite similar to the laminar flow plume

problem, but Er can be several orders of magnitude larger than the

counterpart molecular momentum diffusivity. Case 17, where Vm and

R
1/2

are computed iteratively is the most difficult and requires the

most computer time. The computational difficulty stems from the fact

that velocity profiles at the initiation of the FR computation cannot

be too far in error or a numerical instability will result. In addi-

tion, the convergence rate is slowed by continuous updating of FR.

Returning to the discussion of momentum jets (Section 7.1.1),

only Cases 2 and 3 used Cr = constant, all other cases used FR calcu-

lated as in Case 17. However, in the case of a momentum jet, FR is

indeed constant so that any of the three methods for computing Cr

should yield essentially identical results (see Section 7.2). Only in

the case where buoyancy is present will variations in FR become appar-

ent, and for this reason, demonstration of results was deferred to

cases dealing with mixed flow.

Case 18 is identical to Case 17, except the vertical grid spacing

has been doubled giving an overall depth of 82.5 port diameters.

Figure 7.50 illustrates centerline buoyancy for the case compared with

the results of Case 17 along with the similarity solution. Slightly

higher values for buoyancy were calculated in Case 18 compared to
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Figure 7.51 illustrates the centerline velocity and buoyancy

distributions for Cases 17, 19 and 20 where the densimetric Froude

numbers are 52, 35 and 106, respectively. All other variables are

fixed for these cases. Case 21 is identical to Case 17 except the

vertical eddy momentum diffusivity, ez, was assumed to have the form

'zoe

-A
2
(Z

s
-Z)

2

(7.46)
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where A is a constant, Z
s

is the surface elevation and E
z

is a
o

reference eddy diffusivity. The objective of this case was to illus-

trate the effect, on the plume flow, of substantial eddy diffusion

confined near the surface. Although the exact values of e
z

and A are

of little importance to this end, they have values: E
z

= 1 and A = .2.

The only significant effects caused by this treatment of are in the

radial spread and vertical diffusion of vorticity and radial velocity

at the surface. in the case of negligible vertical momentum diffusion,

vorticity tends to accummulate in the surface nodes and the mass tends

to spread frictionlessly within these surface nodes at high velocities.

The presence of significant vertical eddy transport diffuses the

vorticity and velocity further downward into the ambient fluid.

Figure 7.52 shows a vorticity ridge near the surface for an essentially

frictionless flow (Case 17), whereas Figure 7.53 (Case 21) illustrates

considerable mitigation of this ridge through vertical diffusion.

Cases 22 and 23 differ from the preceding mixed flow computation

in that a Type 2 boundary condition is used with N equal to 7 (refer to

Equation 7.17). Various other differences are noted from Table 7.3

(e.g. the Froude number and finite-difference grid). These two cases

are identical to one another except the eddy Prandtl number in Case 22

is .714 whereas in Case 23, .80 is used. These computations were per-

formed primarily to determine the effect of the Prandtl number on the

rate of spread (Section 7.1.3.2). However, an appreciable effect is

also noted on the centerline buoyancy distribution (Figure 7.54),

whereas little difference was found in centerline velocity for the two
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cases. Since the power law effluent velocity profile is used, with N

equal to 7, the maximum centerline velocity is approximately 1.2.

This boundary condition indicates much better agreement with the simi-

larity solution for downstream velocity than was obtained using the

Gaussian profile (Type 1 boundary condition) in preceding mixed flow

cases.

Figure 7.55 shows centerline distributions for Case 24 which is

identical to Case 23 except the densimetric Froude number is 1.0 as

opposed to 46. Unfortunately, the eddy Prandtl number for this case

was not reset to .714 (.8 was used). This error was not discovered

until the contents of the restart tape were destroyed; hence, for

economic reasons the case was not rerun (cases for very low Fn are

slow in converging). However, the slope of the buoyancy curve is

essentially identical to the similarity solution and, borrowing the

trends of Cases 22 and 23, the buoyancy curves would nearly coincide if

PR
r
equal to .714 had been used. Also, from Figure 7.54 we would

expect no appreciable change in the velocity distribution of Figure

7.55.

Figure 7.55 illustrates that for low Fo, the velocity initially

increases due to the large relative buoyancy, reaching a maximum at

about 5 diameters downstream. The velocity distribution then tends to

a - 1/3 slope as in the case of pure buoyancy. Likewise, the buoyancy

distribution tends to a - 5/3 slope as in purely buoyant plumes.

Figure 7.56 illustrates centerline distributions for Fo = 1000

(Case 25) compared to computed results for a momentum jet (Case 4).
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7.1.3.2 Rate of Spread and Entrainment

Results from momentum jet computation revealed that the jet half

radius spreads according to

r1/2 = .0875 z. (7.47)

and pure buoyant plume calculations yielded

r1/2 " .092 z. (7.48)

Although these results showed a reverse trend from experimental

observation, absolute values are not in large disagreement with experi-

ment. Figure 7.57 illustrates the rate of half-radius spread for

Fo = 0, 1, 46 and -. The effect of different eddy Prandtl numbers for

F
o

= 46 is revealed by Figure 7.58 (Cases 22 and 23). As pointed out

earlier, the case for Fo = 1 was inadvertently run using PRr = .8 and

Figure 7.57 shows that this case has the same spread rate as the case

where F
o

-)- -. Thus, the fact that one case is dominated by initial

inertia and the other by buoyancy seemed to have no effect on the

half-radius spread rate. This being a fact of the computational tech-

nique then explains why the plume has a larger computed spread rate

where PR
r
= .714 as opposed to PR

r
= .8. It is expected that had

PR
r

= .714 been used in the F
o

= 1 computation, the half-radius curve

would have coincided with the curve for F
o

. 0. Case 22 where

F
o

= 46 shows that the half-radius begins to spread as a momentum

jet (Z < 10-12), passes through a transition and then spreads at the

same rate as a purely buoyant plume, at far downstream points. Case

23 begins to spread as a momentum jet, then passes through a
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transition to a wider spread, and at far downstream points, again

spreads like a momentum jet (but wider).

Figure 7.59 shows the variation of Ip(R.,Z), a measure of entrain-

ment, with elevation. Again we cannot expect good correspondence with

wall-flush jets at lower elevation since for the cases illustrated the

outfall port has finite height above the bottom. At higher elevations

we note that for F
o

= 1000 a slope of 1 is attained which is appropriate

for momentum jets. The case for Fo = 1 has obtained a slope of

approximately 1.4 and is increasing. Had the solution been carried to

higher elevations, the experimental value of 5/3 would perhaps be

attained. For F
o = 46 we find intermediate values of p(R ,Z) with the

CO

slope tending toward that of the case for Fo = 1. Again the slope is

increasing and would perhaps attain the value of 5/3 as in pure

buoyancy, at increased axial distance.

Figures 7.60 through 7.62 illustrate streamlines, isotherms and

level lines of vorticity, respectively, for Case 22. Figures 7.63

through 7.65 show this same information in three-dimensional plots.

7.2 Transport Coefficients

In obtaining the results presented thus far, we have made use of

certain transport coefficient models which describe the required compo-

nents of radial and vertical turbulent diffusion. This thesis, in the

main, is not a study of modeling these coefficients but through neces-

sity one must utilize reasonable methods for modeling these quantities

if reliable results are to be obtained. For the momentum jet issuing

to a semi-infinite medium, the important transport coefficient models
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turn out to be trivial since they are constant. However, where

buoyancy plays a role and the buoyant surface spread in stratified

media is of concern these models are quite complicated and in certain

instances (surface spread) the theoretical and experimental efforts

are sadly lacking.

In this work it is necessary to model the momentum diffusion

coefficients for the radial and vertical directions, er and ez, along

with the corresponding Prandtl (or Schmidt) numbers, PRr and PRz.

Turbulence contributions may be considered to fall into the following

two categories:

1. that generated by the effluent stream, and

2. the ambient contribution which has origin from

wind stress and wave action,

shear flow at solid boundaries, and

contributions depending on the local history

and/or convection across system boundaries.

In general, the effluent generated turbulence will dominate the

ambient contribution within the plume except in the surface zone

where plume velocities may be low and wind and wave action under a

high sea state dominate the effluent induced effects. However, in

the circulating portion of the flow field, ambient contributions will

dominate.

The turbulence models used in the present work are based on

Prandtl's second hypothesis which is appropriately modified to include

the influence of stratification. Experience has found that Prandtl's
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hypothesis may be applied with good results where mean velocity grad-

ients have reasonable magnitude and a mixing length may be easily

defined, but breaks down entirely, at least computationally, where

velocity gradients are very small, or confused, and the mixing length

has dubious interpretation (e.g., the circulating flow). Prandtl's

hypothesis, as stated by Schlichting [84], is

aV _ r Li 3V
=

Per
pu ukV -V

r Dr 1 max min ar

where T is fluid stress, C1 is an empirical constant, and b is the

width of the mixing zone. The eddy diffusivity for momentum Cr is

then

E
r

= C
1
t
r

(v
max

-v
min

) (7.49)

where 9. is the mixing length of an axisymmetric plume and assumed to

be the width of the half-radius in established flow. An equivalent

relationship may be written for C
z'

the vertical component, in the

zone of surface spread. In the mainstream of the plume, the usual

case is that-only one or the other of the transport coefficients will

have a significant effect on the flow dynamics. For instance, in the

vertical rise, Er is of utmost importance ,whereas ez may be neglected

as a practical matter. However, Ez is included in the computations,

and may in fact be important near the surface where vertical velocity

may be small. In the lateral spread, the opposite is true where Er

has relatively small influence. The value v
max

in the zone of plume

rise is easily defined as the centerline velocity. umax in the lateral

spread will occur at the surface for a buoyant flow in homogeneous
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surroundings. In both cases the maximum velocity has sufficient magni-

tude compared to velocities outside the plume so that vmax»vmin and

u »u . Hence,
max win

and

er
= C

lkr vmax

EZ C22 z umax'

(7.50)

(7.51)

where t
z

is an as yet undefined vertical mixing length in the vertical

direction. Note, that Equation (7.51) includes no compensation for

stratified flow.

Equations (7.50) and (7.51) are adequate for modeling the tur-

bulence inside the plume and are relatively convenient to use, but

only because we have prior knowledge of the plume geometry. Outside

the plume, in the region of flow induced circulation, these expres-

sions are useless because we have no adequate criterion for mixing

lengths and, in fact, velocity gradients may have nothing to do with

the primary contribution to the field of turbulence. Fortunately, for

the problem at hand, turbulence in the circulating field is of nominal

importance, and except for the fact that some degree of viscosity in

this region helps to speed the numerical computation, we could assume

the fluid as inviscid.

It is recognized that Prandtl's second hypothesis has limited

application in the numerical computation of circulating and recircu-

lating fluid flow. Prandtl recognized the shortcomings of this

hypothesis in that it could be applied with confidence only to rea-

sonably simple, steady-state flows. Various other investigators also
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recognized that a more fundamental approach needed to be employed.

Such an approach needed to consider such various aspects as

convection,

diffusion,

creation, and

dissipation

of the turbulence which could be related in some fashion or another to

mean flow quantities. Earlier models were based on the transport of

turbulent energy. However, these models still depended on the defini-

tion of a mixing length to relate the dissipation or decay. Chou [18,

19] sought to overcome this difficulty by introducing a second trans-

port equation for decay scale. Rotta [79,80] developed these ideas

even further and set down the transport equations for the complete

Reynolds stress tensor.

Based on the pioneering work of Rotta, Spalding [92] and his

colleagues at the Imperial College in London, have had considerable

success in applying these ideas to generalized numerical computation

in recirculating flow fields. Spalding's model for computing turbu-

lence quantities involves transport equations (cf. Reference [93])for

k, the kinetic energy of turbulent motion,

. W, which may be considered as the average value of the

fluctuations of the fluid vorticity, and

g, the average value of the square of the fluctuating

component of the mass fraction of injected fluid.
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Spalding defines a length scale as:

(k/w)1/2,

c = C
3
pk

1/2
t.
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(7.52)

(7.53)

Thus, in addition to equations for the stream function, vorticity,

buoyancy, and/or other required constituents, transport equations of

the following types are also required:

ak ak Ire ak l

Pu TT- 37 (ask Br'

2 3/2
C
4

pk
1/2

t (
Y
) - C

5 t
(7.54)

where the C's are constants defined by Spalding. Similar equations

are required for W and g. As testimony to these and similar methods

the reader is referred to the following work carried out at the

Imperial College: Patankar and Spalding [69], Gosman, Pun, Runchal,

Spalding and Wolfshtein [35], Bradshaw and Ferriss [15], and Spalding

[89].

Although solving additional transport equation for turbulence

quantities, such as Equation (7.54), appears to be a considerable

effort in itself, this approach offers a realistic and negotiable

compromise to otherwise unapproachable problems in turbulent flow.

These, or similar methods have not been employed in the present study,

but only because the flow field offered enough a priori knowledge to

justify and permit the use of simpler mixing length models.
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7.2.1 The Radial Transport Coefficient, er

To model the plume and circulating flow fields, the radial

component of eddy diffusion must be modeled throughout the fluid

system. To this end, four flow regions are defined which are illus-

trated in Figure 7.66.

These regions are defined as follows:

Region I: Zone of established plume flow

Region II: Zone of flow establishment

Region III: Circulating ambient

Region IV: Lateral surface spread

Each of these regions has special characteristics and must receive

special attention.

Region I

Equation (7.50) relates the radial component of momentum trans-

port as

er = Cl9r V
max

(7.55)

For Region I (established flow), C1 = .0256, tr = r112, the plume

half-radius, and vmax as the centerline velocity. Tomich [99] used a

similar relationship for his analysis of a compressible free jet. In

dimensionless form

E
r

r v
o o

where

= .0256 R
1/2

V
max

R 111/-
1/2 r

o

(7.56)
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and
v
max

V
max v

As a reference value for Cr we set

E
r

= .0256
o

where R
1/2

= R
o

= 1.0 and V
max

= V
o

1.0.

So that

ro
1

.0256.
r v RE
o o r

Hence, the reference radial Reynolds number is

RE
r

= 39,
0

268

(7.57)

(7.58)

the value used in all computations except Case 8.

To obtain the point Reynolds number REr(j,k) (the indices on RE
r

will be omitted hereafter with the point value always implied), we

Amine

Cr = E
r

FR
jk

(7.59)

where, er may be viewed as the point value of eddy diffusivity with

subscripts omitted. With the definition Equation (7.59)

and

FR
jk

= R
1/2

V
max'

RE
r

= RE r/FR
jk

.

o

(7.60)

(7.61)

For the momentum jet, in the zone of established flow (cf. Sec-

tion 7.1), it has been established that

(7.62)V
max =12.4/Z



and at the half radius 2

V
= .5 = e

max

or or

R
1/2 _ /TETT
Z K

Using the value K = 77 from Abraham [1],

FR
jk

= 1.176,

269

(7.63)

(7.64)

(7.65)

for a momentum jet (subscripts on FR will be omitted hereafter, with

the point value implied).

Equation (7.65) represents an empirical value for FR. Two

numerical experiments were carried out for the momentum jet, one case

where FR = 1.176 was held constant and the other where FR was computed

according to Equation (7.60). The centerline velocity distributions

for both cases were found to be essentially identical. Figure 7.67

illustrates the result of iteratively computing FR = R1/2Vmax. In

both of these cases a Gaussian profile at = 4.5 was used for the

inflow boundary condition (Type 1 boundary condition - Region II does

not enter into compution). Figure 7.68 illustrates FR for cases having

varying degrees of buoyancy using the Type 2 inflow boundary condition

(power law velocity profile). Note that in this instance FR % 1 for

the momentum jet (F0 + co) and is owed to a slightly higher centerline

velocity, the ratio approximately equal to the value of Equation (7.65).
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or

For the cases dominated by buoyancy, Equation (7.33) gives

V
max

= 4.4 (F0Z)-1/3

Amax = 4.4(2)1/3(F 02)-1/3

272

(7.66)

The radial velocity distribution is again given by Equation (7.63) with

K = 92.

In this instance

based on

FR = (2)1/34.4(F 0Z)-1/3 log 2
92

Z
'

1/3 ,/log 2
(12) 4.4

FR
92

Z
2/3

F
o

1/3

FR
481

z
2/3

,

F
1/3

0

Z = z/r
o

(7.67)

Equation (7.67) is also plotted on Figure 7.68 for comparison of

the empirical approximation and computed value of FR for F0 = 1.

Aside from merely illustrating how the radial eddy transport

coefficient E
r varies as a function of the degree of buoyancy,

Figure 7.69 also reveals that the use of a constant transport coeffic-

ient is untenable in buoyant plume flow computations and can lead to

order-of-magnitude errors. A numerical experiment was carried out to
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100

Figure 7.69. Comparison of Computation Using Constant and
Variable Radial Eddy Transport Coefficients

ascertain these differences for F
o

= 52 using the Type 1 boundary

condition. Figure 7.69 illustrates that large errors will occur in

both the centerline velocity and buoyancy distribution if Er = con-

stant is used. The curves corresponding to Cases 15 (FR = constant)

and 16 (FR = Vmax111/2). Also refer to Figure 7.49.

In the early development of the computer program, how to effect

the variable transport computation iteratively was unknown and such
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attempts led to numerical instability. Although this problem was sur-

mounted later (see Section 7.3 for stability problems related to var-

iable Er and Ez), as an interim step, the mixing length R1/2 was com-

puted prior to computation from similarity assumptions for the given

Froude number. With R
1/2 fixed, FR was computed from Equation (7.60),

and eliminated this source of numerical instability. However, the

solution was only nominally more accurate than using FR = constant.

Hence, this method was adjudged inadequate and, as mentioned earlier,

later abandoned.

Region II

The zone of flow establishment is characterized by turbulence

regimes (see Figure 7.70), 1) the potential core, a roughly conical

region, where mixing is dictated by the convected pipe flow turbulence,

and 2) the zone of intense mixing lying outside the potential core,

spreading into the ambient, and created by the shear between the

effluent and the ambient fluids. A mixing length, stc, may be philos-

ophically defined as being proportional to the width of the shear

region. However, the geometry is difficult to define and the criterion

as to the width of the mixing zone is quite arbitrary. Also the length

of the mixing zone, Ze, that is, the point where the zone of intense

mixing reaches the plume centerline, is also quite arbitrary and cer-

tainly is not defined by a sharp point as Figure 7.70 indicates.

Tomich [99] bypassed the mixing length problem in the region by

setting Er = .2 times the value in the established flow regime. For a
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momentum jet, this value was found to yield downstream results in good

agreement with experimental results.

MIXING
ZONE

. 95F
m

POTENTIAL
CORE

Figure 7.70. Concentration Distribution in the Zone

of Flow Establishment

In this study, we have not followed Tomich's method since we

deal with cases of high relative buoyancy (low densimetric Froude

numbers).

To set up a turbulence model for this regime we need:

1) a mixing length, and

2) a definition of the region of application:

radial region

vertical extent.



To compute a mixing length, a reasonable criterion is

= r
1/2

- r
c

where rc is the radius of the potential core and r1/2 is again the

half-radius. The transport coefficient is then defined by,

rc
E = .0256 (r

1/2
- r

c
) v

max
.
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(7.68)

Physically, Erc would apply over the region rb - rc, where rb is the

mixing zone outer boundary.

The next problem then is to define rc based on some relevant

mean flow quantity. In the present work, the concentration profile

was used for such a criterion. Velocity could not be used because of

power law boundary profiles and because buoyancy tends to distort the

velocity profile. The criterion was set as

rc = r
.95

(7.69)

or r
c
extended to the point where the concentration was decreased to

95% of the centerline value. The outer boundary was set as

rc
= r

.05
(7.70)

or where the concentration had decreased to 5% of the centerline value.

The length of the potential core was computed from the criterion

zc =
z.90

(7.71)

where the concentration at the plume centerline is reduced to 90% of

the initial value. The numerical model does not account for
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1

derivatives resulting from variations in Er , and where convection

terms dominate transport, this deletion is valid. However, in the flow

establishment region, this treatment can lead to large constituent

discrepancies if the gradients of Er are not accounted for. For this

reason and other computational difficulties, Er has been assumed

radially constant at a given elevation, laterally to the plume cut-off.

Based on Equation (7.68) along with criterion Equations (7.69)

and (7.71) a typical computed potential core and half-radius is illus-

trated in Figure 7.71 for Fo = 46. This method for computing the

Q

3.01

a

Rc

II

.5 1.0

R

Figure 7.71. Computed Potential
Core and Half-
Radius F

o
= 46

transport coefficient was felt to

be unsatisfactory in that the

computations were slowed down

compared to preset specification,

and definition of the potential

core appears to have questionable

accuracy. However, one fact was

established as a result of these

experiments in that R1/2 q, 1.0

for all cases run. The method

finally used was to define the

length, Ze, based on a criterion

similar to Equation (7.71), use a

straight line fit between the

1

Refer to Equations (3.73) and (3.80) and note the computer program
does not contain any viscous terms envolving derivatives of £r. It

may be shown that such terms are small except in Region II.
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points (0,Ze) and (1.0,Z0) to define the potential core, and set

R1/2 = 1.0 up to Ze (see dashed lines on Figure 7.71). This procedure

was found to be satisfactory and added speed to the computation.

The remaining problem, in computing quantities within Region II,

is that the computer model treats Erc constant across a lateral plane,

where, in fact, there is considerable variation. Treating Erc constant

in this fashion is to overestimate the diffusion coefficient within the

core since the value used is typical of the turbulent mixing region.

The net result of this procedure is to effectively reduce the computed

core length which can result in downstream errors. One way to bring

the computed core length more in line with experimental results con-

cerning the core lenth is to reduce the value of Erc.

One such model, which is based solely on numerical experiment is

given by,

E
rc

= .0256 (r1/2-rd(r1/2-ro)/r1/2 vmax (7.74)

which is the same as Equation (7.68) except for the multiplication fac-

tor (r1/2-rc)/r1/2. This factor has the effect of reducing the eddy

diffusion, given by Equation (7.68), near the outfall and has decreas-

ing importance as the end of the potential core is approached. This

model for radial eddy diffusivity gives good results over the entire

range of Froude numbers for deep water plumes (see Figure 7.72) and is

the preferred method of computing Er. All cases discussed earlier are

based on Equation (7.68) where applicable. The case for Fo = 1 illus-

trated in Figure 7.72 may be compared with Figure 7.55 (Case 24).

Cases displayed in Figure 7.72 were computed on a 26x25 grid.
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For the purpose of comparing results using the two different

methods for computing Er in the core, refer to Figure 7.73, which

illustrates the centerline temperature distributions for intermediate

water depth cases. A summary of these four cases may be found in

Chapter 8, Table 8.1 listed as Cases 48, 49, 50 and 51 for Froude

numbers 100, 25, 5 and 1, respectively. Note that Equation (7.68)

(Figure 7.73) yields much more rapid deterioration of the centerline

temperature than Equation (7.72) (Figure 8.1, Chapter 8).

Results from Figure 8.1 may also be compared to Figure 7.72.

Note that for the deep water cases at low Froude number, the centerline

temperature distribution again decays more rapidly near the source

than for corresponding cases at intermediate depths. This discrepancy

is caused by lack of axial finite difference resolution in the core

region of the deep water results.

Region III

In the region outside the plume, the value of Cr is set to a

reference constant that is descriptive of the ambient conditions.

Reasonable variations of this value have been found to have little

effect on the circulation patterns or on the plume computed quantities.

In fact, several early runs were made letting Er in the ambient take

the same value as computed within the plume. Only slight differences

were noted in the plume size when the value of the ambient was set to

1% of the plume interior value.

Most calculations and the present version of the computer program

use a "cut-off" point (see Figure 7.66) for Cr at a point just outside
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the plume where radial convective effects dominate radial transport

(again radial derivatives in Er are neglected). The first attempt to

establish a radial cut-off was based on r (concentration) dropping to

5% of the centerline value. This seemed to be a reasonable criterion

but proved to be computationally unacceptable because oscillation of

the cut-off point position between nodes, near the plume boundary,

dramatically slowed convergence and grossly added to the computation

time. The convergence problem was eliminated by extending the cut-off

point two nodes beyond the r = 5% criterion, but resulted in a

"ragged" plume edge, the raggedness being unrelated to flow physics

(Figure 7.74). The next step was to preset an envelope in which the

plume would always exist and Cr could be held constant at a particular

elevation. This envelope extends two to five nodes beyond the r = 5%

criterion but is computationally very attractive because convergence

is significantly speeded with no real loss of accuracy.

Region IV

In the lateral surface spread, the plume boundary is defined by

the presence of the circulating or reverse flow field. For a vertical

cut-off point, the boundary is extended two nodes below this region of

negative radial velocity. The value of Er is set to the value com-

puted within the vertical rise region and being held radial constant.

For all cases run, the convective effects are reasonably large in this

region; hence, Er is of minor importance.
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7.2.2 The Vertical Transport Coefficient, Ez

Referring to Figure 7.66, the unique regions of vertical eddy

diffusion computation are identical to those of the radial component.

However, it is generally true that for the present model only one of

the coefficients, Er and Ez, will be of major importance in a given

region. For instance, in Regions I and II, Er was found to play a

major role in computing the plume dynamics, whereas, for all intents

and purposes, Ez may be ignored. This statement is proved by numerical

experiment (Case 10, Figure 7.11) where Ez was set to Er in the mixing

zone. Only minor differences were noted between Case 10, and Case 6

where E
z

was set to a constant value of .001. From our knowledge of

jet induced turbulence we expect that point-wise, Er and e, should be

nearly the same in Regions I and II. (cf. Hinze [40]). Some differ-

ences may be noted near the surface where larger vertical mixing

scales are suppressed.

The fact that vertical mixing is of little importance in Regions

I and II may be ascertained on theoretical grounds by comparing the

order of magnitude of the various vertical transport terms in the

Equations of motion (3.67). Although the details are not presented

here, one finds that vertical convection dominates vertical diffusions

in these regions, an expected result, except near the surface where the

two transport mechanisms may play equally important roles.

Hence, we may dispatch concern for Ez in Regions I and II remote

from the surface, without further investigation. However, numerical

experiments have shown that Ez is very important in Region IV and there
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is, nevertheless, incentive for extending the vertical cut-off to the

plume centerline to overlap that portion of Region II.

Region III

The vertical transport coefficient associated with Region III is

that of the ambient sea, and as such, ez depends on water depth,

currents, sea state and ambient stratification. Extensive work has

been carried out by the Oceanographic community to determine ez as

influenced by the above mentioned variables. Summaries and discussions

of this work may be found in work by Koh and Fan [52], and Wada [107].

The presence of vertical stratification can dramatically impede

vertical mixing, whereas shear force tends to enhance this mixing.

Hence, the vertical mixing coefficient must depend on, in some fashion,

the relative importance of the stabilizing effect of stratification

and the destabilizing forces of shear flow. The local Richardson

number, RI, relates the relative importance of these forces through

the ratio

RI = stabilizing forces
destabilizing forces

RI =

dp

p dz

(dU)2

'dZ'

(7.73)

In terms of the dimensionless quantities defined in this manuscript,
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dot

-1 dZ
2F

(d1112

dZ'
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(7.74)

If RI < 0, the flow is obviously unstable. Various researchers have

proposed methods for computing c
z

using a Richardson number correla-

tion. The most notable of the efforts are summarized in Table 7.5.

Note that in this discussion we are speaking of a general vertical

eddy transport coefficient with no distinction between the transport

of material, heat or momentum. Since any correlation for general

application is at best a rough approximation, we are assuming that the

vertical Prandtl (or Schmidt) number is unity.

The various correlations given in Table 7.5 are essentially

Richardson number modifications of the neutral diffusion coefficient

Ez . Thus, the first task lies in determining e
z

for a neutral am-
o

bient (RI =O). Kent and Pritchard [51] give one such correlation for

the wave induced component, for the James river estuary, as

where

-27d/t
e = .Old (1 -

d H
e

d = distance from the surface,

L = depth of the water body,

H = wave height,

T = wave period, and

t = wave length.

(7.75)

For a well mixed surface layer only, Golubeva [33] and Isayeva
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TABLE 7.5. CORRELATION OF THE VERTICAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
E
z

WITH THE LOCAL RICHARDSON NUMBER, RI

(extracted from Koh and Fan [52])

Note: E
z

= E
z
at RI = 0, i.e., the neutral case, a: proportionality

o
constant; varies from case to case.

Rossby and Montgomery E = e (1 + s RI)
-1

(1935)* z
zo

-2
Rossby and Montgomery . E (1 + RI)

(1935)*

EZ
Z

Holzman (1943)* E
z
= Ez (1 a RI)

o

Yamamoto (1959)* e
z
= ez (1 - a RI)1/2

o

Mamayev (1958)* E = E e
-13 RI

z z
o

Munk and Anderson = (1 + RI)-3/2

(1948)**
z z

RI <
I

f3

RI < 1

= 3.33 based upon data by
Jacobsen (1913) and
Taylor (1931)

*As given by Okubo (1962)

**As given by Bowden (1962)



and Isayev [47] give

H
2

ers
02 T .
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(7.76)

Figure 7.75 (extracted from Reference [52]) illustrates the

relationship between Ezs and the local sea state.

400
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U
W
N
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U
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5

Figure 7.75. Dependence of
e
z
on Sea

State

For the case of tidal currents, Wada [107] gives

e
z

=

o il: + AT
o

K
2
U
s

id. z

Lit: log r
(7.77)
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where K is the Karman constant, Us is the surface current, Lo is the

scale of the bottom roughness. Where both components, tidal currents

and wind waves, are acting, Wada gives

2

K
2
(d+Lo)

Z2
ilE U

s 8H
-2Trd/t

E
zo

+ T e

L
2

yili-47; Z
(7.78)

Various measured values of pez are given in Table 7.6 (extracted from

Reference [107]).

In the absence of ambient currents Harremoes [36] gives

E
5x10-3 ( 6/Po

cm
2
/sec

Z p dz
(7.79)

where z is in meters. This correlation was obtained off the coast of

Denmark. Koh and Fan have obtained the relationship

10
4

dp/p
E
z

cm
2
/sec

0

dz

(7.80)

where again z is in meters. Data used in obtaining this result is dis-

played in Figure 7.76.

Any estimate of ez or E, in the ambient sea has questionable
'0

accuracy. At best, these correlations, and measurements for that

matter, are accurate only for the observed conditions, conditions

which may change drastically with time and location. Aside from this

complication, just how the researcher deduced the transport coefficient

value from physical measurements may shadow the validity of results
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Current or Sea
Region

TABLE 7.6.

Layer

VALUES OF VERTICAL EDDY VISCOSITIES IN THE SEA

pe
z

in g/cm/sec pe
z

Derived From
Reference

All oceans Surface a)pc, = 1.02W3 Thickness of upper Thorade, 1914
(W 6m/sec) homogeneous layer Eckman, 1905

= 4.3W2 (wind currents)
(W 6m/sec)

North Siberian Shelf 0 to 60m 75-260 Tidal currents Sverdrup, 1926

North Siberian Shelf 0 to 60m 10-400 Tidal currents Fjeldstad, 1936

North Siberian Shelf 0 to 22m
b)

Z+0 1 3/4
Wind currents Fjeldstad, 1929

385( 22:1)

Schultz Grund 0 to 15m 1.9-3.8 Jacobson, 1913

Caspian Sea 0 to 100m 0-224 Stochman, 1936

North Sea 0 to 31m 75-1720 Strong tidal currents Thorade, 1928

Danish Waters 0 to 15m c)1.9-3.8 All currents Jacobson, 1928

Kuroshio 0 to 200m d)680-7500 All currents Suda, 1936

Japan Sea 0 to 200m 150-1460 All currents Suda, 1936

off San Diego Near the
sea bottom

e) 93-(z+0.02) Tidal currents Revelle & Fleming

a) W = wind velocity in m/sec
b) z = distance from sea bottom in meters
c) Very great stability

d) Very strong currents
e) z = distance from sea bottom in meters
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and the application to numerical modeling. Generally, these coeffi-

cients are deduced from concentration measurements and back-calculated

through an analytical diffusion equation. Hence, the values are valid

only for the diffusion equation used to calculate them in the first

place. Just how appropriate these values are as they enter into more

elaborate numerical computation is open to question in this author's

opinion. It is felt that the determination of ambient diffusion coef-

ficients is an area that needs extensive research.

In the present computer model for Region III diffusion coeffi-

cients, various of the models discussed above were tried. Very little

difference was noted in the Region III circulation patterns in any case.

Influence on the plume was noted only when the value of was unreal-

istically large, in which case the flow dynamics took on the charac-

teristics of a creeping flow. For this reason was set to a value

on the order of 10
-4

to 10
-3

ft
2
/sec in Region III for succeeding

computation, a value corresponding to moderate stratification, low sea

state, and low ambient current.

Region IV

In modeling the plume lateral spread, the vertical turbulence

component is of utmost importance. As the plume encounters the surface

and begins the radial surface spread, plume induced turbulence dominates

the mixing phenomena. At increased radial distance, the induced turbu-

lence decays and is suppressed by stratification. Generation of tur-

bulent energy by virtue of the lateral shear flow is also declining

because of smaller velocity gradients. At some larger radial distance
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the field of turbulence will be dominated by ambient effects such as

sea state.

We have just discussed the ambient contribution to ez and indi-

cated rough methods for such calculation. The plume induced turbulence

in the zone of initial spread (or the transition zone) is the important

feature of Region IV. Unfortunately there is very little data avail-

able in the literature which is directly applicable to the problem of

turbulence modeling in this zone.

From a theoretical point of view, we assume that Prandtl's second

hypothesis holds, or that

e
z

= C
1

2,

2
u
max

0

(7.81)

for the neutrally buoyant case. We also expect that a Richardson

number modification of Equation (7.81) would suffice for the case of a

spreading thermal layer, of the form

ez
= C

1 z
u
max

f(RI) (7.82)

For the neutrally buoyant situation we may gain some insight as

to how the produce tz umax behaves by assuming the flow can be approxi-

mated by a radial jet similarity solution. The appropriate similarity

equations for a radial jet following the methods devised by Morton, et

al. [60] for a vertical jet, are

Continuity:

dziF (umrT) = aTum (7.83)



Radial momentum:

d
-d-r (um

2
rT) = 0.
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(7.84)

In the above equation a "top-hat" velocity profile has been

assumed, where um is the mean radial velocity, T is the characteristic

thickness of the jet and a is the usual entrainment constant. The use

of the top-hat velocity profile is entirely satisfactory for purposes

here, since we are only interested in the relative behavior of T and

um, which is insensitive to the similarity profile used.

Solving these equations, one finds

and

Hence,

and

u
m
r = constant

u
2
rT = constant

(u
m
r)(u

m
T) = constant,

Um
T = constant.

(7.85)

(7.86)

(7.87)

Equation (7.87) reveals that if the velocity field is approxi-

mately similar then the eddy coefficient ez must be constant in view of

Prandtl's second hypothesis (a result identical to the axisymmetric

jet). Hence

e ..--, C
1
Qzu

max
Cl Constant (7.88)

The remaining problem lies in evaluation of C1 and (kzumax).

In the present work, C1 is assumed to take the value .0256 as in
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the case of the axisymmetric flow region.

The quantity tzumax was treated by four different methods during

numerical experiments as listed below.

Method 1:

Compute the value of tz from the local velocity profile based on

the distance from the level of maximum lateral velocity to the level

where lateral velocity is 1/2 the maximum value. That is,

kz z1/2

This method is identical to that used to compute FR, but in the instance

of lateral flow was found to be unsatisfactory because of numerical

instability. All attempts to compute FZ0, where

FZ
o
= Z

1/2
U
max'

(7.89)

iteratively from local information were found to be unstable and the

method was abandoned.

Method 2:

Use a constant value of Z
1/2

based on the value of R
1/2

at the

point of lateral spread. This method proved to yield diffusivities

which were too large.

Method 3:

Use a constant value of FZ
o

= Z
1/2

U
max

where Z
1/2

and U
max

for

the entire system are computed in the vertical plane where the maximum

lateral velocity occurs. This method, based on the insight given by

the similarity solution, also yielded diffusivities which were
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too large. This method was applied only to cases having buoyancy;

hence, the failure may have been due to an inappropriate Richardson

number modification of FZ0.

Method 4:

Use the method given immediately above, except scale the result

by the local ratio (U
max ): (U

max
)
system'

As in the two methods

immediately above, this calculation proved to be numerically stable

under all conditions once a reasonably realistic lateral velocity dis-

tribution was established. But, unlike the above methods, local dif-

fusivities are computed which give more realistic velocity fields.

Hence,

and

RE PR
ZO -z(ref)

/FZ
o

FZ
o
= Z

1/2
U
max

(7.90)

where Z
1/2 is calculated at the system maximum lateral velocity and

U
max

is the local maximum lateral velocity. The subscript 0 again

indicates the condition of neutral buoyancy.

To account for local stratification, the local Richardson number

model due to Mamayev (cf. Reference [108]) was employed,

EZ = ez e
-SRI

0
(7.91)

where RI is again the local Richardson number as defined by Equation

(7.76) and a is an empirical constant. Wada [108] used Equation (7.91)

in his study of planar thermal outfalls discharging horizontally, but

used a constant value of ezo.
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Although there is no data known to the author relating point

eddy diffusivities to the point Richardson number in turbulent jets,

data has been obtained which relates the entrainment of such flow to

the overall Richardson number (cf. Ellison and Turner [25]). Stolzen-

bach and Harleman [94] have illustrated that the data of Ellison and

Turner may be adequately represented by the form,

a

e
-5RI'

a
z

0

(7.92)

where a
z
and a

z
are the entrainment coefficients for buoyant and

0

neutral spreading surface flows, respectively, and RI' is the gross

Richardson number. Stolzenbach also illustrates the relationship

between eddy viscosity and entrainment as

e a
Z _ Z

e a
Z Z0 0

Thus, based upon the data of Ellison and Turner, and the func-

tional relationship, Equation (7.92), derived from this data, the

Manayev Equation (7.91) is apparently a credible method for modifying

point-wise neutral eddy diffusion coefficients for application in

laterally spreading buoyant plumes. In the computer program, we use

the form,

+ ezoe
-RRI

E
z

=

zambient
(7.93)

The computer program is also set up to use the various other

models given in Table 7.5. These models have not been used owing
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primarily to lack of appropriate information concerning the empirical

constant (3.

The value of a (for Equation 7.93) used by Wada [108] was .8 for

momentum diffusivity and .4 for heat diffusivity based on ambient

conditions. According to work done by Stolzenbach this value should

be appreciably higher for plume flow. Computations using various

values of (3 for the present work are illustrated in Chapter 8.

In the present work, another form of ez has been used, primarily

for starting solutions where Equation (7.93) results in numerical

instability. This form is given by the equation

= c e

zref

-(Ad)2
(7.94)

where d is depth or distance from the surface. The result is a

Gaussian depth decay of eddy momentum diffusivity from a surface

reference value. Equation (7.94) is used in computation merely as a

computational aid and is abandoned in favor of Equation (7.93) once

reasonable velocity and temperature profiles are established, or a

numerically stable situation is attained.

7.3 Numerical Stability and Convergence

During the course of this investigation various experiments were

performed dealing with solution stability and convergence. For each

case run, at least five node points were monitored for convergence

rates of U, V and r. Additionally, the program computes the maximum

change of c, and Al throughout the system at selected iterations,
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and an overall r balance error is computed at the end of each run.

Liebmann relaxation factors were employed to each of the equations for

o, Ai, and r to either accelerate or decelerate solutions.

7.3.1 Numerical Stability

To define what is meant by numerical stability in this manu-

script, we take the opposite view--that of numerical instability. The

reasoning for this view is that it is entirely possible that the

system of buoyant fluid may have physical instabilities which are not

divergent. The solution which we are trying to attain may, in fact,

be physically unsteady, and may never be attained by steady flow

methods. Since the Gauss-Seidel method with under/over-relaxation is

not unlike certain transient methods (see Appendix E), continued

iteration may reveal a cyclic behavior of the computations. This

situation cannot be termed a numerical instability. It merely illus-

trates the inability of steady flow techniques to simulate transitory

flow physics.

To demonstrate this idea, the computer program was set to a

different task, that of predicting the flow field past the end of a

cylinder contained in a larger pipe. From experiments we know that,

at low Reynolds numbers, streamlines past the end simply are distorted

toward the centerline, much as the case of irrotational flow (Figure

7.77-A). At much higher Reynolds numbers, vortex shedding from the

end of the cylinder will occur and the flow field is termed unsteady

although patterns may be repeated in time or in a cyclic fashion

(Figure 7.77-B).
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We expect that the steady flow computer program would converge

to a steady solution at low Reynolds number, and, in fact, this was

the result as illustrated in Figure 7.78-A. At a high Reynolds number,

however, a converged solution could not be attained. Computed quanti-

ties demonstrated quite the same behavior that one would expect from a

transient solution to this problem. Generally, as computation pro-

ceeded, a recirculation pattern formed behind the cylinder, grew by

elongation, and collapsed to nearly circular form, and elongated again

(see Figure 7.78-B). This process occurred repeatedly as computation

continued. Although it is impossible to quantify the physics from

these results, it is reassuring to know that the numerical technique

will reveal the presence of a physical instability, or unsteady flow,

and not converge to an erroneous steady solution.

Thus, it is entirely possible to have non-converging (although

not diverging) solutions that are not associated with numerical

instability. Hence, we define numerical instability as that situation

which upon repeated iteration leads to increasingly divergent and

physically ridiculous results.

As a general observation, involving perhaps a hundred or more

computer runs of various duration, the numerical techniques used were

found to be unconditionally numerically stable provided that:

All Liebmann acceleration factors were less than unity,

All eddy diffusion coefficients were constant, or the

velocity field at the beginning of computation has at least

reasonable similarity to the final solution.
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These observations are a result of flows having Reynolds numbers

from 0 to infinity and a variety of other testing conditions. Based

on these numerous experiments, difficulties encountered by other

authors, the accuracy outlined in Section 7.1, and comments made by

Spalding [91], the present difference formulations and grid system used

is extremely attractive.

At an early date in this investigation it was discovered that

solutions invariably became unstable if the acceleration factor, LT,

for the c and of transport equations was greater than unity. However,

the value LE = 1.6 was used for the stream function, q', elliptic equa-

tion without difficulty. Later, it was discovered that under some

flow condition, the value of LE also needed to be less than unity to

avoid instability. For cases involving constant eddy coefficients,

only the transport equations needed to be decelerated. After these

initial investigations, the general rule used was to decelerate all

equations or set LE and LT < 1.0. The general form of the decelerated

solutions is

n+1 n I I n%
r = + Lk -rp rp (7.95)

where the subscript p indicates the nodal point in question, n is the

nth iteration and r is the result of the n+1 unaccelerated Gauss-

Seidel iteration.

A value

L
E
= LT = .999 (7.96)
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was found to be satisfactory for nearly all cases. In a few instances

of very shallow water and non-linear E
r

and E
z'

values as low as

L
T

= .80 were used. In all cases, the acceleration factor is applied

as soon asr' is computed at a node.

No attempt of a theoretical analysis of stability will be pre-

sented here since the presence of non-linear eddy coefficients negate

meaningful analysis and the case of constant diffusion coefficients

has been presented by various authors, [7,111], at least for time

dependent problems. Some insight to stability of steady state computa-

tions is given in Appendix A. Further insight into this question may

be gained by the analysis given in Appendix D which compares the Gauss-

Seidel iteration technique to an appropriate (similar) transient

solution.

It was, perhaps, propitious that a superior grid system was

devised at the outset of this study (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). In a

recent publication, Spalding [91] points out that making vorticity

adjustments in a cluster of five adjacent points and the stream func-

tion at the central point has a striking effect on divergence removal

for reasons unknown. Unlike the grid system to which Spalding refers

where vorticity and the stream function are computed at the same space

points, the present grid system is staggered. The vorticity values

which interact as a source for the stream function elliptic equation is

averaged from the four adjacent neighbor points, which is closely akin

to the method referred to by Spalding and may be responsible in part

for the seemingly inherent stability of the present method.
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Another aspect of the present computational technique is that

linear gradients are always used for flux terms whether on the boundary

or in the interior, by the use of fictitious boundary cells. Spalding

again points out that higher order methods for treating boundary con-

ditions may in fact lead to less accurate results due to violation of

reciprocity and conservation principles at boundaries. In the present

method, through the use of the correct conservative difference equa-

tions and fictitious boundary cells, quantities are identically con-

served. This feature may also contribute to the success of the tech-

nique in avoiding instabilities propagated from system boundaries.

7.3.2 Convergence

The question of solution convergence has been partially answered

in the preceding section. It is obvious that solutions which are

numerically unstable will not converge. On the other hand, it is also

possible that a solution which is numerically stable will not converge

as demonstrated in the example of flow past the end of a cylinder at

high Reynolds number (Section 7.3.1).

The condition for convergence used in this work is defined by

fn +l - f
n

f
n+1

d
f

(7.97)

where s
f

is the convergence criterion for the quantity f. The sub-

script p again indicates the nodal point in question and n is the nth

iteration. The condition for d
f
approaching zero is not a sufficient
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condition to guarantee solution accuracy, however, since the numerical

procedure may in fact converge to an erroneous solution. The method

used in this work to decrease the probability of erroneous solutions

was to check the continuity of matter by evaluating net flux of

matter at the system boundaries and selected interior planes. This

check is subsequently referred to as the r-balance error (sr),r

referring to a conservative constituent. This quantity is effectively

given as a surface integral for the system in the form of

jr r(/.n) dS + jr (_vEron dS
S
T

S
T

or = 100% (7.98)

r(l.n) dS + jr (-vEr00 dsj
S
in

S
in

where S
T

represents a vertical plane in the flow field and S
in

is a

radial plane at the inflow boundary extending to Ro. Equation (7.98)

gives or as a percent error of the system inflow.

Typical results showed the r-balance error to be on the order

of 1%.

General observation of the various numerical experiments illus-

trated the following:

The convergence rate decreased significantly with increased

grid size.

The stream function distribution converged with respect to

6 more rapidly than vorticity and buoyancy (or r).
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Vorticity was the slowest to converge and also the most

erratic.

Convergence of all quantities near the outfall was much

more rapid than in the far field. Thus, sizable errors in

the far field did not influence the validity of solutions

near the outfall.

The relative magnitude of buoyant forces compared to inertial

forces played a significant role in the rate of convergence.

Highly buoyant effluents (low F0) converged much slower than

pure inertial flows.

Runs made with constant eddy diffusivities converged much

more rapidly than those runs using variable coefficients.

One inner iteration (stream function elliptic equation) was

sufficient. Increasing the number of inner iterations

served to aggravate the convergence rate.

Deeply stratified cases (as opposed to surface layer strati-

fication) significantly aggravated the convergence rate.

This item is discussed further in Chapter 8.

Neglecting derivaties of Ez in the transport equations led

to r-balance errors on the order of 10-20% where variable E
z

was employed.

Beginning a solution from an irrotational flow solution as

opposed to zero velocity everywhere, appeared to have no

particular advantage, and in some instances tested, actually

slowed convergence.
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Most computer runs were initialized from a restart tape gener-

ated by a previous case. There was considerable economy in this

action since a solution would need to be started from a zero initial

velocity distribution (or irrotational distribution) only when the

grid layout was changed. Unfortunately. from another aspect however,

not many solutions beginning at iteration number one and ending at

convergence are available for comparison. To illustrate the conver-

gence behavior, some of the computational aspects will be compared for

identical grid layouts. This information is displayed in Tables 7.7,

7.8 and 7.9 for grid layouts of (JxK) 40x33, 31x34, and 26x25,

respectively.

The four cases cited in Table 7.7 constitute the worst lot as

far as convergence lethargy is concerned. The starting run was the

momentum jet case which took 800 iteration cycles to converge properly.

All succeeding cases used the momentum jet solution as initializing

information. Of these succeeding cases, the run for Fo = 1 (buoyancy

dominated) was the most reluctant to converge. Convergence lethargy

in this lot is laid chiefly to grid size although there is some

suspicion that cell aspect ratio and position of the inflow-outflow

boundary also have some effect. Figure 7.79 shows the convergence

history of T, Al and Q for the 40x30 grid layout. This illustrates

the behavior of 6
max

for these variables where again the momentum jet

is used as a starting solution (first 800 iterations) for the succeed-

ing runs F
o

= 46 and F
o

= 1. As noted previously, (5

max
is the maxi-

mum relative change in the entire system and does not always occur



TABLE 7.7 CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOR, 40x33 GRID

Starting Succeeding Cases
Case A B C

A E .12591 .12591 .12591 .12591

A Z 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

F
o

co 46* 1.0* 1000*

Start Variable

Cr and CZ, Iterations 75 801 801 801

Total Iterations 800 1100 1400 1200

Incremental Iterations 800 300 600 400

r- Balance Error - .1281 .734 - .4641 - .9133

Stream Function6
max

1.195x10
-4

6.571x10
-5 2.92x10

-5
6.989x10-5

at Node 37,10 20,37 14,32 37,9

6max
Vorticity 7.221x10

-3 3.191x10
-3

1.466x10
-3

9.422x10
-3

at Node 32,6 26,5 37,12 32,6

6
max

Buoyancy Parameter 3.210x10
-3

7.380x10
-4

3.345x10
-4

1.508x10
-3

at Node 37,2 2,33 2,33 37,2

*Indicates variable changed in restart case.
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at the same cell. Figure 7.80 illustrates the convergence history of

the starting solution for V at nodes (2,20) and (2,30) and r at node

(10,33).

Table 7.8 illustrates similar data for a 31x34 grid layout.

Convergence in this lot is rather slow also. Note that the values for

s
max

are considerably larger in this lot than in the lot given in

Table 7.7, although the r-balance error is about the same. The explan-

ation is that
max

gives a relative change, and these changes are

occurring where the absolute value of the quantity is very small. For

instance, the maximum relative change of vorticity in the starting

case is .1595, whereas the value of vorticity at this point is

-9.76x10
-6

( the maximum value in the flow field is 2.944). Figure

7.81 shows convergence history of selected data.

Table 7.9 illustrates the convergence characteristics for the

26x25 grid. Note that each case is not finely converged with respect

to dmax, whereas the r-balance error is less than 1% in all cases.

Thus, this table illustrates that the system may be reasonably well

converged with regard to absolute quantities although relative changes

in part of the system may be comparatively large. Also, only 150

iterations were required to obtain each solution using the starting

run initialization.

For this case, the primary concern was plume centerline condi-

tions. Changes of velocity and temperature were occurring only in

the fourth and fifth significant figures along the centerline, indi-

cating that computation time may be saved by using a regional
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TABLE 7.8 CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOR, 31x34 GRID

Starting
Case

Succeeding Cases

A

AZ

F
o

Start Variable

Er and Iterations

Total Iterations

Incremental Iterations

r-Balance Error

6
max

, Stream Function

at Node

6max
Vorticity

at Node

Amax'
Buoyancy Parameter

at Node

.14690

.2

51

150

600

600

- .4381

1.350 x 10
-3

28,25

1.595 x 10
-1

23,24

2.918 x 10
-2

20,5

. 14690

. 175*

105*

601

900

300

. 2778

1.115 x 10
-3

26,12

1.455 x 10
-1

23,23

4.126 x 10
-2

30,13

*Indicate changed variable
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TABLE 7.9 CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOR, 26x25 GRID

Starting
Case A

Succeeding Cases
B C

AE

AZ

F
o

Start Variablee
r
and Iterations

Total Iterations

Incremental Iterations

r-Balance Error

6
max'

Stream Function

at Node

max
Vorticity

at Node

6
max'

Buoyancy Parmater

at Node

.14690

.50

1.0

100

400

400

.8035

1.644x10
-4

(24,9)

1.776x10
-3

(20,14)

1.976x10

(24,6)

.14690

.50

5.0*

400

550

.12591*

.50

25.0*

600

600

.14690*

.50

100*

800

750

150 150 150

.3700 - .9936 - .3203

1.011x10-3 2.135x10-3 2.210x10-3

(24,10) (24,12) (24,11)

9.350
-2

5.345x10-2 5.435x10-
1

(20,20) (22,20) (22,17)

4.683x10-2 4.850x10-2 3.440x10-2

(21,20) (24,3) (24,5)

*Indicates changed variable.
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convergence criterion. In the computer program one has some control

over this criterion by applying the convergence check only out to a

set radius.

As a final illustration of numerical convergence behavior,

Figure 7.82 shows the iteration history of V and of at one cell for

Case 2 (see Table 7.1). The significance of this plot is that the

velocity initialization is the irrotational flow solution (for the

other cases cited, U and V are zero everywhere except the inflow

boundary). Note that velocity V shows considerable oscillation.

The theoretical development of difference equations in this

manuscript is based on Equations (5.8) for vorticity, Equations (5.9)

for the transport of buoyancy and equations similar to (5.9) for the

transport of materials. These equations make no allowance for contri-

butions, or more accurately, corrections, issuing from variable eddy dif-

fusivities. In the instance of Equation (5.9), these corrections may be

made rather straightforwardly by adding the terms

(a°1)(aEyr) (al CEyz)
3
r

a
r

aZ aZ

However, in Equation (5.8) the appropriate correction terms add con-

siderable complication as noted by comparing Equations (3.80) and

(3.81). Fortunately not all of the terms involving derivatives of cr

and E
z

need to be incorporated into the numerical model either

because they are zero in accordance with assumptions concerning the

eddy coefficient model, or transported quantities are minute where
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the variations occur. For instance, we may neglect all terms involv-

ing aer /ar since Er is constant where diffusion is important, and

convective terms dominate the transport where step changes in Cr

occur. Likewise, other order-of-magnitude approximations may be made.

Having eliminated these second order factors one is left with the cor-

rection terms for vorticity of:

2

{

2aFZ a U all aFZ}
RE

z

2
aZ

aZ
2 aZ+

aZ
2

where FZ is again the vertical eddy diffusion multiplier (cf. Section

7.2).

term,

Similar approximation for Equation (5.9) yields the correction

1 aFZ
aA

1

RE
z
PR

z
aZ aZ

with a similar correction for r transport.

The importance of these terms was ascertained by the system r-

balance. Without the corrections, the r-balance error ran as high as

20%. For the same conditions, addition of the correction terms

reduced the error to less than 1%.

Before closing the subject of convergence, the author wishes to

note that in all cases run where the transport equations were decel-

erated and turbulence modeling did not lead to numerical instability,

the stream function convergence was extremely well behaved. This

behavior was obtained by iterating only once on the 'Y elliptic equa-

tion; additional iterations were noted to aggravate the convergence of
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T as well as the transported quantities c, of and r. It is entirely

possible that the system would have converged equally well if even

fewer 'P iterations were performed, that is, iteration on 'P only once

for every two, three or perhaps five outer iterations. This facet

was not investigated in the present study, but such experimentation

could yield fruitful results in terms of computer time.
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CHAPTER 8

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR SHALLOW WATER CASES

Material presented in this chapter deals with application of the

numerical techniques discussed earlier in shallow water situations.

All computer runs presented here are for cases where the assumed water

depth is ten or less port diameters above the outfall discharge. The

techniques used are identical to those applied for the verification

studies presented in the previous chapter.

Unlike cases in Chapter 7, however, applicable data are not

available except for one case where surface temperature field data are

available. Hence, we rely substantially on the verification study

as an indicator of the validity of the computational techniques.

Table 8.1 summarizes the cases to be discussed and illustrated in this

chapter; those listed are only a portion of the total shallow water

computer runs made during the course of the present research. None-

theless, these cases are typical and space limitations preclude further

illustrations.

8.1 Modeling the Vertical Eddy Diffusivity Multiplier, FZ

In the region of the lateral surface spread of shallow water

plumes, modeling the vertical component of the pointwise eddy diffus-

ivity plays an important role in determining the flow behavior. Con-

siderable effort was devoted to this subject in Section 7.2.2; the

computational methods used to obtain results presented in this chapter

will be briefly reviewed.



Case
No.

Grid
Size AZ

TABLE 8.1

Depth
Z 00

SUMMARY OF SHALLOW WATER CASES

D Boundary
F

v
o

o ft ft/sec Type*

AT
o

°C

atr
(amb)

Stratifi-
cation**

48 26x25 .14690 .5 10 19.66 100 10 10.15 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

49 26x25 .14690 .5 10 19.66 25 10 5.075 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

50 26x25 .14690 .5 10 19.66 5 10 2.270 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

51 26x25 .14690 .5 10 19.66 1 10 1.015 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

52 26x25 .12591 .25 5 11.62 100 10 10.15 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

53 26x25 .12591 .25 5 11.62 25 10 5.075 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

54 26x25 .12591 .25 5 11.62 5 10 2.270 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

55 26x25 .12591 .25 5 11.62 1 10 1.015 2,N=10 18.12 27.98 None

56 31x34 .14690 .20 5.6 41.00 51 14 7.25 2,N=7 8.33 18.01 None

57 31x34 .14690 .20 5.6 41.00 51 14 7.25 2,N=7 8.33 18.01 None

58 31x34 .14690 .175 4.97 41.00 105 16 11.10 2,N=7 8.33 18.01 None

59 31x34 .14690 .175 4.97 41.00 105 16 11.10 2,N=7 8.33 18.01 None

60 30x26 .14690 .40 8.4 35.40 45 10 7.00 4 11.10 27.78 None

61 30x26 .14690 .40 8.4 35.40 45 10 7.00 4 11.10 24.78 2 0C

62 30x26 .14690 .40 8.4 35.40 45 10 7.00 4 11.10 24.78 3 0C

63 30x26 .14690 .40 8.4 35.40 45 10 7.00 4 11.10 24.78 4 0C

64 30x26 .14690 .40 8.4 35.40 45 10 7.00 4 11.10 24.78 5 0C

65 30x26 .14690 .40 8.4 35.40 45 10 7.00 4 11.10 24.78 5 °C

66 29x20 .12591 .15 1.42 16.97 .111 21 .574 2,N=10 13.80 25.57 None

* See Table 7.1

** Stratification extends somewhat deeper than in Case 63.
IN"O



The general form of the vertical diffusion coefficient is

ez = Ez e

ambient

321

8.1)

In the region of plume flow the ambient contribution will be insigni-

ficant; hence,

E
z - z

plume

(8.2)

The plume generated turbulence is a function of both mean flow char-

acter and thermal character.

Recall from Section 7.2.2,

£Z= cz f(RI),
0

(8.3)

where cz is the vertical diffusion coefficient for neutrally buoyant

conditions and f is a function of the point Richardson number, RI.

Likewise, the vertical component multiplier, FZ, may be expressed as

FZ = FZ0 f(RI), (8.4)

where FZ0 is the neutral buoyancy multiplier. The model for FZ0 may

be expressed as (See Section 7.2.2)

Flo ZI/2 (Umax-Umin) '

(8.5)

where Z
1/2

is the radial plume half-depth,and the radial velocity

difference,

U -U = U ,

max min max

since U
min

a' 0 . Then

FZ
o

= Z
1/2

U
max

.
(8.6)



If we followed the same method used for computing the radial

multiplier,

FR = R
1/2

V
max'
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(8.7)

Z1 and V
max

would be computed iteratively and pointwise to establish

FZ
o

(Method 1, Section 7.2.2). However, all attempts to calculate

FZ
o

based on local values of Z
1/2

and U
max

led to numerical instability.

Exactly why this condition persisted, especially in view of excellent

success with Equation (8.7), was never ascertained. After several

numerical experiments and correctional efforts without success, it

was decided to stabilize the computation by restricting the computed

value of the plume half-depth, Z1/2, since this value seemed to ex-

hibit the most unstable character in previous experiments. This

decision led to Methods 2, 3 and 4, described in Section 7.2.2.

Method 2 used Z
1/2

based on R
1/2

computed at the elevation of

lateral flow. Z
1/2

was then held constant for that iteration but the

local value of U
max

was used. This method led to eddy diffusion coef-

ficients which were quite large and a correspondingly unrealistic

flow field; hence, the method was quickly abandoned.

Method 3 computed a constant value of FZ0 to be applied every-

where in the lateral plume spread. The value of FZo in this method

was set by computing Z1/2 at the radial position corresponding to the

maximum radial velocity; the value of Umax at this point along with

Z
1/2

was used in Equation (8.6). Results from this method are pre-

sented in Section 8.4. Again, this method yielded diffusivities

of excessive magnitude.
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However, experimentation with this method was carried out, in

every case, in conjunction with thermal flows (as opposed to neutrally

buoyant conditions). It is possible that the Richardson number

modifier, f(RI), was inaccurate.

Finally, the most realistic results were obtained by Method 4

which in principle uses the technique of computing Z1/2 of Method 3,

but bases U
max

on the local value. This method was found to be always

stable once the general, but approximate, flow patterns were

established.

Table 7.5 summarizes several models for f(RI); however, the

Mamayev correlation has been employed exclusively in this work which

has the form,

f(RI)
e-aRI,

(8.8)

where a is an empirical constant.

The value of $ to be used presents an additional uncertainty in

computing FZ. Wada [108] used the value a = .8. However, Stolzen-

bach [94], based on the data of Ellison and Turner [25], suggests the

value $ 1, 5.0 when using the gross Richardson number. We have used

values ranging from .4 to 2.0 in this work (Table 8.2).

Table 8.2 below summarizes the computation of FZ for results

presented in this chapter.



TABLE 8.2 SUMMARY OF FZ COMPUTATION

Case Method a

48-55 4 1.0
56 3 .4
57 3 .8
58 3 1.0
59 4 1.0

60-65 4 .8
66 4 2.0

Actual computation of FZ proceeds as follows: (sequence of

operations for one outer iteration).

Based on the computed values of U, V and Al for the present

iteration:

Compute the array of local Richardson numbers,

RI(J,K) =
1

dA
1 //tdV)

2

2F
0

dZ 'dZ'
J,K
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Scan the U array to establish the maximum value of U and the

corresponding index, J.

Compute the plume half-depth, Z112, at index J.

4, Use this value of Z
1/2

to compute

FZ0(J,K) = Umax

where U
max takes on different values at each radial grid

point.

Compute

FZ(J,K) = FZ0(J,K) e- 0RI(J,K)

Use the above value of FZ in computing transported quantities

for the next iteration.
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8.2 Results for Homogeneous Receiving Water 10 Port Diameters Deep

Results for plumes issuing in homogeneous receiving water at a

depth of ten port diameters are reported as Cases 48 through 51. For

these cases, the initial temperature excess is 18.12 °C and the value

of sigma-t for both the effluent and reference ambient is 27.98.

Each case represents a different densimetric Froude number as indi-

cated in Table 8.1. Changes in the Froude number were effected by

varying the effluent velocity. All initial velocity profiles are

assumed to be turbulent and follow a profile given by Equation (7.17)

with the exponent equal to 1/10. The port diameter is held constant

at 10 feet and the lateral spread is computed out to about 10 port

diameters.

Centerline distributions of velocity and temperature excess are

illustrated in Figure 8.1 for all four cases. Note that the plume

accelerates for low Froude numbers (F
o
= 1,5), but for Froude numbers

of 25 and above, very little acceleration is noted even though tur-

bulent mixing (as a function of distance from the port) is decreased

(temperature excess curves). Velocity of the lateral surface spread

is illustrated in Figure 8.2 for these same cases. Maximum velocity

in each case occurs at radial distance between 1.5 and 2.0 diameters.

In the highly buoyant Case 51, the maximum lateral velocity is nearly

as great as the initial velocity. Note that these results are norm-

alized to the average effluent velocity; hence, for Fo = 1 the maximum

lateral velocity is about 1 fps, whereas for Fo = 1, the corresponding

velocity is about 3.5 fps. Vertical profiles of lateral velocity for
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Case 50 are illustrated in Figure 8.3.

Comparison of the radial velocity profiles are illustrated by

Figures 8.4 and 8.5. Figure 8.4 is for a radial position of r/D=1.9,

which corresponds approximately to the position of maximum velocity

in all four cases. This figure also illustrates that radial entrain-

ment occurs below the depth of about 10.5 (1.5 diameters from the

surface) for these cases. At 7.32 diameters (Figure 8.5) the spread-

ing surface layer is slightly thinner.

The small cross-hatched rectangle shown in Figure 8.5 illustrates

the variation of the spreading depth for these cases. Greater penetra-

tion is noted at Froude number 100; Fo = 1 shows the least penetration.

The distributions of temperature excess at the surface

(AT
s
/AT

o
) are illustrated by Figure 8.6. Vertical profiles of excess

temperature (Js/AT0) for Cases 48 and 50 are shown in Figure 8.7

(A and B). Note that the temperature profiles penetrate slightly

deeper than the velocity profiles and indicate some minor recircula-

tion of the heated water takes place.

A complete set of contour plots and three-dimensional illustra-

tions for the stream lines, temperature and vorticity for Cases 48

through 51 are given in Figures 8.8 through 8.32.
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8.3 Results for Homogeneous Receiving Water 5 Port Diameters Deep

Results for outfalls issuing to receiving water 5 port diameters

deep are given as Cases 52 through 55 for Froude numbers of 100, 25,

5 and 1, respectively (See Table 8.1). All boundary conditions and

parameters for these cases correspond to those of similar Froude

numbers for the 10 diameter deep cases given in Section 8.2. Actual

water depth here is 6 diameters with the outfall port rising one diam-

eter above the bottom.

Centerline distributions of velocity and temperature excess are

shown in Figure 8.33 for Cases 52 through 55. As was illustrated by

Case 50 and 51, the plume also accelerates for Cases 54 and 55 as a

result of dominant buoyant forces. For Froude numbers of 25 and

above the centerline velocity remain essentially constant until sur-

face effects are encountered. On comparing Figure 8.1 with 8.33, one

notes that at 5 diameters the temperature excess given in Figure 8.33

is slightly higher than for corresponding cases given in Figure 8.1.

The decreased dilution is a result of the surface proximity.

The vertical distribution of radial velocity, U, is illustrated

by Figure 8.34 for Case 52. The lateral spread is seen to be quite

thin (approximately .8 D) at least out to 4 diameters. Figure 8.35

shows that temperature effects somewhat deeper (approximately 1.2 D)

and some recirculation of heated water is indicated. At r/D = 1.0,

the temperature distribution lies within the rising portion of the

plume above ti 2.5 (1.5 above the port) and is not to be interpreted

as penetration of the lateral spread.
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Contour plots and 3-dimensional illustrations of the stream

function, temperature and vorticity are given in Figures 8.36

through 8.41.
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8.4 Results for Two Different Methods of Computing FZ

Cases 56 through 59 are results illustrating the effects of

using Methods 3 and 4, and different values of the constant 0, for

computing the vertical eddy diffusivity multiplier, FZ (refer to

Tables 8.1 and 8.2). Cases 56 and 57 are for receiving water 5.6

diameters deep, using Method 3 to compute FZ with Froude number,

F
o

= 51. Case 58 has F
o

105, with 4.97 diameter deep water using

Method 3. Case 59 is the same as Case 58 except Method 4 is used to

compute FZ.

Cases 56 and 57 were run to observe the effect of changing

= .4 to a = .8, respectively. Comparative results are not shown,

but this change of 0 did not alter the computed velocity and tempera-

ture profile a great deal.

It was observed, however, that computation of FZ0 by Method 3

resulted in excessive vertical diffusivities. Case 58 also employed

Method 3 and exhibited excessive vertical diffusivities (in this

Case f3 = 1.0). As pointed out in Section 8.2, Stolzenbach suggests

the value of 13 = 5.0 based on the gross Richardson number; however,

values using s > 1.0 were not tried in these cases. Using the larger

value of 13 could have a major effect on the velocity and thermal dis-

tributions computed by the present techniques using Method 3. The

use of large is would significantly reduce vertical mixing in the

thermal boundary region, but allow substantial vertical exchange

within the spreading plume where thermal gradients are expected to be

small.
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Figure 8.42 shows the comparison of surface spread velocity

between Cases 58 and 59. The difference here is not of major impor-

tance, but Figures 8.43 and 8.44 illustrate a significant difference

in vertical entrainment. Significant differences between stream-

line patterns is revealed by comparing Figures 8.45 and 8.46. The

contours shown in Figure 8.45 (Case 58) are more indicative of

creeping flow in the spreading portion of the plume than a high

Reynolds number flow (Case 59, Figure 8.46).

The distribution of surface temperature excess is shown in

Figure 8.47 for Cases 57, 58 and 59. Case 57 shows lower temperature

at the centerline as a result of the port being in deeper water.

Case 58 may be compared to Case 59 and exhibits a lower surface temp-

erature (also, refer to Figures 8.48 and 8.49). This result is due

to the larger values of vertical mixing employed in the computation

of Case 58. Isotherms for Case 59 are illustrated by Figure 8.50.
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8.5 Numerical Experiments Involving Ambient Stratification

Results involving the effects of stratification are given by

Cases 60 through 65. Case 60 is a base case to be used for comparison

and is for a homogeneous ambient. The remaining cases have different

degrees of ambient stratification. In all cases the ambient (also,

effluent) salinity is constant at 35 ppt, hence the ambient density

structure is a function of the temperature distribution alone. In

this section, all results use Method 4 to compute Fo and 13 = 1.0.

Unlike all previous cases presented in this chapter, the effluent

velocity profile is assumed flat.

Figure 8.51 illustrates the assumed ambient density structure

for the six cases.

Results for the base Case 60 are illustrated by Figures 8.52

through 8.59. One significant feature of the Case 60 results concern

velocity distribution and may be noted in Figures 8.52 and 8.54.

Figure 8.52 illustrates that radial velocity profiles for the spreading

plume continue to penetrate deeper into the ambient with increasing

radial distance from the outfall. For this case, temperature differ-

ences are small between the plume flow and ambient as illustrated by

Figure 8.53. The upward-distorted streamlines illustrated in Figure

8.54 indicate that there is significant upward entrainment into the

plume lateral spread.

The influence of a 2 °C ambient thermocline situated as shown

by Figure 8.51 is illustrated by Figures 8.60 through 8.64. Comparison

of Figures 8.62 and 8.54 shows that the presence of the thermocline
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causes significant flattening of the streamlines, or reduced vertical

entrainment by the spreading plume. This reduction of vertical entrain-

ment is caused by suppression of vertical mixing by the presence of the

thermocline. In this case the plume flow spreads above the thermo-

cline. Also, the plume destroys the thermocline in the discharge

locale but the "convecting in" of the ambient density structure has a

significant effect beginning at distances approximately 5 diameters

out. Note the diverging of isotherms in Figure 8.63 and the tendency

for the isotherms to attain the ambient condition.

Increasing the magnitude of the thermocline results in further

reducing the vertical entrainment and stream line flattening as

illustrated by the results of Case 63 (Figures 8.65 through 8.71,

respectively). In this case the vertical location of the thermocline

is the same as in Case 61, but the magnitude of the thermocline is

4 °C instead of 2 °C.

The effects of a thermocline on the temperature structure are

most clearly revealed by Figures 8.66 and 8.67. Also note that out

to about 5 diameters the ambient density structure is again completely

destroyed by the plume flow. This feature coupled with the upwelling

of cooler water from beneath the thermocline results in a phenomenon

whereby there is a thermal peak above the outfall, but this peak

rapidly deteriorates radially to a temperature which is cooler than

the surface (see Figure 8.67). Unlike the base Case 60 where

vertical entrainment cools the plume, vertical entrainment warms the
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lateral spreading flow since the cooler water is now on the surface

in the region of radial spread. This is, of course, a thermally

unstable situation, but the configuration is maintained by the flow

dynamic forces. This phenomenon is not uncommon and has been observed

on several occasions by Eliason [24] through areal infrared photog-

raphy. We would expect, however, that once dynamic forces are

mitigated to the point where buoyant forces (if they still persist)

dominate, local upwelling within the lateral spread would occur. Our

steady flow computer program cannot reveal these local time dependent

effects, but they are indicated by numerical cycling and reluctance to

converge. Since the case converged without difficulty, we conclude

that the flow field is dynamically stable, at least for the parameters

used.

Figures 8.69 and 8.72 again show the thermal effects of "con-

vecting in" or recirculating the ambient thermal structure and the

tendency of the thermal distribution to attain the ambient structure.

Figures 8.74 through 8.81 show results for Case 64 where the

thermocline is 5 °C, although the thermal gradient is identical to

Case 63 (see Figure 8.51). Comparison with appropriate results of

Case 63 shows little influence from this change.

In Case 65 the shape of the thermocline was assumed to be the

same as in Case 64 except situated at a somewhat greater depth

(Figure 8.51). Figures 8.82 through 8.90 illustrate results for this

case. For the problem posed, computation could not be carried out

to achieve a steady flow converged solution. Instead numerical
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cycling occurred. Results after 1000 iteration cycles are shown by

Figures 8.84 through 8.86. Figures 8.87 through 8.89 reveal results

after 300 additional iterations.

Although, the case as posed may not conform to a physically real

situation (in particular, the ambient density structure), a thermal

instability is suspected which may be either real or perhaps incited

by numerical perturbations. Inspecting Figure 8.86 illustrates a

large region of cooler water above the thermocline. Continued itera-

tion showed that the ambient isotherms, within the circulating ambient,

begin to fluctuate vertically out to about 7 diameters. Further itera-

tion resulted in the development of two recirculating regions: one

above the thermocline and the other below (see Figure 8.87). That is,

some of the plume flow attempts to spread beneath the thermocline. If

the iterative computation is continued, streamline patterns closely

resembling those shown in Figure 8.84 will redevelop (single recircu-

lating region).

The investigation of Case 65 was carried out through approximately

three cycles of the flow changing from one recirculating region, to

two regions and back to one region again. These computations showed

neither the tendency for the solution to converge or diverge numeric-

ally. It is difficult to derive much incite from steady flow computa-

tions possessing such behavior except that a thermal instability is

either present or close at hand. A transient computation of the same

flow conditions would doubtless reveal similar oscillations during the

initial transient, caused by the pulsed plume flow starting condition.

However, we would expect the oscillations to damp out with time except
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if a true thermal instability were present. For our steady flow

computation, real conditions may be near to those for a real thermal

instability and the nature of the steady flow numerical techniques

may be perturbing the solution to a point which prevents a converging

result.

It is noteworthy to mention that the solution would diverge

numerically with the acceleration factor, L = .999, but displayed the

oscillatory nature discussed above with L = .50. Further reduction

of L may have eliminated the cycling problem altogether, but would

have come at the expense of greatly increased required computer time.

8.6 Discharge at Very Shallow Depth

In concluding the numerical experiments presented in this manu-

script, results are illustrated for a large outfall discharging one

diameter below the ocean surface (Case 66). This case represents a

rather extreme situation, but not unlike several outfalls located off

the Southern California Coast. The port diameter is assumed to be

21 feet, the initial densimetric Froude number is 0.111 based on a

.574 fps discharge velocity, and initial temperature excess of the

effluent is 13.8 °C with salinity 35 PPt. Computation was carried

out laterally to about 10 port diameters.

Figures 8.90 and 8.91 show the spreading velocity and tempera-

ture excess at the ocean surface. Note that the maximum surface

spreading velocity is about 2.5 times larger than the discharge

velocity (2.5 x .574 ti 1.4 fps) indicating that the effluent has

undergone considerable acceleration caused by buoyancy. Maximum
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computed velocity occurs about 0.7 diameter from the plume centerline,

which is about the edge of the "boil" for a real outfall of these pro-

portions. Figure 8.91 indicates that the plume has undergone only

slight cooling on reaching the surface (% 3/4 °C), but cools very

rapidly out to about 2 diameters and decreases to about 2 °C above

ambient at 8 diameters.

The radial velocity profiles at selected locations are shown in

Figure 8.92 which shows that the plume along with entrained flow,

spreads in a fairly shallow sheet at the surface, penetration being

less than 0.4 diameter. Temperature profiles (Figure 8.94) penetrate

slightly deeper. In fact, the computation shows that plume thermal

effects penetrate into the negative flow region, hence there is some

indication of plume heat recirculation.

Streamlines, isotherms and level lines of vorticity are illus-

trated in Figures 8.94, 8.95 and 8.96, respectively. The inward

bending of the streamlines (Figure 8.94) above the discharge port

indicates considerable acceleration of the effluent. Maximum vorticity

for this case occurs near the surface and near the point of maximum

lateral spread. This region of high vorticity is also the region where

one would expect the edge of the surface boil to occur in a real flow.

Three-dimensional surfaces are plotted in Figures 8.97 through 8.101

for the stream function, temperature excess and vorticity.
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8.7 Comparison with Field Data

At a late-date in this study, the author was able to obtain

reliable field data for one shallow water application. This data ob-

tained for a customer by Battelle-Northwest is proprietary and details

cannot be disclosed. However, the discharge depth is less than one

port diameter and the densimetric Froude number is on the order of 0.1.

Figure 8.102 shows a comparison between the computed results and

the field measurements. As can be seen, the agreement between data

and computation is excellent. This result is very encouraging because

the computation was performed before the infra-red field data were

reduced to temperature information, indicating, at least for this one

case, that the computer code is an accurate predictive device which

requires little use of empirical constants.

This result is only one check point and additional field or

laboratory data are certainly needed for futher verification. Such

information could also be used for improvement of the vertical eddy

diffusivity model for the lateral spread--which is sorely needed.
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CONCLUSIONS

The work contained in this manuscript represents an extensive

numerical study of axisymmetric plume flow. Various computational

details dealing with practical applications have been investigated

along with an extensive verification study comparing numerical

results with available published data.

The objective of developing a computer code for general use for

vertical plume rise in shallow water and the ensuing lateral spread

was not entirely realized. The code developed is more of a research

tool than a design tool. The primary reason for this result was the

difficulty in modeling turbulent diffusivities. Such models are well

established for the vertical rise, but relatively little is known

about vertical diffusivities in the lateral spread. Hence, for this

and other investigative reasons the computer code suffered through

various changes and adaptions during the study; the code listed in

Appendix E is one of these later versions.

The more significant conclusions from this study are as

follows:

The steady flow vorticity-stream function technique

along with the use of a coupled buoyancy transport equa-

tion is an effective and accurate method for computing

buoyant plume hydrodynamics up to our ability to model

turbulent transport coefficients.

The iterative use of Prandtl mixing length theory

(Prandtl's second hypothesis) is entirely satisfactory
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for computing radial eddy transport coefficients in

the plume-rise regime. In addition

- the computations predicted Er to be essentially

constant for a pure initial inertial flow which is

also demonstrated by published experimental data.

- depending on the extent of buoyancy, the computations

predicted E
r

to vary a great deal with axial position,

and that using a constant value of Er in a buoyant

flow can lead to large errors in the computed plume

velocity and temperature distributions.

The iterative use of Prandtl mixing length theory for the

vertical eddy transport coefficient was used in this work

but was found not to be entirely satisfactory for the plume

lateral surface spread. That is, limitations had to be

imposed on the maximum size of the computed mixing length

to prohibit numerical instability resulting from an unstable

mixing length computation. Vertical eddy diffusion was found

to have little effect on computed quantities within the plume

vertical rise.

Mixing length theory was found to be entirely unsatisfactory

for the circulating (ambient) flow field.

Solution convergence was slowed dramatically by:

- Iterative computation of eddy transport coefficient

(as opposed to constant values),

- flow coupled with buoyancy transport (as opposed to a
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pure inertial flow),

- multiple iteration on the stream function elliptic equa-

tion between each iteration of the transport equations.

. In addition to the third point mentioned immediately above, in

every case tried one psi inner iteration (stream function) per out-

ter iteration (vorticity and buoyancy transport) was found to

be satisfactory for convergence. It is strongly suspected that

once the approach to convergence for the stream function has

become smooth more than one outer iteration per inner itera-

tion would not significantly affect the convergence rate.

This action would, however, result in decreased computation time.

The numerical techniques were found to be stable for every case

tried except for the following two instances:

- over relaxation of the transport equations,

- use of iteratively computed eddy transport coefficients

before reasonable velocity profiles were obtained by

using constant coefficients.

It was found that over-relaxation of the vorticity equation

always led to a numerical instability for the cases tried.

This problem was rectified by using LT = .999. In no case

using constant transport coefficients and LT < .999, was an

instability noted.

The stream function elliptic equation could be over-relaxed

in some cases (deep water cases) using LE = 1.6.
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However, in the shallow water cases (Z
S

< 5) numerical insta-

bilities were noted using LE = 1.6. Subsequently, L < 1 was

used with general success.

Based on results shown in Figure 8.102, it is concluded that

the computational methods presented herein can be a very accur-

ate mechanism for computing the surface temperature distribu-

tion in the near field of a large, vertical, shallow water

coastal thermal outfall. Hence, the primary objective of this

study is successfully accomplished.

The result shown in Figure 8.102 is very encouraging since

the computed surface temperature distribution was found to be

in excellent agreement with field measurements and the fact

that this agreement was obtained without prior knowledge of

the field results. However, this is the only case where

computation was compared to field data and other situations

may reveal discrepancy. Obviously, complete validity of the

model can only be ascertained by further comparison with field

measurement.

From the results of this study it is generally concluded that the

numerical techniques used are a viable and practical method for comput-

ing thermal dispersion in confined steady-flow plumes up to our ability

to model the plume-generated turbulence. The numerical approach is

extremely attractive from the viewpoint that important complexities

can be incorporated in the analysis which cannot be accommodated with
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similarity techniques.Hence, the numerical model, which may be cali-

brated with field data, will yield reliable computed information and

permit a more competent thermal analysis. However, this study has

shown that there is indeed a great need for research in turbulence

modeling and the application of these models in numerical computation.
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APPENDIX A

CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION

Differencing the convective terms is the most troublesome

aspect of solving transport equations numerically. The mathematical

principles for treating these quantities are available, but one must

exercise extreme caution when applying these principles or grossly

inaccurate solutions will result if not numerical instabilities.

When forming difference equations for convective transport, prime

consideration must be given to the directional nature of these terms.

A number of papers have been written and studies made con-

cerning numerical convection experiments. Perhaps one of the best

studies on higher order methods has been carried out by Crowley [21j.

Crowley carried out numerical experiments using a number of difference

techniques in solving the "color equation" due to R. Lelevier,

aF aF 3Fu-77+v-57=0. (A-1)

Here r is a scalar quantity transported with the flow in a manner

such the total derivative is zero along an instantaneous streamline.

Crowley refers to Equation (A-1) as the advective form of the r trans-

port equation. An alternative way to write Equation (A-1) is

ar our aVF (au ay)

at ax ay 'ax ay' (A-2)

which Crowley refers to as the "conservative" form of the transport

equation. By continuity,



au 3V n

DX

However, in numerical approximation,
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(A-3)

but never zero. For this reason, the right hand side of Equation

(A-2) is sometimes included with the analysis in an attempt to reduce

accumulating numerical error.

As a point of criticism, in view of transport physics, it is

correct to write

3F ar 3F 3U 3V.
) =TT u TT v 77+ r (TT+ -5-7 0

and

ar a(ur) a(vr)

at ax ay

instead of Equations (A-1) and (A-2), respectively.

In the paper cited, Crowley carried out various numerical

experiments with first, second and fourth order approximations for

Equations (A-1) and (A-2), and the one-dimensional counterpart of

these equations. For the one-dimensional tests, he concluded that a

second order process using the "conservative" Equation (A-2) was the

most accurate. In two dimensions he found that fourth order methods

were the most accurate but could not ascertain which equation gave

the best results. However, he does recommend that the conservative

equation be used.

Reference [66] reports results of numerical experiments con-

cerning the one-dimensional transport equation,



at
+u 0
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(A-4)

Unlike Crowley's work, this work was concerned with the directional

nature of u and the proper method for differencing ar/ax (forward,

backward or central) to minimize numerical error and achieve stable

computation.

For these experiments u was assumed positive and steady, with

the corresponding explicit difference equation written as:

n+1 n u.o,t r n n

Fi ri 7677 01-6x)(ri-1-Fi) +6x (Fi -ri+1 (A-5)

n n

where the superscript n refers to the nth time step. The parameter

x
varies from 0 to 1. The following difference techniques are

obtained from Equation (A-5) for the corresponding values of ix:

x
= 0 backwards or upstream method

ix = .25 so-called "quarter point" method

ix = .5 central method

ix = 1. 0 forward or downstream method

The results of these numerical experiments are compared with the

analytical results for various time steps and total elapsed time, and

found that the upstream difference (backward to the direction of flow)

gave the superior results.

Note, that in all but the upstream method, downstream quantities,

to some extent, are used to establish upstream results. In the case

of pure convection these formulations are physically incorrect.
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Lelevier (cf. [21]) was evidently the first to introduce the

upstream differencing technique. Crowley reports that a great deal

of numerical damping results with this method, applied to the

"advective" equation, over long integration periods. Nevertheless,

the upstream method (also called, unidirectional or one-sided deriva-

tive), has been used extensively in solving transport equations.

For instance, Van Sant [104] used the "advective" form to solve the

vorticity transport equation. Torrance and Rockett [100] solved the

"conservative" form of the vorticity equation in this fashion, and

Runchal and Wolfshtein [84] used upstream differencing to solve for

steady flow vorticity transport in "advective" form. Van Sant [105]

stated that he was unable to obtain a solution to the steady flow

vorticity equation using central differences.

One trouble with using any method except the upstream method

is that truncation and numerical round off can cause serious errors

and even destroy the solution through numerical instability. Higher

order methods (central difference, for instance) in spite of their

purported higher degree of accuracy may be inferior if the direction

nature of the flow is not considered. Runchal and Wolfshtein present

some clarification of this subject. We will pursue the matter here

by formulating convective difference schemes using one-sided and

central techniques.

Consider the incompressible steady flow transport equations, with

constant eddy coefficients for a conservative scalar quantity r in

(x,y) coordinates:
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u
ar

V
ar 1 a

2
F

4.

9
2

r7( v ---7 )'NR Nr
ax a-7y

where N
R

is the Reynolds number and

, momentum diffusivity
"r r diffusivity

(A-6)

The finite difference grid system (Figure A-1) has constant and equal

spacing in the x and y directions.

Figure A-1: Finite-Difference Grid System
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Suppose we now apply a general difference scheme to the convec-

tive terms of Equation (A-6) which, for the time being, disregards the

directional sense of the velocity components u and v. Then,

up [(1-ix)(rp-rj_i) + ix (ri+1 -rp)]

+ vp [(1-iy)(rp-rk_1) + by (rol-rp)]

1
= ErJ +r. +r +r -4r 1,

F -1 J+1 k-1 k+1 p
(A-7)

where the constant subscript has been suppressed and point (j,k) is

replaced by p for convenience. In the above equation, ix and iy are

factors corresponding to difference schemes in the x and y directions.

These quantities (ix and iy) take values of 0, 1/2 and 1 for backward,

central, and forward differences, respectively. The quantity F is

equal to NRNrh. Solving for rp yields

1(1-24)up + (1-2iy)vp + rp

= up [(1-6x)ri_1-6xri+1] + yr) [(1-6y)rk_1-6yrol]

+ [(rJ +r. +r +r
F -1 J+1 k-1 k-1

Case 1. Central difference scheme, i and i
1

x
= 2; .

Equation (A-8) reduces to

(A-8)
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F I

rp TT ppkr_rri+1) + vp(rk_rrol)J

+ tr +Tj-1.' j+1.' +,
k+11 (A-9)

If F is very small, implying a very small Reynolds number

(creeping flow) or a very small grid spacing, h, Equation (A-9) will

usually converge. However, for large F,

r
p

=
8

[u
p J-1 j+1
(r -r ) + v

p
(r

k-1
-r

k+1
)1

(A-10)

Hence, small errors in the differences are magnified by a large coef-

ficient, F, which will eventually destroy the computation through

instability. For this reason the central difference scheme is not

desirable for either transient or steady state application for inter-

mediate and large values of F.

Case 2. Forward difference scheme, 6x and 6y = 1.

Equation (A-8) reduces to

,
F,

- kup+vp)+11 rp = -.4kupri+1+vprol)

+ rl(
Ik'j-1+r j+1

+
sr k-1r +-k+l) (A-11)

Equation (A-11) poses additional complications because of the presence

of the negative sign in the coefficient multiplying rp. For positive

u and v and

(up+vp) = 1.
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Equation (A-11) is unmanageable. For large values of F, the differ-

ence scheme becomes

1

r
p

=
u
P
+v

P

(u
p
r
j+1

+v
p
r
k+1

)

(A-12)

If either u or v is positive, this equation is physically incorrect

because we would be basing upstream computation on downstream informa-

tion. On the other hand, if both u and v are negative, then

Equation (A-11) becomes

(lup1+ 1vp1 )+1.1 rp = (luplrj+1+ lvp] rol)

+ 1 lr
T

+.r
j+1

+
"r k-1 ""+r k+1) (A-13)

which may be shown to be computationally stable for all values of F

and is a preferred scheme. This equation is also physically correct

since upstream quantities are used for downstream computation.

Case 3. Backward difference scheme,
x

and
y

= O.

Equation (A-8) reduces to

(up+vp)+1] rp = -FT (uprj_ 1"prk-1)

t r

-4- k'j-1
+

-r j+14.-r k-l+rk+1) (A-14)

If velocities u and v are both positive we have a computationally

stable scheme which is posed physically correct. However if either

velocity component is negative, we have the same type of situation

discussed in Case 2 where the scheme may be unstable and is not posed
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correctly with regard to transport physics.

Clearly, it is necessary to have a computationally stable and

correctly posed difference scheme for all values of F. It is impos-

sible to meet this criterion in a general flow system without cogniz-

ance of velocity directional sense and magnitude at each and every

boundary and computation point in the difference network. A sound

scheme may be obtained by choosing ix and 6y according to the sign of

the velocity components. We disregard 6
x

and by = 1/2 because of

instability at large F.

Up Vp

+ +

6x 0 1

iy 0 1

Figure A-2 Values of 6
x
and by for a Preferred Difference Scheme

Figure A-2 summarizes the upstream difference method. Since the

velocity sign must be checked at each point in order to decide which

value of 6
x

and 6 is to be used, an alternate method is formed which

is well adapted to computer application. Consider Equation (A-6),

specifically the term

up [(1-6x)(rp-ri_1) - 6x (rp-r14.1)].



Let

u ?if u is positive
u (1-6 ) = 7 k lupl + Up' i10,if u is negative '
p xN

1 t 1 1 .I. 1 P P

P

1
0,if up is positive

/

uplix = 7 k lupl - up) =

hence,

ar
up ax

p

u
P'

if up is negative

12.z-)," lupl + up)(rprj_l) + ( lupl up)(rprj+1)]
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which always gives the correct difference regardless of the sign of up.

The upstream difference technique applied to Equation (A-8) yields

q up) + Ivpi + rp = (l upl + up) rj_l

2- (l upl up)rj+i vp1 vp) Fk-1

+
1

v I v )r + I [r . +r. +r +F ]
p p k+1 F 3-1 j+1 k-1 k+1

(A-15)

Solving for r yields

FP = fil upi + up)r + ( 'up! - up)ri+i + (Ivp1 + vp)rk_i

Ivp vp)rk+1) (rj+1+rj-l+rk+1+rk-1)

4 + F (lupl + Ivp1 )

(A-16)
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Upstream Differencing for Conservative Forms

Previous discussion of upstream differencing has dealt entirely

with convective differences in the "advective" form, ujar/9xj.

However, this form is a result of mathematical manipulation of

thecorrect"conservativeform
J

9xj The conservative form

is a direct result of a r balance in terms of infinitesimal quantities

and is the correct method for proper conservation of a transported

quantity in numerical analysis.

Consider the convective balance of r in r,z coordinates

(Figure A-3).

fr(in)dA

Al

L

fAr(;41)dA

A4

P

(r,z)

1

I I

Ar jr r(Iii)dA
r 7-

fr(n)dA

A
2

Ar
r+2---

z
Az
2

Figure A-3 Convective r Flux for an Infinitesimal
Axisymmetric Volume Element
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The steady flow convective balance equation for volume element

p is given by

fr(vn)dA = jr r(;)dA + Jr r(in)dA

A
T

Al A
2

(A-17)

+
J

r(in)dA + jr r (+/-.11)dA = 0.

A
3

A
4

In Equation (A-17) and Figure A-3, Al, A2, etc., are element

areas corresponding to side 1, 2, etc., and n is a unit normal vector,

with outward, the positive sense and inward, negative. Like direc-

tional sense is used for the boundary velocity vector v.

Now refer to the grid system shown in Figure A-4. This grid has

constant or and AJ4 and velocities u and v are specified at the cell

face, whereas r is cell centered at point p (also see Figure A-2).

In setting up the difference scheme based on Equation (A-17) we want

to:

1) convect into the cell, p, the value of r at the upstream

neighbor, and

2) convect out of cell p, the value of r at p.

Hence, the value of r to be used in Equation (A-17) is given by

rp, for Ivn1 = vn

r

value at upstream neighbor for it.1. (A-18)
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Figure A-4 Axisymmetric Finite-Difference Cell,
p, with the Four Immediate Neighbor

Cells
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Unlike typical difference schemes, Equation (A-17) provides

flexibility of convecting into or out of any cell face. For the ele-

ment, Equation (A-17) may be written as

Ar
-

(vn) + 277(r+Ar)Azr (vn)
--2-

Ar Ar
2

+ Trr Ar r(vn +71- or r(vn = 0

AZ
z-

2
z+

AZ

2

Dividing by volume (27TrArAz) yields

2
(r- r(vii)

rAr

(r+
Ar

r(v.n1
Ar or

I- 2
r+

rAr

r(v.n) r(v.n)
LIZ AZ

Z- --- Z+ -
2

0.
AZ AZ

(A-19)

In accordance with Equation (A-18) and Figure A-4, Equation (A-19) may

be expressed as

1 r7 j-1/2rp(luj-1/21 uj-1/2) -rj-1(luj-1/2I uj-1/2)}

r Ar

'j+1/2 r_2( j+1/2I+ u1+1j2) rj+1(luj+1/21 uj+1/2)

r Ar

71r.! (Ivk_1/21 vk-1,/2) rk-1 (Ivk-1/21 vk-1/2)

AZ



1

2 (Ivk+1/21 vk+1/2) Fk+1 (Ivk+1/21 vk+1/2)}

Az

414

11 1

r

(rur) a (yr)

p

(A-20)
Dr az

The above form is used throughout in this thesis for convective dif-

ferences. Vorticity transport has a slightly different form in the

convective terms,

aUw DVw

ar aZ

which amounts to deletion of I-H/2, rj41/2 and rp in the first two

terms of Equation (A-20).
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APPENDIX 8

FINITE-DIFFERENCES FOR IRREGULAR NODE SPACING

A.1 General

Consider the irregular grid shown in Figure B-1 below.

,

ah

1.4........AXi....1 04 Ax
1

AXiil ...........011

Figure B-1. Irregular Spaced Grid

1

The width of node i is designated AXi and the nodal points are all

cell centered. Finite-difference approximations for the first and

second derivatives at node i are developed as follows.

Let,

and

,
h = 2- kXi_i + Ay

1
ah = 2 (AX i + AX i+1

)

Then a Taylor series expansion of a function f about point i is

given by the equations:



and,

f. 4. of! a2 h2 a3h3
.,

a
4
h
4

IVf

1+1
.-2- f +

6 24
fi

.h
2

h
3

"' h
4

IV
f. = f. - hf..-.

- f. + f.1-111' + f16124-
1
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(B-1)

(B-2)

Now, divide Equation (B-1) by a and add the result to Equation (B-2)

to obtain the difference approximation for the second derivative of f:

a
2
f

2f
i+1

2f
i-1

2f.
2

22 2----- + (a -1) Oh + Oh. (B-3)
DX i h a(a+1) h (a+1) h

For a = 1, Equation (B-3) reduces to the familiar central difference

form:

a f

aX

f
i+1

+f
i-1

-2f
i

+ Oh
2

h
2

(B-4)

A finite difference approximation for the first derivative of f at

point i may be found by subtracting Equation (B-2) from (5-1), up to

and including terms involving f"'. Hence,

of

aX

f
ih(a+1) 1

(s -1) Oh + Oh
2

.

Again with a = 1 the familiar central difference form results:

of fi+l-fi-1 2

aX 2h
un

(B-5)

(B-6)
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afEquation (B-5) is a first order approximation of -T( . A second order

method may be developed by reducing the coefficients of fi" to 1 in

Equations (B-1) and (B-2). Equation (B-2) is then subtracted from

(B-1) to obtain:

aXli (s +1)01

rf.

L'1+1 P
t
1-1

] + [ ] f
i

+ 1302.
1

(B-7)

Equation (B-7) collapses to (B-6) for a = 1.

A.2 Computer Application

For computer application, irregular spaced first and second

derivatives difference forms are needed for both points (j,k) and (p,q)

in the vertical direction (Figure B-2).

AZ
k

X

X

AZ
k-1 X

j,k +l

p,q+1

j,k

p,q

j,k-1

p,q -1

Figure B-2. Grid Layout for Vertical Differences
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The following forms are used for differencing a general quantity, F(the

subscripts p and j have been suppressed).

Point (j,k)

First derivative of F:

AZk Fk4.1 AZolFk_i AZ -AZ
aF )F

TirlAZ (AZk+AZ10.1) AZk(AZk+AZ0.1) 'AZkilAZk
k k+1

k

Second derivative of F:

a
2
F

F
k+1

-F
k

F
k
-F

k-1

aZ
21 1 17 AZ01(AZk 1+AZk) AZk(°Zw+Lik)

Point (p,q)

First derivative of F:

(B-8)

(B-9)

aF
F
q+1 q-1

AZ
k-1

AZ
k+1

]F
aZ AZI4+1+ak

q

AZIl+AZk AZk+AZk....1 AZk+ALk+1 q

Second derivative of F:

2
F

F
q+1

-F
q q

Zf ak(AZ10.1+ak)
1

F-F
q-1

7 AZ.k(ak+ak_i)

(B-10)

(B-11)



APPENDIX C

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

The required partial differential equations are given in

Chapter 5 by Equations (5.10) through (5.14) and are restated here

for reference.

Stream Function:

2 2

as T 1 a 4' + a T _

R "
aR

2 R art
aZ

Vorticity:

1
aAl

aR aZ
(Use) (VQ) 2F

0
aR

1 a2Q 1 aQ Q 4. 1 a

2
Q

RE
r aR

2 R aR R RE '

z aZ

Buoyancy Parameter:

1 a

R aR
(RUA') + (VA1)

aZ

2

1
a

2
A1 1 aAl

1
a of

RE
r
PR

z aR
2 R aR REZPRZ

aZ
2 '

along with

and

H 1 alp
,

1 DT

V

419

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)
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These same expressions are given in transformed coordinates by

Equations (5.16) through (5.20), respectively. The transformation

to coordinates by setting

R = sinh (C-1)

has the desirable properties mentioned in Section 5.5. Details of

the transformation are given in the following discussion.

Consider a quantity F and first and second derivatives of this

quantity in R coordinates. The general transformation of these deriva-

tives to E coordinates is derived as follows:

Then

or

Now,

Hence,

dF dF dE
2T aTZ

d
2
F dG dG dE _ d r dF dE

dR dE dR dE L dE dRJ dR'
dR

d
2
F dE)

2
d2F dF, dE d (dE)( () ( ) (1

dF
2 dR dE dR dE dR

dE

d idE\ dH dH dR

d 'IdR/ dE dR dE

= dR d
2

d
dR2

d
2
F (0\

d

2
d
2
F d

2
E\ dF

dR
2

(dR) 2' dE
E

(C-2)

(C-3)



From Equation (C-1),

dC 1

"aff cosh E

and

Then,

and

d2 (24 a (24) tank C
--7 aR aC R-dR cosh ` C

dF

dR
sech E

dF

2
F 2

2
F

d

aF2- sech E (--2- tanh C )-
dE
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(C-4)

(C-5)

(C-6)

(C-7)

Substitution of Equations (C-1),(C-6) and (C-7) into Equations (5.10)

through (5.14) yields the transformed set (5.16) through (5.20).

One discomforting feature of non-linear transformations

is that small errors are introduced in calculating areas and dis-

tances in the transformed coordinates. For instance the distance AR

in real coordinates is given by

ARA = sinh +AE) - sinh (E) .

In the difference computation,

ARC = cosh (E + ) AE .

Taking the ratio of these two expressior > elds, after manipulation of

identities:
R
A Actual spacing 2

Sinh ( ).R Computed spacing AE, 2

(C-8)
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As Figure C-1 indicates, ,6, should be kept as small as possible.

c.)
cc ce< <

1.05

1.04

1.03

1.02

1.01

0

0 .2 .4 .6

AE

.8 1 . 0

Figure C-1. Ratio of Actual to Computed
Node Spacing



APPENDIX D

SOME RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TIME
DEPENDENT AND STEADY STATE NUMERICAL

METHODS IN HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW

The general transport equation for a conservative quantity,

T, is written in tensor form as:

aT
aU

j
T

_ a (a. 9T )
A 3X. 3X. 3xj

423

(D-1)

where the summation convention does not extend over the underscored

indices and source and sink terms are negligible. The symbols in

the above equations are:

t = time

. = jth spatial coordinatexj

U. = jth velocity component

a. = diffusion coefficient along the jth coordinate

For simplicity in this discussion, we will ignore the convective

terms, consider a as a constant, and write Equation (D-1) as

3T (D2T
at ax. ax.

J J

For steady flow,

a2
- 0

3XJ . 3XJ .

The usual technique for solving the above equation is either by

Gauss-Seidel or Gauss iteration, where the former is much faster

(D-2)

(D-3)
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than the latter and,consequently, the most popular technique. In

both cases successive over-relaxation (SOR, extrapolated Liebmann

method) is employed.

It is the task here to illustrate that certain methods for solving

Equations (D-2) and (D-3) above are identical up to the Liebmann

extrapolation factor, L, in the steady state technique and the time

scale factor, a, in certain time dependent methods.

D.1 Correspondence Between the Classical Explicit and Gauss Methods

The classical explicit and most common method for solving Equa-

tion (D-2) is given in difference form for an evenly spaced grid as

follows:

+1
4

,

T jk -T jk a t-rj-lk Tj+lk Tjk-1 Tjk+1 4 Tjkl, (D-4)

where a
aAt
--y .

AX

The superscript n denotes the nth time step. One may rearrange

Equation (D-4) to give

+0-4 a) T.Tn+1 = a)
n

(D-5)
jk a IT3-1k Tj+lk Tjk-1 Tjk+11 jk"

Equation (D-5) may be further simplified by letting

So that

1c.41-n Tn Tn in Tn

jk j-lk j+lk jk+1 jk-1

Tn+1 =4a T*.n + (1-4 a) Tn.
jk jk jk

. (D-6)
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An algorithm for Gauss iteration of Equation (D-3) may be written as

s+1 *s
T
jk

= L T
jk

+ (1-L) Ts.
jk,

where s denotes the sth iteration and L is again the Liebmann

extrapolation (or SOR) factor. We note that Equations (D-6) and

(D-7) are identical insofar as

L = 4a.

In Equation (D-7), L is greater than 1, but must be less than 2

to prevent solution divergence; that is, for over-relaxation

1 < L < 2.

Hence, as a maximum value

4 aAt ,, aA 1 in--- .<._ C, < lic.
A

2
AX

2-

which is exactly the explicit method stability criterion.

(0-7)

(D-8)

D.2 Correspondence Between ADEP Transient Methods and the Gauss-
Seidel Technique

Alternating direction explicit procedures (ADEP) are relative

newcomers to the field of applied numerical analysis. The prototype

ADEP was conceived by the Russian mathematician, Saul 'ev,in 1957.

Since then other methods have been presented such as those proposed

by Larkin [53] and Barakat [9]. These methods, which have been

demonstrated to have good accuracy and incredible stability, have

basic algorithms identical to the Gauss-Seidel method with SOR.
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A. Saul 'ev Method

The Saul 'ev method consists of alternate directional sweep-

ing of the grid system. A forward sweep is written as

Tn+1
n n+1

+ T. , - 2 T. - 2 T. 1.

jk Tjk a IT341 k TrjT-1 Tj+1 k jk+A JK JK

(D-9)

Note that there is equal weighting on the n and n+1 time levels.

Rearranging Equation (D-9) into the context of Gauss-Seidel iteration

with SOR yields

where,

Hence,

(1 + 2 a) = 4 a T*1 + (1-2 a) Tr!jk jk
"

jk

*n+1 -n+1 -n+1 -n
4 T = 1. + 1

j
+ 1 + Tr!

jk jj-lk k-1 +lk jk+1

T11jk .1-1 (4 a Tj*k +"1. (1=L11 Tr!
jk

.

TTLT,

Comparing Equation (D-10) to the Gauss-Seidel algorithm,

s *s+1
+ (1-L) T= LT.- s.Ti1

ik jk,

again shows equivalence insofar as

or

4a < 2,L=
1+2a

L 4 < 2.

a

(D-10)

(D-11)

(D-12)
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Now
4

Lim 4- 2;

2-17

hence, the upper limit of the Liebmann extrapolation constant is

satisfied from the standpoint of stability irregardless of the

size of the time step, At. Fora = .5,

T
n.+1

T
*n+1

jk jk

which is identical to the Gauss-- S edel method without SOR.

For the Saul 'ev method, the next time level c)Aputation involves a

similar backward sweep.

B. Larkin's ADEP

Larkin's ADEP is actually one of several methods discussed by

Larkin in the cited reference. The method here is very similar in

the mechanics to the prototype Saul 'ev ADEP, except that the for-

ward and backward sweeps are averaged to form a time level.

Larkin's methods yield the same relationship between L and a given

in Equation (D-12).

D.3 Further Comparisons Between Larkin's ADEP And The Gauss-Seidel
Iterative Technique

Consider the two-dimensional form of Equation (D -1),

aT aUT aVT
2
T + 2.1

at aX aY
9y

2

(D -13)

Based on upstream differencing of the convective terms, the forward

sweep ADEP finite-difference equation would be,



n+1 n
T
jk

- T
jk .1.

lU + U T311 Ii + U IlAt
(

jk) (- (j_lk j_ik)

}+ (11jj-lki Uj-111 Tirkl (lUjkl Ujk) Tjn+lk

{
+ 2Eir (1Vikl + Vjk) Ti - IV I V

K ii-jk-1. + -jk-11 In

+ (I Vik_i 1 - Vj k_i ) Tr:;1 - i 1Vjk I - Vj k 1 Trilk+i)

Trl+ 1- T!- I T311+ I- T3- T341jk +1k jk (1 k+1 k k

{
a

AX
2

AY2

428

(D-14)

Figure D-1 illustrates a finite-difference cell and the relative

locations of the quantities T, U, and V.

jk

Figure D-1. Finite-Difference Cell
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Note that in Equation (D-14) if velocity is negative Tij is evalu-

uated at n, whereas for positive velocity Tij is evaluated at n+1.

The backward sweep would use the opposite sense. Also, this

convention is not a necessity and other time level evaluation schemes

may be used as long as they are computationally explicit.

n+
Solving for T

jk

1

yields

{
+

A t

I u; k + Ujk + I k I _1 k

At Iv I .L + Iv I

( 1"jki "jk
IV

"jk-1) 1\4 Tjn+kl

111 I +
TEK, (

"j-lk) + Ilk

+{glUjkl - llikl + V Tn
'j+lk

+ fAt v I

j
+ v ) aAtTn+1

j k-1' k-1 W jk-1

{At v

+
1_\6 t

Tjk +l
+ 2--a- (HO Vjk) 2- 'jk+1

+{ 1 -a At [-LT + 1 Vi Tr?

AX AY Jk
(D-15)



For a short hand notation let:

Cjk
{El Ilijkl + Ujk + U

1-j-lk1
U
j-lk

}{

+ 21-y IVjkl + Vjk + Ilijk_11 - Vjk
-1

a -A +
f 1 1Djk }

.

Then,

{1 + (Cjk jk+ D ) At n+1

Tjk {. Ayr ( 1 u; ..1 k I + u; _1 k) +
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}

At Tr.I+1172- j -1 k

+ tzal (luiki _ ujk) + a At Tnj+lk

a A+ Tn+1
+ { 1 liv

2767
I + V

jk-1 ) T17 jk-1

}(
Ay- (IVjkl - Vjk) + --,-2- At Tn+

+ t'l - D
jk

At 1 Tjk
(D-16)



The Gauss-Seidel scheme yields

T*S+1 H 1 4. a } TS+1(Cjk 2Dik zx I

IK Uj-lk) TEA) Ij-lk

+ 247-( lUjkl - Ujk) + -612-
Tj+lk

+ 7Y- (IVjk-i I vjk-1) + -ZIT Tsj+k1-1{

+ IA2 1 1 vik 1 - vij + Tail2-
Tjk +l

{

Substituting Equation (D-17) into (D-16) yields,
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(D-17)

1 n+1 I +1
[1 + (C. + D. ) Atj T. = IC. + 2D. ) At T + (1 - D. At) T.Ijk jk jk jk jk jk jk

or in terms of iterations s,

(C. + 2D..)At
T*s+1

{

(14.kAt)
Ts _ Jk Jk Ts
!jk 1 + (C

jk
+D

j-k
)At Ijk + 1+(?. +D. )At 'jk

jk jk

Comparing to

Ts+1 L T*.s+1 Ts
jk 'jk jk

Yields

(C
jk

+ 2D
jk

)At

1+(C
jk

+D
jk

)At

(D-18)

(D-19)

(D-20)



Thus,

Lim Cjk + 2
Djk

C
jk

+ 2D
jk

At-4.- 1 . .

At

r

-jk Djk CJIc

+

193k

The condition

C. + 2D.
ijk jk <s

+ Cjk + Djk
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(D-21)

leads to some restrictions on the over-relaxation factor L.

For the case where convection effects are very small, characteristic of

a creeping flow,

2 Djk

< 6 (D-22)

At Djk

The question is what values of 6 are possible in Equation (D-22).

For At 4°°, 6 = 2 and for At 4'0,6 = 0.

4 0 < L < 2.

For very high Reynolds number flow, viscous effects become relatively

small and

C.

<6r
vjk

for At +00, 6 4- 1 and for

At = 0, 6 = 0; hence,

0 < L < 1
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This preceding analysis indicates that it is impossible to accelerate

the Gauss-Seidel technique for flows where viscous effects are

negligible. In the general case there will be regions in the flow

field where the local Reynolds number will be such that 0.Djk ,,

If the condition 0 < L < 1 is violated, then an instability will propa-

gategate from this local point.



APPENDIX E

LISTING F SYMJLT CONiPYTER CODE UNIVAc 11051 VERSION

C* FOLLOWING ARE THE PROGRAM PARAMETERS AND DIMENSIONS.
C

COMLST* FCOPY
PARAMETER LJ=42PLK=42
COMMON OMEG(LJPLK) PSI(LJ.L!),DFLT(LJtLIK),UX(LJ.LK)PUZ(LJ,LK).

GAM(LJeLK).SC(LJ,15).R(Lj),X(W).RC(LJ).TEMPER(LJoLK).
2 RSEA(LK) SZ(LK020).Z(LK).D7(LK),FR(LJPLK),FZ(LJ,LK),
3 DGRANLJ'LK)FUGRAD(LjoLK),PICH(LJPLK),RB(LK).
4 R05(LK).TEM(10)FXR(LJ)QC(LK)PISOLN(500),N3DPT(5),
5 DATE(2),TIM(2)01ABEL(12)PCONTPL(17)
COMMON NOY(LJ),NRITE(15),NOCE(15)000N(30),ISOPT(5)
COMMON OX.UX2PROFVO RER.REZ.FOrSIGTRPDELTJ.DSIGT,ZRPRP,

1 OPMAXPDOMAX0DUMAYtOZC,EZSIGTS,VMB,DMBtSIGT8PZRP,
G.GMB SALR.SALJ,DSALTPRMIN.EXR0EXS.EXT.BETA.AK1,
SIGTJTINT.START,RATIOPGAMENDPERATIOVMB1FPLX

COWON NJ.NJJ.NH.NLPNOUT,NPIPIN.OUT.IPMAxtKASErKT,INMODE.
ITMAX,ITO.NBeNTTY.NK.NKK,NCR,NPTINMAD.NX,DZT5.70,TR,
ITEMPPNEO,NEDDY,NOTEP,JPORT.KPORTPITN00.

REAL ISOLN
INTEGER CUT
LOGICAL CONTRL
ENU

APDIM* FCOPY
PARAMETER LJ=42PLK=42
END

C*
C *****************************************************************



C

C*
C*
C*
C*
cs
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*

C*
C*
C*

uNivAc linb VERSION
*************,5**************************************************
THIS VE 'SION ')F. THE SYMJET PRnGPAM HAS BEEN CHECKEDOUT FOR THE

FOLLOWP:G uPTIONS:

1) 'OUT, OPTION (OUTPUT ARRAYS)
PSIE,PPSIVo.DELT.OMEG..VELV,OELR..GAMArtTEMP.,
RFAC.PVFAC,PRICH.

2) PLOT. OPTION(CREATES PLOT ARRAYS FOR SUBSEQUENT
CONTOURING AND 75"'D PLOTS)

ALL OPTIONS WORK
3) TLRP. OPTION (CALCULATES UNORDERED CONTOUR VALUES)

ALL OPTIONS WORKED CORRECTLY ON PREVIOUS VERSION'
GUT HAVE NOT PEEN CHECKED FOR THIS VERSION.

4) CONT. OPTION (PROGRAM CONTROL)
bUOY.PTRANt.TEMPP.MONTP.TARE..SAVErrINVS.TURBto
CENOPtCENI,

INMr[)E L.- 4

L*
C**** NOTE ****
Cs
C* lhIS CODE VEPSIO HAS BEEN DEBUGGED FOR OPTION INMoOF = 4 ONLY
L* J-JILH TR[ATS SHALLOW WATER PLUME; WITH POWER LAW INFLOW VELOCITY
C* pROFILE. 7,(PE CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE ON THL LATERAL DIFFUSIVITY

C* MODEL SINCE RUNNING OF CASE 66. HENCE RESULTS WILL NOT CHECK
C* PRECISELY.
C*
C* SYSTEMS ROUTINES USED oY CODE.
C*
C* TOY (F)

C* POY (F)

C* ETIME (F) CJI



C*

C*
O*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
L*
C*
L*
C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

ETImiF(F),

wHEE F IS A REAL vARIApLF.
THEE ROUTINGS ABOVE MAY PE DUMMIED.

THE FoLLuwING suBRoUTINE MAY RE DummIFU IF OfA.Y
THE OPTIot4 IumODE = 4 IS USED.

GAUSS (LIST)
SimJET(LIsT)
FR (LIST)
FL (LIST)

******** PARTIAL LIST OF pRoGRAv VARIABLES ********

CELT(J.K)
GAM(JK)
OMEG(JK)
PSI(JK)
SC(JM)
SZ(LK)
DX (JK)
UZ (JK)
ER(JK)

FZ(JK)
R(J)
R (J)
RSEA(K)
x(J)

DELTJ
DMB

BUOYANCY PARAmETER
CONSERVATIVE LONsTITuENT CONCENRATION
vORTICITY
STREAM FUNCTION
RADIAL PROGRAMMING CONSTANTS
VERTICAL PROGRAMMING CONSTANTS
DIMENSIONLESS VELOCITY AT POINT (xz) X-COMPoNENT
DIMENSIONLESS VELOCITY AT POINT (xZ) Z-COMPONENT
RADIAL EDDY MULTIPLICATION FACTORS-

WHEN NEDUY=0 FR(K)=1.178
WHEN NEDDY=1 FP(K)=R.5*VMAXPWITH R.5 SPECIFIED
wREN NEDDY=2 FR(K)=R.5*VMAYWITH R.5 CALC DURING

EXECUTION OF PROGRAM
VERTICAL EDDY MULTIPLICATION FACTORS
RADIAL DISTANCE TO OUTER CELL SIDE JO(
RADIAL DISTANCE TO CENTER CELL Jk
DENSITY STRATIFICATION OF AMBIFNT(SIGMA UNITS)
TRANSFORMED RADIAL DIMENSION TO NODAL POINT

DENSITY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PLUME AT PORT AND REF.AMBIENT
CENTERLINE VALUE O CELTA AT Z=Z3



C VERTICAL DENSITY CHANGE OVER DZ IF CONSTANT(SIGMA UNITS
C

DSIGT
DZ VERTICAL NODE THICKNESS IF CoNSTANT.DEETAZ/DIA

C DX WIDTH OF NODE. x-DIRpCTIoN
C DX2 DX*DX
C DZ IDTH OF NODE, Z-DiRpCTInN
C DZ2 DZ *UZ
C DIAC DIAMETER OF OUTFALL PORT
C EZ VERTICAL EDDY TRANSPORT COEFFI IENT
C FO DENSIMETFIC FROUDE NUMBER AT OUTFALL PORT
C G LINEAR STRATIFICATION PARAmETER+ SIMILARITY SOLUTION
C GMB CENTERLINE GAmmA (GA!om/GAM0) AT 7 = ZB
C R.5 RADIAL DISTANCE TO HALF VELOCITY (MIXING LENGTH APpROX)
C REk RADIAL REFERENCE TuRPULLNT REYNOLDS NUMBER
C REZ VERTICAL PEFEkENCE TURBULENT REYNOLDS NUMBER
C RRP RADIAL REFERENCE PRANDTL NUM!3ER
C RO RADIUS OF OUTFALL POpT
C SALINITY OF PLUME AT OUTFALL PORT
C

SALj
SALR SALINITY OF REFERENCE AMBIENT (ASSUMED CONTSTANT WITH Z

C DSALT SALR-SALJ
C SIGTJ DENSITY OF PLUME AT OUTFALL(SIGMA _'NITS)
C SIGTR DENSITY OF REFERENCE AMBTENT(SIGmA UNITS)
C SIGTB DE0S OF REF. AmpIENT AT Z = ZR (SIGMA UNITS)
C TLAHEL(J)ALPHANUMERIC CASE HEADER ARRAY
C TLIST(J) ALPHANUMERIC DATA INPUT FOP CERTAIN CONTROLS AS FOLLOWS:
C TLIST = AOUT. SET UP ARRAY WRITER WITH OLIST(I)
C OPTInNS.
C TLIST = TENP. INTEFPOLATE ARRAYS GIVEN BY ELIST(I)
C FIND, ISOLINES OF VALUE ISOLN(K.N) FOR
C ARRAY MATCHING ELIST(I). BUT DOES NOT
C ORDER CONTOUR POINT(MUST BE HAND PLOT)
C TLIST = PLOT. wRITE TO LUN 8 (MPG TAPE) ARRAYS MATCH-
L ING ELIST(I). THIS DATA TO RE SAVED
C FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE PLOTTING USING
C SPECIAL CONTOUR AND 3-0 PLOTTING ROUT-
C INES.



C TL1ST = CONT, SET 1.)P PPOGRAM LOGICAL CONTROL FROM

C DIRECT(I) DATA.
C

VO CENTERLINE VELOCITY THERmAL PLUME AT SYSTEM IN-BOUNDARY
C VMU CFj:TERLINE VELOCITY (VM/v0) AT Z=ZP
C ZH ELEVATION TO GRID POTTOM PHYSICAL !3OUNDARY,Z /DIA
C ZRP VERTICAL REFERENCE PnANDTL NUMPER
C

C IPMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR PSI ITERATION
C INMODE INFLOW BOUNDARY INPUT DATA MoDF +
C INMODE=0 ' INPUT FROM DATA
C INrODE=1 GAUSSIAN-FLOw ESTA9LIsHMENT ZONE
C INmODE=2 r GAuSSIAN-EcTABLISHrENT
C INmOUE=3 P INPUT CALCULATED FROM SIMILARITY SOLUTION
C INMODE=4 INFLOW DATA AT PORT ORIFICE
C ITNAX TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
C ITapE SIGNAL FOR CONTINUED ITEPATIN OF OLD CASE+
C ITAPE=0 r NEW CASE
C ITARE=1 ' CONTINUE ITERATIONS OF OLD CASE

SIGNAL FOR DENSITY OR TEjsPERATkIRE INPUT
C 'TEMP = U' SIGMA-T INPUT
C ITEMP = IP TLMPFRATURE INPUT
C KASE CASE NUMBER
C KT SIGNAL FOR TRANSFORM OF LINEAR RADIAL COORDINATES+
C KT = UP LINEAR RADIAL cOOWDINATES
C KT = 1. TRANSFORMED ACCORDING TO R=SANH(X)

C NEULY SIGNAL FOR TYPE OF RADIAL EDDY TRANSPORT COEFF CALCULAT

C NEDDY=0 ER = CONSTANT
C NEDDY171 ' ER = EO*R.5*VMAxPPRIOR SPECIFICATION OF R.

C NEDDY=2 r ER = FO*R.5*VMAXRUNNING CALCULATION OF R.

C NE0 NcNBER OF ITERATIONS PERFORMED AT ER=EO*1.178 BEFORE

C RUNNING MIXING LENGTH CALCULATIONS
C USED WHEN NEDDY = 2
C NCR RArIAL CONVLRGEN E RANGE
C NJ rtpbER oF NODES, RADIAL DIRECTION oWo



C NJJ NJ-1
C NK nUmdER OF NUDES. VERTICAL DIRECTIoN
C NKK NK-1
C NL NJ+1
C NH
C NOX(J) NumbEPING FOR OUTPUT HEADING. SET IN MAIN PROGRAM
C NOUT NumbER OF ITERATIONS FOR LINE PRINTER OUTPUT
C NMAD SIGNAL TO CALL RICHARD ON MODIFIER ROUTINE
C NMAD = 0. DONOT CALL

NMAD = 1-6 SEE SUPROUTIME RCHA0D
C NTTY NUmbER OF ITERATIONS FOR CALCULATION MONITORING OUTPUT

C NRT =1 CALL PLA9AK
C NPI SUN ER OF ITERATIONS ON STREAM FUNCTION IN MAIN COMP
C NRITE(J) SIGNAL TO CALL OuTRU- OF SPECIFIC DATA
C NX mAxImum VALUE OF INDEX J FOR PLOTTING
C OLIST(J) CHARACTO DATA INPUT SIGNAL OUTPUT ARRAYS DESIRED
C OPLIST(J) MATCHES IM9EDDFD DATA DLIST(J)
C TO SET VALUE OF NRITF(J)
C OLIST(1) = PSIP. JUTE POTENTIAL FLOW STREAM FUNCT
C OLIST(2) = PSIV. :RITE VISCOUS FLOW STREM FUNCT,

C oLIST(3) = DELT. rJRITE DENSITY DISPARITY
C OLIST(4) = OMEG. VORTICITY
C OLIST(5) = VELV. RITE VERTICAL VELOCITY
C OLIST(6) = VELR. RITE RADIAL VELOCITY
C OLIST(7) = GA'A. 'RITE GAMMA CONSTITUENT
C oLIST(8) = TEMP. v!PITE TEMPERATURES
C UL.IST(9) = NOEL. ')RITE NORMALIZED DENS. DISP.
C uLIST(10)= VEL. ',:'RITE NORMALIZED VERT. VELOCITY
C OLIST(11)= NTEM. :JRITF NORMALIZED TEMPERATURE
C ULIST(12)= RFAC :!RITE RADIAL EDDY FACTORS
C OLIST(13)= vFAC. 'IRITf7 VERTICAL EDDY FACTORS
C OLIST(14)= RICH. 'fiRITF RICHARDSON NUMBERS
C OLIST(15)= BLANK .A..T PRESENT

C DIRECT(I) L2GICAL CHARACTER DATA FOR PROGRAM CONTROL
C REAL) IN UNDER TLIST OPTIC:N CONT.. Lc)



C
C OPECT(1) = BJOYP: BtOYANCY COMPLEP FLOW.
C C^NTRL(1) = .TRUE.
C BLANK MOMENTUM FLOW ONLY. NO BUOYANCY
C CoNTRL(1) = .FALSE.
C DIRECT(2) = UNCP: NO BUOYANT INTERACTION, BUT BOTH
C TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY OR
C CONCENTRATION ARE COMPUTED.
C CoNTHL(2) = .TRUE.

LIPECT(3) = GRAr: AMBIENT STRATIFICATION
C CoNTRL(3) = .TRUE.
C BLANK IF HOmOGENEouS AMBIENT
C CoNTRL(3) = .FALSE.
C DIRECT (4) = IRAN': TRANSFORM bADIAL COORDINATE
C ACCORDING TO R = SINH(XI)
C CONTRL(4) = .TRUE.

BLANK FOR LINEAR RADIAL COORDINATES.
coNTRL(4) = .FALSE.

OIPECT(5) = TEMP.: FLUID STATE INPUT DATA TO BE
C GIVEN IN TERMS OF TEMPERATURE
C (DEG. C OR F) AND SALINITY (PPT)
C IF TEmP, OPTION USED WITH INPUT

PEGRFES C. THEN CENI, OPTION
MST ALSO tF USED.

C CONTRL(5) .TRUE.
C BLANK FLUID STATE GIVEN IN TERMS OF
C SIGMA -T ANu SALINITY.
C CONTRL(5) = FALSE.
C "IrEcT(6) = MONT,: MONITOR TNE0PMATION TO BE PRINTED
C AT EACH ITERATION.

CONTRL(6) = .TRuE.
C BLANK DO NOT MONITOR.
C UIRECT(7) = NPCH.: PUNCH RESTART DATA TO CARDS
C CONTRL(7) .TRUE.
C BLANK DO NOT PUS CH



DIRECT(8) = TARE': INITIALIZE ARRAYS FROM RESTART
C DATA FILL op TAPE. MUST EQUIP OR

ASSIGN LuN 7.
C coNTRL(s) .TRUE.

C BLANK uO NOT READ RESTART DATA FILE
C DIRECT(9) = SAVE': SAVE ARRAYS FOR RESTART FILE' OR
C PLOT FILE. MUST EQUIP OR ASSIGN

CoNTRI (9) 7. .TRUE.

C BLANK DO NOT SAVE
C 6IREcT(1u)= INVS': PERFOPM INOSCID FLOW COMPUTATIO
C FOR CASE INITIALIZATION
C CoNTRL(10= .TRUE.
C BLANK NO INvISCID COMPUTATION
C DIRECT(11)= TURRt: COMPUTE AvbIENT TURBULENCE AND/0
C CONSIDER nERIVATIvES OF THE EDDY
C TRANSPORT TERMS.

C0NTRL(11):: .TRUE.
DIRFLT(12)= CENT': TEMPERATURE INPUT DATA SPECIFIED

C IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE.
C CrNTRL(12):: 'TRUE.
C BLANK TEMPERATURE INPUT DATA SPECIFIED
C IN [`EGRESS FAHRENHEIT.
C DIRECT(1:0= CENo: TEMPERATURE OUTPUT RESULTS
C SPECIFIED IN DLi-ZEES CENTIGRADE
C CoNTRL(13):: .TRUE
C BLANK TEMPERATURE OUTPUT RESULTS
C SPECIFIED IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT,
C

UNUSED CONTRL OPTIONS : CL14,tcL15tfcL16.,cL17te
C

C
C IN CiRD READER LOGICAL UNIT
C OUT LINE PRINTER LOGICAL UNIT
C



DIMENSIN OLIsT(15) OLIST(15)PLIST().EL1CT(5)PLIST(5)
DImENSIeN OPTION(4),DATA(15)CLIST(17)DTRCT(17)
INCLUDE COMLSTLIST
DATA(DLIST(I),1=1,15)/bHPSIr 5HPSIV5HDELTF5HOMEG.5HVELVrt

1 5HVLLP.p5HGAYA.r5HTEITtrW,LEL.,5WIVEL..
1 51-INTEM.,5HPFAC.P5HVFACtf5HPICHP.5H
LATA(ELIST(I),I=1.5)/5HPSIVr.5HDELTF.5HGAMAy.5HTEMP..5HOMEG./
DATA(OPTION(I),I=1.4)/5HAOUT..5HPLOT.5HTER9.,5HCONT/
DATA(DIRECT(I),I=1.17)/5HBUOY..5HUNCP.o5HGRAb..5HTRAN0.5HTEMPr.

1 !iiiMONT..5HNPCtift5HTAPErt5HSAVE..5HINVS.F5HTURpte
2 5HCENI 5HCENO 5HCL14,.5HCL15.5HCL16t9HCL17,/
CALL ETIME
CALL TOD(T1M)
CALL DOY(DATE)
OUT = 6
IN = 5
GAMEND = .9
EXT = 1.6
KPLOT = 0
DO 4 T = 1.11

4 CONTRL(I)= .FALSE.
5 READ(IN.1002) TLABLL
READ(IN.1000) KASE.NjrNK,INMODENPIIPMAXNCRNX
IF(, PI.FG.U) Hp' = 1
IF(IPMAx.E0.C) IPMAX = too
IF(NCR.EQ.U) NCR = NJ -1
IP(NX.E0.0) NX = NJ-1
IF(KASE.E0.0) STOP
V4RITE(OUT1004) TLADELDATE.TIM
READ(INP1000) NOUTITYITMAX.NEDDYNED

o READ(IN.10U1) TLISTOATA
IF(TLIST.EO.OPTION(1)) GU TO 7
IF(TLIST.FU.OPTION(2)) GU TO 9
IF(TLISTEO.OPTION(3)) GO TO 11
IF(TLIST.EU.OPTION(4)) GO TO 13



GO TO 15
7 DO 8 I = 1.15
6 OLIST(I) = DATA(I)

GO TO b
9 DO 10 I = 1,5

10 RLIST(I) = CATA(I)
KPLOT
GO TO 6

11 DO 12 I = 1,5
12 PL1ST(1) = DATA(T)

GO TO 6
13 DO 14 I = 1.17
14 CLIST(1) = DATA(I)

GO TO 6
15 NJJ = NJ-1

NKK = NK-1
NH = NK+1
NL = NJ +1.

JPORT =

KPOpT = 1
NB = 1
ITERS = IPMAX
ITN00 = 0
ITNO = 0
DO 18 = 1_,NL

18 NOX(M) = M
00 20 j = 1NJ
DO 20 v = 1, HK
PSI(J'K) = 1.
DELT(J.K)= 0,
OWEG(J,K)= G.
FZ(jPK) = 1.
FR(J'K) = 1.178
UX(jK) = 0.
UZ(j,K) = 0.



RICH(J.0.7 0.
uGRAD(J,K)= O.
D0r-00(JK).-: 0.

20 CONTINUA"
DO 30 = 1.3
K = (N-1)*10
moN(K+1) = 2
MON(K+2) = NK /3
MONtK+3) = 2

mON(K+4) = 2*moN(K+2)
MON(K+5) = 2
MON(K+6) = rk
NoN(K+7) .7 kJ/2
mON(K+8) = hK
moN(K+9) =
MON(K+10)= NK

30 CONTINUO
00 100 * = 1.15
DO 100 J = 1.15

IF(DLIST(I).E0.0LIST(J)) NRITE(J) = I

100 CONTINUE
DO 105 I = 1.5
DO 105 J = 1.5
IF(ELIsT(7).EO.RLIST(J)) N3DPT(J) = I

IF(ELIST(I).Eo.PLIST(J)) ISOPT(J) = I

105 CONTINUE
UO 107 I = 1.17
DO 107 J = 1.17
IF(DIREcT(i).Eur0LIST(J)) CONTRL(I) = 'TRUE.

107 CONTINUE
IF(KPL0T.F.O.1.ANc.NOTCoNIRL(9)) w) TO 160
KT = 0
ITEHP = 0
IF(CONT2L(4)) KT = 1
IF(CONTPL(5)) ITEMP = 1 -pr



CALL. INPUT
CALL READY
CALL PLABAK
CALL ETTMEF (START)
wRITE(0uT100) START
IE(cONTpL(10)) CALL STREAM(TTFRs0)
EXT = EXS
CALL SSCOMP
DO 110 I = 1.5
IF(ISOPT(I).HF.0) Go TO 120

110 CONTINUE
GO TO 150

120 CALL INTERP
150 CONTINUE

GO TO 5
160 ;NRITE(OHT1005)

STup
1000 FOWIAT(141.5)
1001 FORivIAT(!bA5)
1002 F0w4AT()2A6)
1003 FORmAT(////

1 35H $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
2/2bH PROGRAM SET UP TIME = F5.2. 5H SFC /
3/35H $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ s $ $ s ////)

1004 FORmAT(///12A65X4A6)
1005 FOR1AT(//0 YOU CAN NOT SAvE A PLOT FILE ITHOUT ASSI(NING A SA

*VE FILE TO LUN BP/W LITHEP DELETE PLOT FILE CALL OR EQUIP LUN

*8(o1 /(;) PUI ABORTED TRY AGAIW)
END

SUBROUTINE INPUT
DIMENSIoN PATA(10)
INCLUDE CW1LSTPLIST



IF(.NOT.CCNTRL(8)) GO TO 10
REAL;(7) ITNO,OmEG.DELT,UxpuzrST,GWv.
ITN 00 = ITNO
REWIND 7
NB = 0

10 READ (IN,1000) DATA,JT,KI,N1
NI = r1 + 1

GO TO (100.20.30,4060.60.60.60,70,70.7n,P0),N1
20 DIA = PATA(1)

DX = PATA(2)
DZC = DATA(3)
ZE3 = DATA(4)
VO = ()ATA(5)
JPOPT = DATA(6)+001
KPOPT = DATA(7)+01
IF(DATA(8).CG.U.) 0'41 = 1.
IF(DATA(9).EC.0.) DMH = 1.
IF(DATA(10).EQ.0.) GVB = 1.
RO = .5*DIA
IF(DZC.EQ.u) GO TO 10
DO 25 K = lNH

25 DZ(K) = OZC*2.
GO TO 1M

30 TBUT = DATA(3)
TO = DATA(1)
TR = UATA(3)
IF(CONTRL(12)) GO TO 32
IF(ITEMP.E0.0) GO TO 32
DATA(1) = 5./9.*(DATA(1)-32.)
DATA(2) = 5./9.*(DATA(2)-62.)
DATA(3) = 5./9.*(DATA(3)-32.)

32 CONTINUE
DATA(1) = S1GMATWATA(6)pDATA(1)1TEmR)
DA1A(2) = SIGMAT(UATA(5) PDATA(2)ITEMp)
DATA(3) = SIGMAT(DATA(5) DATA(3),ITEMP)



SIGTJ = DATA(1)
SIGTR = CATA(2)
SIGTB = rATA(3)
3S1GT = DATA()
SALT: = DATA(5)
SALJ = PATA(6)
LXS = nATA(7)
EXR = DATABI
IF(EXS.ru.u.) ExS = .999
IF(EXR.EQ.0.) OR = .999
DSALT = SALk-SALJ
1,ELTJ = SIGTR-SIGTJ
RSEA(1) =
IF(cONTRL(5)) GO TO 10
TO = TEk1R(SAEJISIGTJ)
TR = TEmP(sALRFSIGTR)
TO = 1.*TU+32.
TR = 1.8*Tk+32.
GO TO 10
NmAn = DATA(1) +.01
BETA = DATA(2)
FLX = DATA(3)
RRP = DATA(4)
ZRP = nATA(5)
EZ = DATA(6)
ERATIO = DATA(7)
IF(PLX.EQ.U.) pLX = 10.
IF(ERATIO.E().0.) ERATIO = .01
IE((. :Z.E.c.0.) EZ = .1
IF(PRP.'Q.U.) RRP = 1.1.714
IF(7RP.EQ.o.) 4Rp = 1./.714

45 CONTINUE
GO TO 1

60 DO 65 = JItKI 4=b
41bKAT = N-J1+1



IF(NI.E0.5) UZ (Nl ) = DATA(KAT)
IF(NI.E().6) DELT(N.1 ) = PATA(KAT)
1F(NI.E.7) RSLA(N) = DATA(KAT)
IP(NI.L(!.11) = DATA(KAT)*2.

65 CONTINUE
IF(hI.E.5) PEE = KI
GO TO 10

70 JI = (I)!..-9)*10+1

KI = JI+9
DO 75 =

KIST = N-"JI+1
MON(N) = DATA(KAT)+.0001

75 CONTINUE
GO TO 10

8U NN = JI-1
DO 85 = 1.10
NA = NN+N
isoLN(Kitro= DATA(N)

85 CONTINUE
GO TO 10

1000 FoRKAT(10E5en315)
100 RETURN

ENO

SU6ROUTTNE RFADY
INCLUDE CO "LST.LIST
NOTEMP = t
IF(KPORT.EU.0) KPORT= 1
IF(INM07)E.10.4.ANO.CONTRL(4)) DX = .88137359/(jPORT') )
RER = 39.
FEZ = RO*VO/EZ
Z(1) = ZB
ZC(1) = Z(1).25*OZ(1)



ZPORT = O.
DO 5 K = 2,NH
IE(KLE.KPoPT) ZPORT = ZpORT+.5*DZ(K)
Z(K) = Z(K-1)+0Z(K)*.5
ZC(K) = Z(10-.254Tz(K)
RB(K) = 1.5+ZC(K)-ZPOriT

5 CONTINUE
DZTOT = 7(NK)-ZB
IE(1NmODE.E0.4) DZTOT = C((JK)-ZrORT
OZT5 = DZTOT *.5
IF(DSIGT.Eu.0) GO TO 15
RSEA(1) = SIGTR
1)0 10 K = 2,NH
RSEA(K) = R5E/MK 1)+DSIuT*DZ(K1/(Z(NK)-ZR)*.5

10 CONTINUE
15 LO 20 K = 1.NH

IF(.NOT.CONTPL(12).AND.ITEMp.('E.0) PSEA(K) = 5./9.*(RSEA(K)-32)
IF(.NOT.CONTRL(3)) RSEA(K) = sIr.;TR
IF(CONTRL(j)) RSEA(K) = bIGMAT(sALR.RSEA(K)ITEMP)
RSEA(K) = RSEA(K)+1000.

20 CONTINUE
D)( = DY*DX
FO = Vo*v0/(DELTJ/(SIGTd+1000.)*2.*R0 *32.2)
IF(pELTj.F.O.0.) FO =O.
DO 50 K = 2,NH
DELT(NLK)= (SIGTR+1000.-(RsEA(()+RSEA(K-1))*.5)/nELTJ
GAM(NL.K)= O.
IE(.NOT.CONTRL(11)) GO TO 50
Z1 = (Z(NK)-(K)+.25*DZ(Ki)*2.
EDI = (RsEA(K)-RSEA(K-1))/:RSEA(1)*R0 *Dz(K)*3048)
IF(ED1.E0.0.) 01=-1,E-4
IF(.NOT.CONTRL(3)) ED1 = -1,E-4
ED = -1.L-7/EDI
FZ(1,K) = EU/EZ
FZ(NLK) = FZ(I.K)



AK1 = .54,LJZTOT*sokT(.689)/(Z(NO-Zp)
DO 40 j = 2,mj
FZ(J,K) = Exp(-(AK1*z1)**2)+FZ(1,K)

40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

IF(KPoRT.LE.1.0R.CoNTRL(11)) Go TO 60
DO 55 J = 1.NL
DO 55 K = iFfAH
FZ(J0K) = .0001

55 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE

C
C
C

= Aas((SIGTA-SIGTR)/7R)/DELTJ
IF(Z.B.En..0) G = 0.
UZ(NH) = UZ(NK)

SET-UP FOR Z-D1RECTIoN CoNSTANTc

DO 70 K = 2.NK
SZ(Ksl) = 2./REZ*(1./(UZ(K+1)4DZ(K))+1./(DZ(K-1)+1"q(K)))/OZ(K)
SZ(K'2) = 2./REZ*(1./(U(K)+DZ(K-1))/DZ(K))
SZ(K'3) = 2./kEZ*(1./(DL(K+1)417Z(K))/OZ(K))
SZ(K04) = 1./(2.*UZ(10)
SZ(K'5) = SZ(K,1)*ZRP
SZ(1,6) = SZ(K,2)*ZRP
SZ(K) = W(K3)*ZRP
SZ(K'8) = 2./(0Z(K)*D7(K+1))
SZ(19) = ./(DZ(K)*(DL(K)+DZ(K41)))
SZ(K,10) = 2./(02(01)*(0Z(K)+W(K+1)))
SZ(K11) = SZ(08)/4.
SZ(K°12) = DZ(K)/(DZAK)+0Z(K+1))
SZ(K13) = SZ(KO4) /F0
SZ(f014) = 1. /(DZ(K) +DL(K-1))
SZ(Kt15) = 1./(oZ(K)+DL(K+1))
SZ(K16) = DZ(K-1)*Sz(Ke14)-Dz(v+1)*S7(K15)

70 CONTINUE



C
C SET-UP FOR R-nIRECTION CoNSTANTc
C

R(1) = 0.
XX = 0.
X(1) = - .5 *[)X

xR(1) = n.
u0 80 J= 2tNL
X(J) = X(j-1)+OX
IF(JE(.2) X(1) = 0.
XX = XX +UX
XR(j) = XX
RC(j) = SANA(X(J).KT)
k(j) = SANH(XX,KT)
CONC = .5*DX*(ii(j)*KT/CASH(XX,KT)+CASP(XX.0)/))
SCI = 1./((CASh(x(J),KT)*Dy)**p)/RER
SC2 = .5*Dx/(CAsH(X(J),KT)kRC(J))
sC(JP1) = Sci*(2.+DX2*(CASH(X( j).KT)/RC(J))**2)
SC(J,2) = sci*(1.-SC2)
SC(J3) = SCI*(1.+SC2)
SC(JP4) = j./(CASH(X(J)$KT)*2.*DX)
SC(JP6) = P.*RRP*SCT
sC(JP5) = sc(,p4)/(2.*R0)
SC(JP7) = SC(J,4) *R(J-1)/pC(J)
SC(JP8) = st(J,4) *R(J ) /RC(J)
SC(JP9) = RRP*SC(J2)
SC(Jt10) = PRP *SC(J'3)
SC(J11) = 2./((CASH(xXPKT)*DX)**2)
SC(J'12) = SC(J,11)*(1.+CONC)*.5
SC(J13) = sc(J,11)*(1-CONO*F
SC(JP14) = 1./(PC(J)*cASH(X(J),KT)*nX)
IF(CONTpL(2)) SC(J,5) = u.
IF(.NOT.CONTRL(1)) SC(oP5)= 0.

80 CONTINUE
RC(1) = -RC(2)



DO 90 3 = 1.mL
DO 90 v = 1, NH
IE(FB(K).LT.Rc(j).0R.K.LT.KropT) FR(JK) = EkATIO

9U CONTINUE
1E(INmOrE.NE.0) GO TO 15u
DO 100 J = 2,NJ
PSI(J1) = PSI(J-1.1) + uZ(J1)*RC(j)*CASH(x(J)KT)*DX

100 CONTINUE
150 IF(INM0DE.Ln.3) CALL sIMJET (rCn.ZB.D7(1).G.F0.VmR.Offilpi.:mB,DMLI)

IE(INMODE.Lo.1) CALL GAUSS(1)
IF(INMonE.Eo.2.oR.INy!oDE.E0.3) CALL GAUSS(2)
uz(11) = uz(21)
IE(INMOnE.NE.4) GO TO 20u
DO 160 J = 1JFORT
DELT(J.KPokT)= 1.0
GAM(J,KpOPT) = 1.0
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 160
UZ(JKPoRT) = (pLX+1)*(2*PLY+1)/(2*PLx*PLx)*(1.-Rc(J))**(1./PLX)
PSI(J.KpORT) = PsI(J-1 KPORT)+PC(J)*CASH(X(J)KT)*nX*u2(JKPORT)

160 CONTINUE
pS0 = PSI(JP0RT,KPORT)
UZ(1PKW*T) = uz(2WORT)
bo 170 K = 1.KPORT

170 pSI(JPorT.10= PSIB
Do 180 j = JRrIRTPNJ
psl(ui) = PSIL3

180 CONTINUE
NB = JPORT

200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

subROUTINF PLABAK



INCLUDE COMLST,LTST
DATA/DF/1HF/CF/111C/
TU = PF
IF(CONTPL(12)) TU = CF
LFR = 1./RRP
EPZ = 1./0P
WRITE(UDT.1001) KASE
iOUTE(OHT,100?) NJ,NK.DX,R0rVOFFOPTUPTU,TUPTR,SALJPSALR0SIGTJ,

SIGTRoNEFOREZ,FUOUZ(2,KPORT)
vtiRITE(Ot.Tr1t NMAD,KPORTrjPORT,NEDDYPEXS,ETA,AK1

5 ARITE(OUT.1010) DATErTIM.(NOX(K),K=10R)
DO 140 j = ltrIJ
AR1TE(OOT,1012) J,X(J)RC(J),R(j),(SC(J,L),L=1,8)

140 CONTINUE
WR1TE(OUTP1010) DATErTIM,(NOX(K)tk=9115)
DO 145 J = 1.NJ
WRITE(OUT.1012) J,X(J)ROJ),P(j),(SC(J,L),L=9,15)

145 CONTINUF.
WRITE(OUTP1013)

. WRITE(0T.1014) r.72ATEFTIMo(NOX(K),K=ite)
DO 150 v = 1Prh

150 WRITE(OOT1012) KoDZ(K)lC(K),Z(K),(SZ(KL),L=1P8)
WRITE(OUT,1014) DATEvTIM,(NOX(K),K=9,16)
DO 155 K = 14NH
WRITE(OUTt1012) KFUZ(K)ra(K),Z(K).(57(KL),L=9P16)

155 CONTINUE
WRITE(ODTr1016) DATE,TIMe(NOX(K),K= 17,20)
DO 165 K = 1,NH
WRITE(OUTP1006) KFU7(K),ZC(K)pZ(K),(S7(KPL),L=17.20),DELT(NL,K).

1 RSEA(K)
165 CONTINUE"

WHITE(OUT1003) Zi3rFO,GPVMb.GmB,DME3
WRITE(01J,1004)

190 DO 200 j = 1,NJ
L = KPORT



1

WRITE(0HT.1005) PSI(J.L),u(J.L).UX(J,L)OLLT(JPL)FGAM(J,L)
200 CONTINUE

1001 FORrAT(/// 40H PARAMETERS FOR THERMAL PLUME CASE 13)
1002 FORmAT(///

1/55H NUMBER OF FADIAL NODES (X.-DIRECTION) 17
3/55H NUMBER OF VERTICAL NODES (7-DIRECTION) 17
4/55H RADIAL NODE THICKNESS (X-DIRECTION)F DX F13.5
6/55H PLUME OUTFALL PORT RADIUS (X-CoORD), RO F13.5
7/55H PLUME OUTFALL PORT VEL0CITYFFT/SFC), F13.5
e/55H DENSIMETR1C FROUDE NO. AT OUTFALL PORT(V0**2) - F13.5
A/5)WTEmpEPATURE OF REFERENCE AmPIENT(DEG. wAl. 0) PF13.5
9/sxrjEmPERATURE OF EFFLUENT,(DEo. WAIF n) QF13.5
6/55H
C/55H
u/55H
E /55H

SALINITY OF EFFLUENT, PARTS /THOUSAND F13.5
SALINITY OF RLFERENCE AMBIENT, PARTS /THOUSAND - - F13.5
SIGMA -T OF EFFLUENT F13.5
SIGMA-T OF REFERENCE AMBIENT - F13.5

F /55H RADIAL REFERENCE REYNOLDS NUMBER F13.5
(4/55H VERTICAL REFERENCE REY!,!OLDS NUmBER F13.5
H/55H INFLow POWER -LAw VELOCITY PROFILE ExPONENT - - - - F13.5
I/55H CENTERLINE VELOCITY AT OUTFALL PORT, V/VO - - - F13.5)

1007 FORMAT(
1 55H TYPE OF RICHARDSON NuMER ODIFICATION(0 = NONE) - 17
2/55H GRID POINT AT INFLOW BOUNDARY. KPORT 17
3/55H GRID POINT AT INFLOW BOUNDARY. JPORT 17
4/55H TYPE OF EDDY DIFFUSIVITY COMPUTATI0i, I7
5/55H OUTER LOOP ACCELERATTO!.1 FACTOR F13.5
6/55H VALUE OF CONSTANT. BETA F13.5
7/55H VALUE OF CONSTANT, AK1 F13.5
8///)

1003 FORrAT(1H1 //w INFLOW BOUND.1)RY CENTERLINE VALUES 1/
*/53H ELEVATION OF GRID AOVNrARY(PORT oIAS) P7B = F9.3
1/53H nENSImETRIC FROUDE NUMBER AT OUTFALL PORT.FO = F9.3
2/53H STRATIFICATION PARAMETER PG = F11.5
3/53H CENTERLINE VELOCITY PUMB = F9.3



4/53H CENTERLINE VALUE OF GAvMA-cONSTIULHT GMB = F9.3
5/53K CENTERLINE VALUE OF BUcyANcY PARAMETER .7448 = F9.3)

1004 FORiviAT(//0 RADIAL DIsTRIR(ITIONS Q/
1/8X65HPsI VERT VELO VELO DELT GAMMA
2 //)

1005 FORmAT(1P6(E13.3,1X))
1006 FoRmAT(13.F7.22F10.3.1P5E11.7.F13.5)
1010 FOkt-tAT(1H1rrR CATE Q2A6,6 TIME Q2A6/

60H COmPUTED CONSTANTS FOR RADIAL oIFFERENCEc - -SC (J,L) //
2 30K J X(J) R/R0 R(J) .8(16.9X)/)

1012 FORmAT(I30:7.2,2F10.2.1P6F11.3)
1013 FORIAT(/)
1014 FORmAT(INlio DATE 02A66 TIME ro")2A6/

1 60K COMPUTED CONSTANTS FOR VERTICAL nIFFERENCES - -SZ(K,L) //
30P K OZ(K) Z/D0 7(K) .8(I6,5x)/)

1016 FOROT(1H1FP DATE W2A6.? TP-E 1 2A6/
60K CoNIP0TED CONSTANTS FOR VERTICAL nIFFERENCES -SZ(KFL)//

2 3UH K D7(K) Z/DO Z(K) .4(I6p5Y)
3 3UH DELT(NL,K) RSEA(K)
RETURN
ENO

SUBROUTINE STREAM (ITNSKIP)
SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE TWO OIMENSIONAL sTREAm FUNCTION. PSI (J
INCLUDE CO'LST,LIST
OMEGA3= 0.

10 DO 120 I = 1.14
OPMAX = O.
SET OUT-BOUNDARY STREAM FUNCTTO': FOP NEXT ITEPATION CYCLE
DO 20 K = 2,NKK
PSI(NJ,K):: 2.*PSI(NJ-1.K)-PSI(NJ-2,K)

20 CONTINUE
DO 100 J = NJJ al

cri



Al = SC(J,11)
A2 = SC(J,12)
A3 = SC(J.13)
DO 100 K = 2,NK!.
IF(j.LE,Jr0T.WI.K.LE.KPORT) Gr TO 10U
CON = Al +SZ(K,8)
PSAU = PSI(J,K)
IF(NSK1.EU.0) GO TO 50
OML6A1 = .5*(OMEG(J+1,K)+OMEG(J,K))
OMEGA2 = .5*(0MEG(j+ltK+1)+0MEG(JFK+1))

45 CONTINUE
OMLGA3 = OmE6A1+SZ(K.12)*(OVE6A2nMEGA1)

50 PSI(J'K) = (A2*PSI(J-1,K)+A3*PSI(J+1,K) +
1 S7(09)*PSI(J,K-1)+57(K.10)*PSI(J,K+1)+OmEGA3
2 *R(j))/CON
DEL = ABS((PSICpSI(J,K))/pSI(jrK))
IF(j.GT.NCR) 60 TO 95
DPMAX = AVAX1(DPMAXPDEL)
IF(DPMAY.G1.DEL) GO TO 95
NOUE(5) = J
NODE(6) = K

95 PS1(J'K) = PSIU+EXT *(PSI(J,K)pSIO)
100 CONTINUE

IF(DPMAx.LE...0005) GO TO 130
120 CONTINUE
130 IF(NSK1p.EU.1) GO TO 150

ITNC =

C CALCULATE VELcCITY FIELD
150 DO 250 J = 2FNJ

A4 = SC(j,14)
DO 250 u= 2.NK
IF(J.LT.JPORT.ANC,K.LT.KPORT) Go TU 250
UX(J,K) = (pSI(j,K)PS1(J.K-1))/(p(J)*D7(K))
UZ(JPK) = (PS1(J,K)pSI(J-1,K))*A4
IF(J.EU.2) 07(1,K) = DZ(2,K)



IF(K.EU.NK) UX(J,NH) = UX(..J.NK)
IP(K.E.0.2.AND.INMOBE.EU.4) UX(..11) = UX(J.2)
IF(K E0.2.AND.iNmODE.NE.4.AND.J.GT.R) fiX(JP1) = NX(J.2)

250 CONTINUE
CALL ETTMEF(T7mE)

270 IF(NSKIP.NE.0) RETURN
TINT = TImESTART
IF(LSKIP.Eu.0) CALL OUTPUT(0)
RETURN

1000 FOR:4AT(. 5.02.3)
END

SUBROUTINE SSCOMP
INCLUDE COMLST.LIST
DIMENSION TDELT(Lj)AMON(15)
DATA/DF/1HF/Dc/1HC/
GZCON = ZPP/REZ
UOMEG = O.
ODEET = O.
DGAM = 0.

NV = 2
DELT(JPORT,KPORT) = DELT(UPORT+1,KPORT)
GAM (JPORT,KPORT) = GAM (JPOPT+1,KPoRT)
IF(INMO7E.EO.4) NV = 3
MASK = 0
NSTART = JPONT+1
N2 = ITMAX
ITNO = ITN00
ITERS = NPI
N1 =
IF(.NOT.CONTRL(8)) GO TO 15
N1 = ITN04-1

c.n



ITMAX =
N2 = ITMAX
NEU = NED ITNO
IF(NED.GT.ITt40.0R.NEDDY.L0.0) Go TO 15
CALL EurY(NEnoy)

15 CALL ETTmEF(START)
DO 800 L = NI.N2
ITN() = L
DOMAX = 0.
IFC.NOT,C0NTRL(1).AND..M.CONTPL(2)) GO TO 290

1

GO TO 5P
30 UM1 = SZ(K'14)

DP1 = SZ(K15)
DCO = S2(1016)
DFZ = OP1*F2(jK+1)-CM1*FZ(JFK-1)-DCO*FZ(J,K)

20

Do 200 = 2.Nj
DO 200 K = 2P HK
1F(INKrE.NE.4) GO To 20
IF(J.LE,JPoRT.AND.K.LE.KPORT) Go TO 200
MASK = 0
IF(j.E.JPORT.AND.K.E0.KPORT+1) MASK =
Al = SC(J7)
A2 = SC(J.8)
A3 = SC(Jt9)*FR(JK-1)
A4 = SC(J,10)*FR(J.K-1)
A5 = SC(J6)*FR(..0K-1)
UPOS1 = AGs(UX(J-1.K)) + Uy(J-1,K)
uP052 = ABS(UX(JK)) + uX(jeK)
UNLO1 = AB5(UX(J-1,K)) - Ux(J-1.K)
UNEG2 = ABs(UX(J9K)) - Ux(jtK)
VPOS1 = AtiS(UZ(J,K-1)) + UZ(JK-1)
VP052 = ABs(UZ(J K)) + U7(j,K)
VNEG1 = I1s(a(J,K-1)) U7(JK-1)
VNLG2 = Abs(UZ(J,K)) -UZ(J,K)
IF(CONTpL(11).0R.NEDDY.E0.4) GO TO 30



LOAM = OZCON*DFZ*(DPi*GAm(J.K+1)PM1*GA(J.K-1)DCO*Am(J,K))
DORAD(J,K) = DP1*DELT( JFK+1)-0M1*DELT(JFK-1)DCO*DELT(JeK)
CDELT = 02CoN*DFZ*DGRAD(JK)

50 CONTINUr
BO = FZ(J,K)*SZ(K,5)
D1 = 1./(A0+Al*DNEG14.A2*UpOS2+W(K04)*(vPOS2+vNEGI) +A5)
AJ1 = (A1 *UPOS1+A3)
AJ2 = (A2*UNEG24-A4)
AK1 = (57(K,4)*Vp0S1+SZ(KP.=,)*F7(J,K))
AK2 = ( SZ(K,4) *VNEG2 +SZ(K,7) *FZ.(J,K))
DJ1 = AU1 *DELT(J-1.K)
DJ2 = AJ2*nELT(J+1,K)
DJ5 = AK1*(DELT(J.K-1)*(1!,^ASK)+VASK)
DJ4 = AK2*()ELT(J.K+1)
GJ1 = AJi*GAM(J-1,K)
GJ2 = AJ2*GAM(J+1,K)

AKI*(GAm(J.K-1)*(1mASK)+MASK)
GJ4 = AK2*GAM(JFK+1)
GAMO = (74W(J,K)
CELT° = [IELT(J,K)
DELT(Jf10-7 (DJ14.0j2+DJ3+bj4+DnELT)*P1
GAM (J,K).= (G,J14.GJ2+GJ3+0J4+0GA2) *E31

DEL = ABS((DELT(jeK)DELTO)/DELT(J.K))
IF(J.GT.NCli) GO TO 195
ODMAX = AMAX1(DUMAXPDLL)
IF(DDMAX.GT.DEL) GO TO 195
NOUE(1) = J
NOuE(2) = K

195 CELT(JK)= rELTO+EXP*(DELT(j.K)...DELTO)
GAM(JPK) = (4AN'O+EXR*(GAM(J0K)GAMO)

200 CONTINUE
SET BOUMDARY VALUES FOR DELTA(J,K)
DO 230 = 20i,j
GAM(JPNH)= GIVA(j,NK)
DELT(J,'IH)= DELT(J,NK)



IF(J.L.T.NP) Go TO 230
DELT(J,1)= DELT(JP2)
GAM(J,1) = GAJ,t(J.2)

230 CONTINUE
IF(INMOE.NE.4) GO TO 250
00 240 K = 2KPOPT
DELT(JPoRT,K) = DELT(JPORT+1,K)
GAm(JPORT,K) = GANI(JPORT+100

240 CONTINUE
250 CONTINUE

U0 260 v = 1,HiK
DELT(1,v)= DELT(2,K)
GAM(1PK) = GAm(2,K)

260 CONTINUE
290 00MAX = 0,

00 300 j = 2Pro
uo 300 K = NV,NK
IP(JLE.JPORT.ANU.K.LE.KPORT+1) GO TO 300
IF(JEQ.JPOPT+1. AND.K.LE.Kr09T1 GO TO 300
Al = SC(..!)*PR(JFK-1)
A2 = SC(J.2)*PF(J,K-1)
A3 = SC(J,3)*FR(jK-1)
A4 = SC(,)4)
A5 = SC(J5)
UP051 = ABcs(UX(j-1.K)) + 1..JY(j-1,K)

UP0S2 = ARs(UX(%),K)) + UY(JK)
UNEGI = ABS(UX(J-1,K)) UX(J-1,K)
UNE62 = ABS(UX(jfK)) UY(jrK)
VPOS1 = ARS(UZ(JFK-1)) + u7(jek-1)
VP0s2 = Alls(UZ(j0K)) + U7(j.K)
VNEG1 = AHs(UZ(J K-1)) 112(j0<-1)
VNLG2 = AFS(UZ(J,K)) U7(jK)
IP(CONTr=L(11),0R.NLODY.Eu.4) GO TO 291
GO TO 293

291 0M1 = .5*(UX(JPK-1) +UX(J-1,K-1))



UP1 =
()CU =
DFZ =
UGRAN.J.K)

.5*(UX(JtK+1)+UX(J-1.K+1))

.5*(UX(JtK )+UX(J-1.K ))

SZ(K,15)*FZ(J.K+1)-S7(K.14)*FZ(J.K-1)-SZ(Kr16)*FZ(JK)
= SZ(K.15)*UPI-SZ(K.14)*UM1-SZ(Kr16)*()C0

DONEG = 2.*DF7*(SZ(K,3 )*(UP1-UCO)-SZ(K,2)*(UCO-UNP,1))
DOMEG = nOVEG+(5Z(K.3)*(FZ(J,K+1)-FZ(J.K))-SZ(K.2)*(FZ(JFK)-

1 FZ(JtK-1)))*UGRAD(JK)
29, CONTINU7

E.30 = F7(J.K)*SZ(K01)
B1 = 1./(80+A1+A4*(UPOS2+UNEG1)+SZ(K.4)*(WDOS2+VNEG1))

(A2+A4*(UPOS1))*OMEG(J-1.K)
AJ2 = (A3+A4*(UNE62))*OMEG(J+1.K)
AK1 = ( FZ..( Jr K)* SZ( Kr2) +SZ(Kr4) *VP0S1) *OkEG(J.K -1)
AK2 = (Fz(J,K)*SZ(Kr3)+57(K.4)*VNE52)*CNEG(J.K+1)
ADELT = -A5*(DELT(j+1.K)-DELT(J-1K))
IF(JE.NJ) ADLLT = 0.
orzeo = omai(J,K)
UNIEG(J,K):: (Aj1 +AJ2+AKI+AK2+ADELT+DOMEG)*R1

= ABSDEL ((omEG(j.K)-OMEGO)/OMEG(JK))
IF(J.GT.NCR) GO TO 295
DOMAX = AmAX1(DOMAX,DEL)
IF(DOMAX.GT.nEL) GO TO 295
NODE(3) = J
NODE(4) = K

295 OMEG(J,K)= 00EGO+EXR*(0MEG(J.K)-0MEGO)
300 CONTINUE

CALL STREAM(ITEPS,1)
SET CENTERLINE AND CUT BOUNDARY VORTICITY
DO 310 K = 2PNK
UMEG(NL.K) = 0.
OMEG(1,K) = -0MFG(2,K)

310 CONTINUE
C SET SURFACE BOUNDARY VORTICITY

DO 320 j = 2.NJ
= -0MEG(J.NK)320 OMEG(J,NH)



C SET BOTTOM BOUNDARY VORTICITY
IF(INMOIE.E0.4) GO TO 35U

C SET SLIP BOUNDARY
DO 330 J = NBoNJ
OMLG(Jr1)= -0"ILG(Jr2)

330 CONTINUE
C SET INFLOV FOUNDARY VORTICITY

VORT2 = 1./DZ(KPORT+1)
DO 340 J = 2PN6
DUZ = .25*VORT2*(UX(Jr3)+UX(J.-1,3)...UX(j.1.)'UX(j-1.1))
DVR = .5*(UZ(j+1,2)+UZ(J+1.1)UZ(J.-102)-UZ(J.-1.1))*SC(Jr4)
OMEG(Jr2)= DUZ -DVR
OMEG(J11)= O.

OMEG(J,1) FOR J LESS THAN (19 DOES NOT ENTER IN CALCULATIONS
.340 CONTINUE

GO TO 400
350 CONTINUE

C SET NO -SLIT HoTTom BOUNDARY
NSTART = jPORT+1
DO 360 j = NSTART0NJ
DUG = .25*(UX(Jo3)+UX(J1t3)'"UX(Jr1)UX(J1,1))/DZ(2)
DVR = .5*(UZ(J+1.2)-UZ(J1e2))/(RC(J+1)-PC(J1))
OMEG(Jr2)= DUZ-DVR

360 CONTINUr:
C SET PORT SIDE NO-SLIP BOUNDARY

DO 370 K = 2rKROPT
UKP1 = .5*(UX(JPORTrK+1)+UX(JPORT+IpK+1))
UKM1 = .5*(UX(JRORTPK...1)+UX(JPORT+1tK-1))
UKC = .5*(UY(JPORTFK )+UX(JPORT+1.K ))

[AIL = SZ(Kr15)*UKRI-SZ(K14)*UKM1-57(Kr16)*UKC
DVR = .54(UZ(JPORT+2,K)+UZ(JPORT+2.K1)+UZ(JPORT+1rK)+

1 UZ( JPORT+1,K-1))/(PC(JPORT+2)-RC(JPORT))
OMLG(JPORT +1,K) = DUZ.-DVR

370 CONTINUE
C SET MR Ow BOUNDARY VORTICITY N)



LO 380 J = 2.JPOPT
OVR = ( UZ( J+ Ir KPOHT)- 07_ (.I-1KPORT)) /(RC(J +1)- RC(J -1))
DVH = .5*DVR
IF(J+Eo.JPoRT)

1 [VP = .5 *(UZ(J +1 .KrORT)-UZ(JtKPuRT))/(RC(J+1)-Rc(J))
D)./R = oVR+.5*(UZ(J +1.KpoRT +1)-UZ(J-1.KpoRT+1))

/(RC(J +1)-RC(J-1))
U2 = .25*(UX(J.KPORT+2)+Uy(J-1KPoRT+2)+UX(JKPoRT+1)

1 +UX(J- 1,KPORT +1))
DUZ = U2/DZ(KPORT+1)
OMEG(J,KPORT+1) = uUz-uVk

380 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE

DELT(1r1H) = DELT(2.NK)
GAM (1.1H) = GAM (2.NK)
IF(.NOT.CONTRL(6)) Go TO 410
JK = 0
DO 405 KK = 1.10'2
Ll = MON(KK)
L2 = MON(KK+1)
L3 = MON(KK+10)
L4 = MON(KK+11)
L5 = MCM(KK+20)
L6 = MON(KK+21)
JK = JK+1
AMON(JK) = UZ(1.1.L2)
AMON(JK+5) = UX(1.3.1.4)
AmUN(JK+1()) =DELT(L5.LID)

405 CONTINUE
WRITE(ONT.i000) ITNOF(AMoN(KK)tKK=1.15)

410 CONTINUE
IF(NEDDyEO.0.0R.NEDDy.GE.5) GO TO 750
IF(NED.GL.L) GO TO 750
CALL EDDY(NEDDT)

750 IF(MOD(L,NOUT).EG.0) CALL OUTPUT (1)



IF(MOD(LNTTY).EG.0) CALL OUTPUT (2)
800 CONTINUE

IF(INMOnE.LC.4) TEWER( JPORT.KPoRT)=TFMpEP(jpoRT-1.KPoRT)
IF(.NOT.00NTRL(9)) GO TO 88e
,,RITE(8) ITS OpoNEG.OELT.UX.UZ.PI.GAM
N3UPTS = 0
DO 810 j = 1.5
IF(N3DPT(J).E0.0) GO TO 810
N3UPTS = N3DPTS+1

810 CONTINU[.
NZ = hK
IF(N3DPTS.L.Oe) GO To 830
1/RITE(8) KASErDATErTIM,TLABELPN3DRTSPJPORT,KPORTPNX.NZ
DO 820 J = 1.5
L = N3DPT(J)
IF(LEU.0) GO TO 820
IF(L.EO.1) WRITE(8) L(R (N)N=1,NX)(Z (N),N=IN7),

1 ((PSI (NPM).N=1.NX)FM=1,NZ)
IF(LE0.2) WRITE(8) Le(RC(N)t!'!=1,NX),(ZC(N),N=2NH),

1 ((UELT(NIPM),N=1NX),M=2.NH)
IF(L.EO.3) WRITE(8) LF(RC(N),N=1,NX)P(ZC(N),N=2,NH),

1 ( (GAM (N001).N=1,NX)FM=2.NH)
IF(LEU.4) WRITE(8) Lv(RC(N)PM=leNX)0(ZC(N).N.7.2,NH).

1 ((TEMPER(r,1).N=1,NX)fM=2.NH)
IF(L.EQ.5) WRITE(8) LP(RC(N).N=1,NX),(ZC(N)Pi4=2,NH)r

1 C(UMLG(NPM),N=1,NX)PM=20NH)
LL = L
IF(LE0.1) WRITE(0UT,1004) LL
IF(LE0.2) 4;RITE(0UT1U05) LL
IF(LE0.3) WRITE(OUT100O) LL
IF(L.E0.4) WRITE(OUT1007) LL
IF(LE0.5) WRITE(OUTt1U06) LL

820 CONTINUE
83U CONTINUE 4=.

'itiRITE(OUT,1003) N3OPTSNXNZ



IF(TEMPrR(.NK)-TEmrER(NL.NK).LT.1) GO TO P61
IF(cONTpL(13)) wRITE(ouTlool)
IF(.NoT.CoNTR013)) wRITE(ouT.lool) pp-
Do 850 J = 1.80
TULLT(u) = lEYPF.-E(NL,NK)+J
IF(TnELT(J).LT.TEMpER(2tNK)) (50 TO 850
LAST = J-1
GO TO 855

850 CONTINUE
855 DO 870 L = 1LA!J

DO 860 J = 2NJ
IF(TEMpER(J,NK).GT.TOELT(L)) GO To 86n
RAG = (Rc(J-1)4.(TDELT(L)-TEMPER(J-1PNK))/(TEmpER(J."K)

-TrmPER(J-1,NK))*(RC(J)-RC(J-1)))*R0
AREA = 3.141*RAD*RAO
wRITE(ouT.1(702) L'AREARAD
GO TO 870

860 CONTINUE
870 CONTINUE

GAMA SU,1 COMVERGENCE CHECK
880 wRITE(OuT1010)

GAMIN = 2.*(PSI(JpoRT.KPoRT)-1.)
NSTART = JPONT +5
DO 900 J = NSTART.NUF3
NCR = j
GAmC = 2.*R(NCR)*RRP/(RER*(9C(NcR+1)-PC(NCR)))
GAMCON = 0.
GAMDIF = O.
DO 895 K =
UFACE = OX(NCRtK)
IF(URACE.GT.0.)GAMON=GAmCON+2.0i(NcR)*DZ(K)*GAm(NcR.K)*IJFACE
IF(UFACE.LT.0.)GAMCON=GAmCON+2.*R(NcP)*OZ(K)*GAM(NCp+1,K)*UFACE
GAmOIF = GAmC*FR(NcR K)*DZ(K)*(GAm(NCRK)-GWNCR+1.K))+GAMDIF

895 CONTINUF:
GAMCON = 100.*GAmCON/GAMIN



GAMDIF = 100.*cAmDIF/GAMIN
GAMSUM = GANCON+cAmDIF
GAmERR = GAmsUm-100.
WRITE(OuT1011) J.GAmcONeGAmOIF.GAmpRR

900 CONTINUE
RE TURN

1000 FORmAT(Ib.4x15(F6.42X))
1001 FORAT(//30H SURFACE ISOTHERM DATA //

I/15H AREA TN RADIUS OF
H2/60

DEGREES 'A1'35H
APnE AMb SO. FEET ISOTHERmt FEET

3/)
1002 FoRAT(I10,2(1uXF1U.1))
1003 FoRmAT(///sxI5, P THREE-u PLOT RECORDS ',ORME!! ON TAPE(/

SET PLOT PARk2ETERS NJ = QI3,1 NK = Q13)
1004 poRivAT(R STREAM FUNCTION RECORD WRITTEN TO TAPE - RECORD NO WI3)
1005 FORMAT(? RuoYANCy PARAMETER RECoRD WRITTEN TO TAPE - RECORD NOlI3)
1006 FORmAT( GArmA-CoNsTITuENT RECORD WRITTEN TO TAPE - RECORD NO 2;
1007 FORNATiq TEMPERATURE RECoRD WRITTEN TO TAPE - RECORD NO
1008 FORMAT(? voRTILITY RECORD WRITTEN TO TAPE - RECORD NO QI3)
1010 FORNAT(1H)//Q GAMMA- CONSTITUENT BALANCE ERROR ///

U NET CONVECTIVE NET DIFFUSIVE
Q
GAMMA BALANCE

21 / OUTFLOW' pERCLNT oUTFLOJe PERCENT ERROR. PERCEN
31A/1t

1011 FORNAT(75.3(5)cF10.4,5x))
END

SUBROUTINE EDDY(M)
INCLUDE CO4LST,LIST
DIMENSION pCoRE(LK),R5(LK).Kn(LJ)
RATIO = REz/RER
VEUC = .OW
GO TO (10,20.1202020500.500),m
CALCULATE RADIAL EIJOy FACTO'S USING PREsCRIBED MIXING LENGTH



10 DO 15 K = 2,NK
VMAX = .5*(UZ(2PK)-UZ(2.K-1))
FR(JK-1)= .180*(Z(K)-.25*UZ(K))*VmAX

15 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

CALCULATE RADIAL EDDY FACTORS BASED 0!. A PUNTNG CALC. OF MIXING L
BASE LEn6Th OF POTENTIAL CORE PERCENT GAMivIA DECREASE AT CENTERL
IE(INMOnt.LI.4) GO TO 40
DC 25 K = KPORT,NH
IF(GAM(2,K).LT.GAMEND) GO TO 70

25 CONTINUE
IF(MOD(ITNO,NOUT).E0.0) ihRITE(OUT1000)

30 KCORE = K
ZCORE = Z(K)-Z(KPoRT)

40 CONTINUE
DO 100 K = KPORTINKK
IF(M.EQ.1) GO TO 60
VVAX = !.q(20C)
V50 = .50*VMAX
VO5 = .05*VMAX
RCORE(K) = O.
DO 50 J = 3vNjJ
IF(V50.GT.UZ(J,K)) GO TO 45
N50 = j

45 IF(V05.GT.U7(JrK)) GO TO 55
NOb = j

50 CONTINUE
55 CONTINUE

C* CALCULATE PLUME GEOMETRY AT LEVEL K
IF(K.LT.KCURE) RCCRE(K) = AMAY1(0.,(1.-(2(K)-Z(KPORT))/7CORE))
R5(K) = 1.
IF(K.LT.KCORE) GO TO 60
R5(K) = RC(N50)+(uZ(N50,K)-V90)/(U7(N50,K)-UZ(N50+1,K))*

1 (PC(N50+1)-RC(N5C))
60 ROb(K) = EC(N05)+( UZ(N05,K)-5)/(U7(N05,K)-UZ(N09+1,10)*



1 (PC(N05+1)-RC(N05))
70 CONTINUE

IF(F.EG.1) GO TO 100
DO 90 J = 2PNJ
IF(P.I.E0.2) GO 10 75
FR(J,K) = ERATIO
IF(F.8(K).L1.RC(J-1)) GO TO 100

75 CONTINUE
FR(J'K) = (P500-RCORE(K))*VMAX
IF(K.E0.KP(IRT) GO TO 90
FR(J,K-1)= .5*(FR(j,K-1)+FR(J.K))

90 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE

IF(V,.EQ.1 .0P.M.E0.2) GO TO 400
C* CALCULATE VERTICAL EDDY FACTORS FZ(J'V) Im SURFACE SPREAD

120 CONTINUE
DO 140 K = KPOkT,NK
DO 130 J = 2.1,1J
IFIRC(J-1).GT.RR(K)) GO TO 140
FZ(JK) = PATIO*FOJ.K-1)

130 CONTINUE
140 CONTINUE

C* CALCULATE VERTICAL EDDY FACTORS FOR LATERAL FLOW RASED ON LENGTH Z
UMAX = O.
DO 145 J = 2,HJ
IF(OMAX.GT.UX(J,NK)) GO TO 145
UMAX = UX(J.NK)
JMAX =

145 CONTINUE
DO 152 K = 1,NK
IF(UX(JMAX.K).LT..5*UMAX) GO TO 152
ZLEN = Z(NK)-ZC(K-1)-(.5*UMAX-UOJMAXPK-1))/

1 (UX(JmAXPK)-UX(JMAXPK-1))*(Zc(K)-4O(K-1))
IF(ZLEN.GT.D7T5) ZLEN = UZT5
GO TO 153



152 CONTINUE
153 coNTIrJUF

FZC = vmc*ZLEN*umAX*REZ*2.
DO 200 i = 20:4J
DO 150 K = iphH
DAVE .5*(uX(J-1,K)+UX(J.K))
IF(UAVE.LT.O.) KE(J) = K

150 CONTINUE
DO 160 v = 2,NK
IF(RC(J-1).LE,RB(K).ANDK.GT.KPoRT) GO TO 155
FZ(J'K) = FZ(NL,K)
IF(10-2.(T.KU(J).0R.K.LE.NK/2) Go TO 160
IF(J.NE.NJ) Fk(J.K-1) = FR(2.K-1)
F2(JK) = Fz(JK) + FzC*uX(JFNK)/umAX

155 IF(hmAD.Eo.0) GO To 160
L* moDIFY rY HICHARDSON NUMBER MODEL (IN LATERAL PLUME SPREAD ONLY)

RICHNO = +.5/F0*DGRAD(J.K)/(u,5RAD(J.K)**2)
IF(RICHHO.LT.o.) RICHNU = 0
RICH(J,K)= RICHNO
IE(RICHO.GT.15.) RICHNO = 15.
FZ(J,K) = FZ(I,K)*RcHmOD(NmAntICHNO.BETA)

160 CONTINUE
FZ(J,1) = FZ(J.2)
FZ(J,NH) = FZ(J,NK)

200 CONTINUE
400 IF(00(TTNotNOuT).NE.0) RETURN

wRITE(otyl.1001) ITNO
DO 450 K = 2.NK
KN = rJc+2-K
DI = .5*RCORE(vN)
D2 = .5*R5(KN)
D3 = .5*R05(KN)
D4 = .5*RB(KN)
WRITE(0i)71002) KN,Z(KN).D1.D203U4 4=.

rn
450 CONTINUE



500 REToRr
1000 FORAT(IH1//6 FLUME CORE EX'rENV, TO SUNFACE

1/ iti CORE ASSuEn TO END AT K = !,11-1 FN PURP0SES OF
cALCLATTOf FR(J.K-1) td )

)001 FOR'/IAT(// pLiwE LATERAL SECTION Gror,I.TRY, ITERATION NO. Q
1I5//Q K Z/D r;CoR/D f:HALF/r RB(luND/n RBA) 0)

1002 FORLAI(710,i0.2x4(F3.3.21) )
LN0

SUbROUTINE OUTpUT(mOPE)
INCLUDE COvLSTLIST
IFVOnE.NE.2) bo To 10
6RITE(0117,10n) ITNO,NPI.npvAy ;'0DL(5),NOnE()

1 pw.AX,N0DE(6).NonF(4)0DvAx,NOnL(1),NODE(2)
00 5 j = 1,j
DO 5 K = IFNI/
IFWZ(J.K).LE..)Go TO 5
-4RIIE(0UT,1i1079

= (-'999C
GO TO lo

5 CONTINUE
wkITE(Ulj..002) (MW;(KK),KK= 170)
kLioRN

10 CALL ETTYIFF(TImE)
IF(n0DE.EC,.0) wRITE(OUl1001) ITNOrrPmAXPITNCoTINT
TINT = (T1MESTAPT) /NOUT
00 100 J= 1,15
L = IPTIE(J)
IF(LFiq.b) NOTLMP
1F(LFO.0) c:o To 100
IF(vOLE.Lo.1) GO TO 90
1F(L.EO.1) CALL APOUT(LZ pprST.

1 42N(I,TPLAm FMCTTOM TWzOTAT1ONAL FLOW



IF(AODL.E0.0) u0 TO 100
90 IF(LEO.2) CALL AROUT(LZR.PSI.

I 42HSTREAM FUNCTION - VISCOUS FLOW )

IF(L.E.3) CALL AROuT(L,LC,RC.DELTt
1 421-BUOYANCY PARAMETER - DFLT )

IF(LEG.4) CALL AROUT(L4C,RC,OEG
42HVORTICITY - OMEG )

I.

IF(LEO.S) CALL ARGUT(LPZFRCUZ
1 42HVERTICAL VELOCITY COMPONENT - UZ )

IF(LEO6) CALL AROUT(Lt4C, RPUX
1 42HRADIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT - UX )

IF(LEU.7) CALL ARoUT(LCRCGAM
1 42HGAMMA-CONSTITUENT )

IF(.NOT.CO,JRL(13)) GO TU 92
IF(LE.G.8) CALL APOUT(LZCRCDLTF

1 42HTEMPERATuREP DEGREES CENTIGRADE )

GO TO 94
92 IF(L.EO.8) CALL AROUT(L4CrpC.DFLT.

1 42HTEmPERATURE DEGREES FAHENHEIT )

94 CONTINUE
IF(LE0.9) CALL

42AROHNoUT(L,ZC,RC,DLT,1 RMALIZED BUOYANCY pARAKETER )

IF(LEG.10)CALL APoUT(L.LeRCFUZ,
1 42HNoRmALIZED VERTICAL VELOCITY COMPONENT )

IF(L.E(4.11)CALL AROUT(LaRC.DELT.
1 42HNoMALIZED TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION )p

IF(LEu12)CALL AROUT(L,ZCPRC,Fp.
1 42HRADIAL EDDY ,:IXVG FACTORS )

IF(LBW13)CALL
4AROUT(LpZC,RC.F7,I 2HVERTICAL EDDY MIXING FACTORS )

IF(LEG.14)CALL ARoUT(LFZCRC,RrCH,
1 42HRICHARDSON NuMBERS )

IF(LEU.15)G0 10 10
41.100 CONTINUE -,,

IF ( ISTOp.Eu.999991 STOP _.



CALL ETIMEF(START)
RETURN

1000 FORmAT(1H1 26H RESULTS FOR ITER. No. T5/
1/ 35H NO. OF PSI ITERATIONS I710x4HNODE
2/ 35H mAx CHANGE IN PSI 1pE10.3
*OH (12.1HI2,1H)
3/ 65H MAX CHANGE IN OMEG E10.3
*F7H (12.1HI2.1H)
4/ 35H MAX CHANGE IN DELT E10*3
*.7H (I2111I21H) )

1001 FORMAT(1HI 45H STREAM FUNCTION 2ESULTS FoR ITERATION 15/
1/ 30H MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR IS 1PE12.3/
2/ 23H TIME REOUIRE1 FOP I3.14H ITERATIONS = F6.2
35H SEC ///)

1002 FOR; ;AT 10H ITERATION
1 4UH VERTICAL VELOCITY
40h ********* RADIAL VELOCITY *************

3 4UH BUOYANCY PARAMFTFR
4/1UH NUMBER 15(2H (I2F1HI2r1H))//)

1003 FORMAT( / //1 THIS CASE IS APPARENTLY UNSTABLE. RUN ARORTED Q)
END

SubROUTINF AROoT(NVcoORDRCO0RDIARNAMEFLA6FL)
INCLUDE COmLF,TLIST
DIMENSION ARNAME(LJ LK) ANoRm(LK)LAPEL(7)HCOORD(LJ).VCOORD(LK)
DimENSIoN RCOORD(LJ)
REAL LABEL
DO 10 J = 1,NL
HCOCRD(j) = .c*RcooRD(J)

lo CONTINUE
N2 = 0

60 N1 = N2+1
N2 = r1+9 rN)



IF(N2.GT.NON2=NL
WRITE(0!)T1000) DATETIM,LADELPITNO,TINT
WR1TE(OUT.1004)
WRITE(OUTP1001) (NOX(K)K=N1N2)

65 i4RITE(OUTv1002) (HCOORD(K)rK = H1,N2)
70 DO 200 K = 1PNH

KN = MHK-1-1
IF(NE.6.0R.N.Eci.11) GO TO 160
IF(N.NE.9.AND.N.NE.10) GO TO 150
AMAX = ARAME(2PKN)
IF(ARNWIE(3,KN).C.T.AMAX) AMAX=A NAME(3,KN)
DO 100 J = N1.N2

100 ANORM(J) = ARNAME(J'KN) /AMAX
WRITE(OUTP1003) KN.VCOORD(KN)F(ANORM(J),J=N1tN2)
GO TO 200

150 .1;RITE(OUT01003) KNO/COORU(KN),(ARNVIE(J,KN),O=N1,N2)
GO TO 200
COMPUTE AT:IOLUTE DENSITY AND SALINITY

160 DO 165 J =
SAL = SALRGAM(J,KN)*DSALT
SIGT = SIGIRARNAME(JFKN)*DELTJ

C COMPUTE TEMPErRATURE FROM DENSITY AND SAEINA)Y
TEMPER(UPKN) = TEMF(SAL,SIGT)
IF(.NOT.CONTRL(13)) TEMPLR(J.KN) = 1.8*TEmPER(JPKN)+32.

165 CONTINUE
IMAX = TEMPEP(2PKN)
IF (F GO TO 170

167 WRITE(OUT,1003) KNtVCOORD(KN)(TEMPER(JKN),J=N1PN2)
GO TO 200

170 DO 175 J = M1,142
175 ANORM(J) = TEMPER(JKN) /TMAX

'tiRITE(OUTP1003) KNO/COORO(KN),(A.NORM(J).J=N1.42)
200 CONTINUE

IF(N2.W.NL) CO, TO 60
1000 FORMAT(1H1,P DATE in1A0rW TILE 12A6/



1 5X7A6,- ITERATION ':UMBER 1 F15P
1 2ti COmPuTTION SPEED = F6.3.1511 SEC /ITERATION

1001 FORr,AT( /17A3HJ = 10(I8P3X))
1002 FCF0',A1(12x1;RCouPD =r0-J.10(F9.2.2X)/12x(ti7C0OPDD)
1003 FOR!v,AT( 5H K = I2. 5H Z = p6,2.2)(1p10E11.3)
1004 FUI-WAT( COOPDINATES GIVEN IN PnPT DIAMETERS. Z/D OR Rio I

ENu

puNcTio,., SIG'iAT(SAL'T,N)

IF(N.Etd.0) Go TO 10
SIGo = (((5.8F-6*sAL)-4.2E-4)*sAl+.8149)*sAL-.093
b = 1.E-6*T*((,01b67*T-.2164)*T+18.03)
A = .0()1*T*((.0010843*T-.09b18)*T+4.77)
SUMT = (T-3.98)*(T-3.98)*(T+283.)/(503.57*(T+67.26))
SIbv.AT = (Siun+.1324)*(1.-A+B*(S1c0-.1324))-SUMT
kETuRN

10 sIGvAT = T
RETURN
ENu

FUNcTIOH TEMP(SALT.SIGMA)
c***************EwToN RAPHSON METHOD FOR CALCULATING TEMP.
c***************FROm SALINITY AND REFERENCE DENSITY

ERROR = .01
= 20.

SILO = -.093+.8149*SALT-,010482*SALT*sALT
SIGo = SIG0+6.8E-6*sALT*sALT*sALT
DO 100 I = 1.50
TSU[, = T*T
TObD = TSO*T
F = SIGMAT(SALTPT.1)-SIGMA
DSukT = (215.74*(T-3,q8)**2)/(503.570*(T+67.26)**2)



DSumT = DSUmT-2*(T-3.98)*(T4-23.)/(501,5v)*(T+67.26),
DA = .001*(4.7867-.19637*T+.0032529*TSOD)
DB = 1.L-6*(18.03-1.6328*T+.05*TsOn)
DE = (SIGO+.13p4)*(-uA+D*(SIG0-.1324))+DSUMT
T1 = T-F/DF
ER = T1-T
ER = ABS(ER)
T = T1
IF(ER.LT.ERROR)GO TO 150

100 CONTINUE
150 TEMP = T

RETURN
LNO

FuNcTIOH RcHmnD(mPRICH.pETA)
CHOOSE rl.ETA CONSTANT FOR APPROPRIATE MODEL AT INPUT
GO TO (10F20,3040,50'60),M

C* 10 ROSsBY AND MONTGOMERY (1935)
10 RCHmOD = 1. /(1. +BETA *RICH)

RETURN
C* 20 ROSSBY AND MONTGOMERY (1935)

20 RCHMOD = 14/(1.+BETA*RICH)**2
RETURN

C* 30 hOLZMAN (1935)
30 RCHmOP = AmAx1 (0.P1.-BETA*R/CH)

RETURN
C* 40 yAMAmOT0 (1959)

40 RcHmOD = SopT(AMAY1(u.t1.-RFTA*RIcH))
RETURN

C* 5U MAMAYEV (195)
50 RCHmOD = Exp(-RETA*RICH)

RETURN
C* 60 MUNK Arc ANDERSON (1946)



60 RCI-WOD
RETURN
END

= (1.+RETA*F=ICH)**1.

SULWOUTINF ISOGEN(OR.PSIISOLN.L.NUtNK.LABEL)
INCLUDE ARDiMPLIST
DIMENSION Z( LK),R(W) PSI(LJ.LOISOLN(5.30).LABFL(6)
DIMENSION XP(200).ZP(200),ROOT(3)
REAL LA;3ELISOLN
INTEGER OUT
CUT = 6
',NRITE(01.17.1000) LABEL
JN = 2
KN = 2
IF(LEU.1) KN = I
IF(LE0.1) JN = 1
NOLINE 7: 0

DO 3 I = 1.30
IF(ISOLI,I(LI).E0.0) GO TO 3
NOLINE = NOLINE +1

6 CONTINW:-.
DO 900 HI = 1,NOLINE
PSIC = ISOLN(L,NI)
KOUNT 7= 0

CO 85 J=JN.NJ
K = I

5 IF(PSI(jK)-PsIC )1U0,30
10 K=0-1

IF(KGT.NK)G0 TO 85
IF(PSI(JK)-PsIC )1000.40

30 K=K+1
IF(KGT.NK)G0 10 85
IF(PSI(j.K)-psIC )40,20,30 rn



********* INTERPOLATION *********
4U M=K-1

C $$$$$$$$$ QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION ii$S5,5)$$$
C LOUATION FOR INTERPOLATION IS OF FORM Y = AX**2413X+0

IF((NK--K)-1)43,43,41
41 IF((K-1)-1)45.45.42
42 IF((PSIC -PSI(J,V))/(PSI(J.K)-PSI(J,M))-(1.5)4345P45

ML CORRFSPONPS TO I-1
C MM CORRESPONDS TO I

C MH CORRESPONDS TO I+1
C [;RANCH TO 43--USE POINTS K-2.K-1,AND K FOP THE_
C QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION

ML=K-2
MM=K-1
MH=K
GO TO 44

C BRANCH TO 45--USE POINTS K-1,K' AND K+1 FOR THE
C QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION

45 ML=K-1
MM=K
MH=K+1

44 DENQM=Q(MM)**2-Z(mL)**2)*(Z(N1H)-7(mM))-(7(mH)**2-Z(MM)**2)
1*(Z(MM)-Z(ML))
ANUM=(PSILOIM)-PSI(J,ML))*(Z(MH)-Z(MM))-(PSI(JPMH)-PSI(JtMM))

1*(Z(MM)-Z(ML))
BNUM=(PSI(J.MH)-PSI(J.MM))*(7(My)**2-7(ML)**2)-(PSI(J.MM)
1-PSI(JWL))*(Z(MH)**2-Z(MM)**2)
AA = AM. M/DENOM
BB = BNOM/DENOM
D=PSI(JPMM)-AA*Z(MM)**2-BR*Z(M)
TERM=SOPT(E6P**2-.4.*AA*(D-PSIC))
ROOT(1)=(-DB+TERM) /(2,*AA)
ROOT(2)=(-6R-TERM)/(2.*AA)
DO 57 I=1,2
IF(MM.E.K)GO TO 61



IF(POOT(I).LT.Z(MH)AND.ROOT(I),GT.7(MM))GO To 60
IF(ROOT(I).LT,Z(MM)ANU.ROOT(I).GT.7(MH))G0 TO 60
GO TO 54

61 IF(ROOT(I).LT.L(MM).ANb.ROGT(I).GT.7(ML))G0 T1 60
IF(ROOT(I).LT.Z(MOAND.ROOT(T).GT.Z(MM))G0 TO 60

54 IF(I.EQ.2)PRINT 55
55 FOKNAT(PUQ.IDERROR IN PROGRAM FOP CO" /DOTING RZ(JPN)( .

1WDY QUADRATIC 1NTERPOLATION1 )
57 CONTINUE-

IF(IEu.2)o0 TO 825
60 ZP(KOUNT+1) = ROOT(I)

GO TO 8n
20 ZP(KOUNT+1) = Z(K)
80 KOUNT = KOUNT + 1

XP(KOUNT)= XCOORD(R(J))
GO TO 5

85 CONTINUE
DO 185 K=.KN.NK
J =

90 IF(pSI(JK)-PSIC )100.200.300
100 J=J+1

IF(J.GT.NJ)G0 TO 185
IF(PSI(J,K)-PSIC ) 100.200.400

300 J=J+1
IF(JGT.NJ)G0 TO 185
IF(pSI(J,K)-psIC )400.200.300
********* INTERPOLATION *********

400 m=J-I
C 1$$$$$$$ NJADRATIC INTOPOLATION $$$$.Ts.

IF((NJ-J)-1)430430,41u
410 IF-((J-1)-1)450.450,420

420 IF((PSIC -PSI(v.K))/(PSI(JK)-PST(m,K))-0.5)430.450.44,0
C ML CORRESPONDS TO I-1
C MM CORRESPONDS TO I

C MH CORRESPONDS TO I4-1 co



C URANCH TO 430--USE POINTS J-2,J-1AND J FOR THE
C OUADRATIC INTEHPOLATIoN

43U mL=J-2
MM=J-I
mH=J
GO TO 440
BRANCH TO 450--USE POINTS AND I+1 FC:W THE

C GUADRATIC INTERPOLATION
450 ML=j-1

Vm=J
MH=j+1

44u DEN0m=((mm)**-R(mL)**2)*(R(mH)-R(mm))-(p(ffi,H)**2-R(Mm)**2)
1*(R(MM)-R(ML))
ANUM=(PSI(Mm.K)-PSI(mL.K))*(R(M,4)-R(MM))-(PSI(MHFK)-PSI(MmyK))
1*(R(MM)-R(IAL))

BNUM=(RSI(MR,K)-PSI(mmtK))*(R(M')**2-p(ML)**2)-(FSI(MMrK)
1-PSI(ML,K))*(4(mH)**2-R(MM)**2)
AA = ANuM/UENOM
BB = PNuM/DENCM
C=PSIW,K)-AA*R(Mm)**2-BB*R(MM)
TER!,4=5RT(bB**-4.*AA*(D-PSIC))
ROOT(1)=(-be.+TERM)/(2,*AA)
ROOT(2)77( -bB-TOM)/(2,*AA)
Do 570 I=1F2
IF(mMEQ.J)G0 TO 610
IF(ROOT(1).LT,R(MH).ANU.ROOT(I),GT.p(mM))G0 TO 615
IF(ROOT(I).L.T.R(Mm).ANU.ROOT(I).GT.R(MH))G0 TO 615
GO TO 540

610 IF(ROOT(I),LT.R(MM)ANUROOT(I),GT.p(ML))G0 TO 615
IF(ROOT(I).LT.R(ML)ANDROOT(I),GT.p(mm))G0 TO 615

540 IF(IE0.2) WPITE(6,555) KOUNT
555 FORrAT(QuOr@ERRoR IN PROGRAM F02 COMPUTING XP(02.@4-1)@

liZBY QUADRATIC INTERF0LATiONG)
570 CONTINUE

IF(IE0.2)6C TO 825



615 XP(KOUNT +1) = XCCORD(ROOT(1))
GO TO 600

200 xP(KOUNT+1) = XCOORD(R(J))
800 KOUNT = KOUr.IT +1

ZP(KOUNT) = Z(K)
GO TO 90

185 CONTINUE
WRITE(OuT,1001) NI.PSIC,KODNT
01-TE(ONT,1002)
DO 500 KK= ltKoUNT,ln
KT = A8s(KK-1)
KS = KT+10
IF(KSGE.KouNT) KS = KOUNT
wRITE(OuT1O03) KTr(XP(Kh),KR = KIOKS)
WRITE(007,1004) (ZOKR)10 = KK,KS)

500 CONTINUE
900 CONTINUE

WRITE(O.IT.1005) NJ.NK
825 RETURN
1000 FOKHAT(1111//5x6A6)
1001 FORNAT( /W DATA FOR ISOLIIIE ;';UMBER WT2p1J AT VALUE WF10.410) W

1I3'!,; DATA POINTS LOCATEDW)
1002 FORMAT(/ WO 1 2 3 5 Q.

1 0 6 7 8 10 ID)

1003 pORmAT(T3,2)(10(P8.2,2X))
1004 FORmAT(5X10(F9.2F2x))
1005 FORMAT(//w *****SET PLOT PARAMETERS. NJ=(1.I3.0 NK=WI3.Q *****0

END

SUBROUTINE INTERP
INCLUDE CO!oLST.LIsT
DO 100 J =
L = ISOPT(J) 00



IF(L.E6.0) Go TO 100
IF(LEO.1) CALL ISUGFN(ZO(RWSTPISOLNPL.NJ,NK

MHVISCOUS STREALINES
IF(L.E.) CALL ISOGEN(ZCPX.DFLTPIS(LNLNuiNKP

1 36Hb1 OYANCY PARW0ETEP 'SOL-INES, ISOPYCS )

1E(L.E0.3) CALL ISOGEN(ZX.GAM.ISOLN,L.NJ,N
36HSALINITY ISOLINFS,PARTS PER THOUSAND )

IP(L.EQ.4) CALL ISOGEN(ZXPTEMPER,ISOLNLNJ.NK,
36NTEMPERATURE CONTOURS, DEG CENTIGRADE )

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUbROUTTNE GAUSS(N)
INCLUDE COMLSTPLIST
DIMENSION PS3(LJ)

DELB = (SItiTRSIGT6)/DELTU
ZR = 2.*ZB
ZP = 7RDZ(2)*.5
ZR1 = 2.*(ZEIDZ(2))
PSb(1) = PSI(1P1)
IP(NoNE.1) GO TO 100
RMIND =
RMIN =
RMIN1 = 1.ZR1/9
C = 1./9.
Cl = 1./8.
DO 10 J = 2' NJ
UZ(J1) = 1.0
Ub = 1.
IE(RC(j)*GE.RNIIN) UZ(jl) = EXP(-40.5*(C+(RC(J)1.)/ZR)**2)
IF(RC(j).GE.RMIN1) DB = EXP(...n0.5*(C+(RC(J)-1.)/ZR1)**2)



IF(uZ(J1).LE..01) UZ(J1) = 0.
IF(UB.LE..01) uB = O.
PSI(J11 = psj(J-1 1)+LJZ(J1)*Rc(J)*CASH(Y(J)KT)*OX
PS6(J) = Pcp(J-1)47UB*ROJ)*CAsH(X(J)KT)*DX

10 CONTINUE
00 50 j = 2' )J
DEL1(J.1).= 1.0
IF(PC(J).GL.RkIND) DELI(J1) r FXP(-32.*(C1+(2C(J)-1.)/ZP)**2)
1F(GELT(J1).LL..01) DELT(J1) = 0.
GAM(J1) = DELT(J1)

50 CONTINkr.
GO TO 12U

100 GO 110 J = 2,NJ
U7_(J1) = Exp(-92.*(RC(J)/zR)**2)*VmB
UB = EXP(-92 *(RC(J)/7y1)**2)*vmR1
IF((UZ(J1)/V1B).LL.01) UZ(J1) = O.
IF(UB/vmnl.LE..01) UB = 0.

PSI(J1) = PSI(J-1 1)+uZ(J1)*Rr(J)*CASH(X(J),KT)*DX
Pse(J) = Rsb(J1)+U6*RC(j)*CASH(x(J),KT)*Dy

EXPART = EXp(-68.*(RC(J)/ZP)**2)
1F(EXPApT.LE..01) EXPART = O.
VELT(J.1)= EXpART*UmB+DELP
GAm(J.1) = EXPART *GMB

110 CONTINUE
120 DO 150 J = 2.Nj

IF(uZ(J1).GT.u.) GO TO 150
NE)

JPORT = j
GO TO 160

150 CONTINUE
160 00 170 J = 1H6

UX(J1) = -1ESI(Jp1)-ps0(J))/(HJ1*OZ(2))
17u CONTINUE

RETURN
LNu



SUBROUTINE SItv,JET(NCDZBOZMPT70,VMBVmE(1GmRDMB)
SUBROUTINE OBTAINS SIMILARITY SOLUTION FOR VERTICAL PLUME
DIMENSION A(4),AF(4)AR(4)071(4)N1(4)
AK = E4.
A(1) = O.
A(e) = .5
A(3) = .5
A(4) = 1.
FRACT = 1./0
EX1 = 1./6.
DELZ = .5*UZM
ZB3 = 2171

ZE2 = 2B-.25*OZM
ZB1 = 7.11...DELZ

FIk5 LE'!GTH FOR FLOW ESTABLISWW7NT
ZO = 5
DO 10 K = 110
ZE = 5.57/((1.42/F0 *L0+1)i,*.5)
DEL = ABS((ZE- ZO) /ZE)

10
15

30

IF(DEL.LE..0041) GO TO lb
CONTINUE
IF(NCD.E61.0) GO TO 30
[B1 = (4./ZE)**3+3./32./r0w(ZB1**2-2F**2)
LE,2 = (4./ZE)**3+3./32./F04(ZB2*2-ZE**2)
EB3 = ( 4./ ZE) * *3 +3./32./F0 *(ZB1 * *3- ZF * *2)

VMB1 = EB1**EX1*AK**5/ZB1
SB = .245*ZB2*EB2**EX1
VMb = EB3**EX1*AK**.5/ZB3
OMB = 1./SB
GMB = CMB
RETURN
0Z1(1) = INT(ZF+1)-ZE



DZ1(2)
DZ1(3)
DZ1(4)
N1(1)
N1(2)
N1(3)
N1(4)

R

= .1
= DELZ/10.
= L71(3)
= 1
= 10.*(ZB1-7_E)

5
.7: 5
= (4./ZE)**3
= .25
= 7E

DO 200 L = 1'4
DZ = DZ1(L)
NSTLPS = Nl(L)
DO 100 J = 1.NsTLPS
DO 50 u = 1'4
AE(K) = DZ*FE(A(K)*DZ+Z A(K)*AE(K-1)+E.A(K)*AR(K-1)+R,F0)
AR(K) = Z*ER(A(K)*DL+Z.A(K)*AE(K-1)+E.A(K)*AR(K-1)+R.T)

50 cONTINUF
Z = Z+DZ
E = E+FkACT*(AE(1)+2,*(AF(2)+AE(3))+AE(4))
R = R+FRACT4(AR(I)+2.*(Ar(2)+Ar(3))+AR(4))

100 CONTINUE
IF(L.NE.3) GO TO 150
Dmb = 1.*R/(E**Ex14,7)
Gmb = 1 /(.245*Z*E**Exl)
GO TO 160

150 'E(...Eu.1) GO TO 160
vMb = E**EX1*Ak**.5/z
IF(LEG.2) VMR1 = vMB

160 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE

RETURN
END



FUNCTION mOb(rom)
FETURNS ZERO wHENEVER N IS EVENLY DIVISIBLE BY M
MOU = 1-4-(N/m)*M

END

FUNCTIOr! SANH(x.N)
SANH = .5*(EXP(X)-EXP(-X))
IF(N.EU.0) SANH=X
END

FUNCTION C '\SH(X.N)

CASH = .5 *(EXP(X) +EXP( -X))
IF(N.E.0) cAsH=I.
ENu

FUNCTION XCOORU(X)
XCOORD = .5*SINH(X)
RETURN
ENO

FUNCTION FR(ZPEFRPT)
FR = -.109*E**(1./6.)*T*7
RETURN
END



FUNCTION FE(Z'EiR'FO)
FE = .75 *Z *R /FO
RETuRN
ENU


